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Abstract
Genes that increase organism fitness can come to prominence as a result of natural
selection, leading to the appearance of organismal design, or ‘adaptation’. However,
genes that compromise organism fitness can also come to prominence if they are able
to secure a selfish propagation advantage from doing so. Such genes are called
‘selfish genetic elements’. I consider the consequences of selfish genetic elements for
organismal design (adaptation). First, I consider a fungus in which – strikingly –
different nuclei in the same individual may be genetically different from each other
(‘chimera’). I show how such diversity could be maintained by natural selection, and
what consequences this has on the organism. Second, I consider, in general and in a
range of specific biological scenarios, whether selfish genetic elements might be
expected to gain control of organism traits. I show that the ‘parliament of genes’ is
generally effective in suppressing selfish genetic elements, meaning organism design
is generally preserved. Third, I ask whether animals can, in principle, evolve to
recognise kin via genetic cues. I show they often can, as long as genetic kin
discrimination is favoured, over indiscriminate cooperation and indiscriminate
defection, at the individual level (it maximises individual fitness).
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Introduction
One of the most striking features of the natural world is the extent to which
organisms appear designed or adapted (Paley, 1829). Darwin (1869) provided the
solution to this problem with his theory of natural selection. Our modern
understanding of this theory is that genes that raise organism fitness will increase in
frequency, leading to organisms that appear as if they have been designed to
maximise their fitness (Fisher, 1930; Gardner, 2009; Grafen, 2006; 2014; Hamilton,
1964).

A problem is that there is also considerable evidence for selfish genetic elements,
which increase their own contribution to future generations at the expense of other
genes in the same organism (Ågren & Clark, 2018; Burt & Trivers, 2006; Gardner &
Úbeda, 2017). Selfish genetic elements create conflict within the genome. My thesis
concerns how our understanding of organism design (adaptation) is affected by
genetic conflict.

Each research chapter in this thesis has its own introduction. Therefore, in this
chapter, I do not provide an exhaustive literature review of all issues raised in
subsequent chapters. Instead, I provide a brief overview of what I take adaptation to
mean, and how adaptation might be compromised by genetic conflict, whilst pointing
out some unanswered questions in this area of research.

Adaptation
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An entity is ‘adapted’ if it ‘appears designed’. We follow Paley (1829) in breaking this
down further (Gardner, 2009; Lewens, 2019). For an entity to ‘appear designed’, it
must satisfy two criteria. Firstly, the entity must be goal-directed. That is, it must
operate in a way that is not random or unpredictable. Rather, the entity must act with
purpose – it must be pursuing some ‘maximand’. Secondly, the entity must be
integrated. That is, its constituent parts must interact with each other – they must
work together, towards a shared goal, rather than independently, towards individual
goals.

Biological organisms are said to be ‘adapted’ because they satisfy the two required
criteria. They are goal directed because, as pointed out by Darwin (1869), they strive
to maximise their fitness (Grafen, 2006; Hamilton, 1964). They are integrated
because, despite being hierarchical in nature (bodies comprise cells, which comprise
organelles, which comprise genes), the component parts work together rather than
independently (Maynard Smith & Szathmáry, 1995; West, Fisher, Gardner, & Kiers,
2015).

In recent years, evolutionary biologists have tightened this two-criterion definition of
adaptation (Gardner, 2009; Gardner & Grafen, 2009; Queller & Strassmann, 2009;
Strassmann & Queller, 2010). When we observe that a biological organism is ‘goal
directed’, what we are really observing is that: its constituent parts (cells, organelles,
genes) are not in disagreement with each other over organism trait values; or, where
there is disagreement, this isn’t readily observable at the organism level. We can
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therefore say that biological organisms are characterised by ‘low conflict’ amongst
their constituent parts (single maximand).

When we observe that a biological organism is ‘integrated’, what we are really
observing is that its constituent parts (cells, organelles, genes) cooperate with each
other – for example, they share, rather than compete over, resources. We can
therefore say that biological organisms are characterised by ‘high cooperation’
amongst their constituent parts (integration; West et al., 2015).

Therefore, the dual characteristics of ‘low conflict’ and ‘high cooperation’ amongst
constituent parts is what characterises biological organisms. Strassmann & Queller
have even gone as far as to suggest that we should define an organism as any entity
with these dual characteristics, which means that groups of individuals, such as
some social insect colonies or between-species mutualisms, may count as
organisms (Queller & Strassmann, 2009; Strassmann & Queller, 2007; 2010).
However, for our present purposes, we take the traditional (if vague) definition of an
organism as (in general) a single physiologically continuous unit, such as an
individual animal, plant or fungal network (Pepper & Herron, 2008).

Organisms are adapted to differing extents. Organisms with constituent parts that
are strongly cooperating and weakly conflicting will be strongly adapted. Conversely,
organisms with constituent parts that are weakly cooperating and strongly conflicting
will only be weakly adapted. This raises an interesting question – why are some
organisms highly adapted (high cooperation and low conflict) and others less so? Or
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to re-frame the question – what biological features do highly-adapted organisms
have that weakly-adapted organisms lack?

Modular versus unitary organisms
The extent of ‘cooperation’ between the component parts of a multicellular organism
(integration) is likely to depend on whether most cells retain reproductive capability
after the organism matures (Strassmann & Queller, 2004). Modular organisms grow
through iterations of modules, like hyphae or stems, that each retain reproductive
capability (Pineda-Krch & Lehtila, 2004). By contrast, unitary organisms grow from a
single genome (single-celled bottleneck), and most cells lose reproductive capability
after organism maturation (germ-soma divide).

The modules (cells) of modular organisms are faced with an evolutionary trade-off
(Aanen, Debets, de Visser, & Hoekstra, 2008; Bastiaans, Debets, & Aanen, 2016;
Frank, 1995; 2003). They could act cooperatively, sharing their resources with other
modules in pursuit of the shared goal of maximising organism fitness. They could
alternatively act selfishly, replicating quickly, at a potential fitness cost to the
organism, to increase their propagation within the modular organism and its offspring
(which are generated by module fragmentation). Modular organisms include many
filamentous fungi, colonial invertebrates like sponges, and plants that grow from
underground connected stems called rhizomes (Herron, Rashidi, Shelton, & Driscoll,
2013; Pineda-Krch & Lehtila, 2004).
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In contrast, owing to the single cell bottleneck, it is very difficult for a gene in a
unitary organism to increase its propagation to future generations via selfish
replication within an organism (Strassmann & Queller, 2004). In other words, the
option to replicate selfishly within organisms is less feasible for genes in unitary
organisms relative to genes in modular organisms. As a result, the evolutionary
trade-off faced by genes or cells within a unitary organism, regarding whether to
selfishly replicate within the body, or to contribute cooperatively to the shared goal of
organism fitness maximisation, is less stark. The cooperative strategy is more
mutationally accessible than the selfish strategy, and therefore is more likely to be
chosen (Ågren, Davies, & Foster, 2019; Frank, 1995; 2003). Counter-exceptions are
occasionally found, like transposons, meiotic drivers and cancers, but these cases
are rare compared to the amount of genes and cells within unitary organisms that do
not adopt these selfish strategies (Burt & Trivers, 2006; Grafen, 2006).

Therefore, we would expect modular organisms to have ‘low cooperation’ between
component parts (low integration) and unitary organisms to have ‘high cooperation’
between component parts (high integration). Modular organisms should be less
‘adapted’ (Gardner & Grafen, 2009). An open question is, if modular organisms are
poorly adapted, how are they able to persist stably across evolutionary time? How
are they able to acquire the specific, fine-tuned organism forms that allow them to fit
into narrow environmental niches?

Conflicting coreplicons
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The extent of ‘conflict’ between the component parts of an organism may depend on
the extent that its genome is factionalised into different ‘coreplicons’. Coreplicons are
collections of loci within a genome that are inherited in the same way (Cosmides &
Tooby, 1981). For instance, autosomal loci and Y chromosome loci comprise
different coreplicons, because the former are transmitted equally through males and
females and the latter are transmitted only through males.

Coreplicons may disagree over organism trait values, generating ‘conflict’ within the
organism (Haig, 2014; Úbeda & Haig, 2003). They disagree because different
coreplicons may be propagated more efficiently at different organism trait values. For
instance, in a large, randomly mating (panmictic) population, autosomes are
propagated most efficiently when the offspring sex ratio is equal (equal production of
males and female offspring). An equal offspring sex ratio is favoured by autosomes
because a bias in favour of one sex means that offspring of the common sex suffer
from increased mate competition (Fisher, 1930). In contrast to this, Y chromosomes
prefer a completely male-biased offspring sex ratio, because they are only
transmitted through males (Hamilton, 1967).

The disagreement amongst coreplicons, over the value of traits like offspring sex
ratio, has the potential to undermine the goal directedness (fitness maximisation) of
organisms. If organism trait values were to fall in between the preferred values of
different coreplicons (e.g. a slightly male-biased sex ratio), the organism would not
be maximising any one single quantity – it would be more like a ‘compromise’
between divergent interests, lacking a clear purpose (Haig, 2014). Furthermore, the
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factionalisation of organisms into rival coreplicons is ubiquitous across the tree of
life, being driven by phenomena like genomic imprinting and horizontal gene transfer
(Haig, 2002; Nogueira et al., 2009; Úbeda & Gardner, 2010; 2011; 2012).

Given then that organisms are highly factionalised, a salient question is: how do they
retain ‘low conflict’ amongst their constituent parts (coreplicons), leading to
adaptation? To put this another way: why does the potential for conflict amongst
coreplicons rarely translate into actual conflict at the organism level, compromising
organism design (adaptation; Queller & Strassmann, 2018)?

Thesis outline
In this thesis, I consider some questions relating to organism design (adaptation) in
the light of different kinds of genetic conflict. Specifically:

In Chapter 2, I consider a highly abundant and ecologically significant modular
organism: Arbuscular Mycorrhizal fungi. Strikingly, different nuclei in the same
organism (fungal network) may be genetically different from each other (chimera),
and nuclear diversity is inherited via multi-nucleate spores (no single-celled
bottleneck; Sanders & Croll, 2010). I show that nuclear diversity could provide a
benefit at the level of the organism (fungal network), by improving growth in variable
environments, and that this can stabilise nuclear diversity over evolutionary
timescales (Scott, Kiers, Cooper, Santos, & West, 2019). These results have wider
significance in helping to explain how modular organisms are able persist over
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evolutionary timescales despite the potential for evolutionary maladaptation (PinedaKrch & Lehtila, 2004).

In Chapter 3, I address an unresolved contradiction in evolutionary biology. Fields
such as behavioural and evolutionary ecology are built on the assumption that
natural selection leads to organisms that behave as if they are trying to maximise
their fitness (Davies, Krebs, & West, 2012). And yet selfish genetic elements, which
may change the behaviour of individuals to increase their own transmission, are
common (Burt & Trivers, 2006). I reconcile this contradiction by showing that the
‘parliament of genes’ is generally effective in suppressing ‘cabals’ of selfish genetic
elements (Leigh, 1971). This means that, even when there is the potential for
considerable genetic conflict, there will often be negligible effect at the organism
level. These results have wider significance in helping to explain why organisms
usually remain adapted (low internal conflict) despite the factionalisation of genomes
into different coreplicons.

In Chapter 4, I consider the evolution of genetic kin discrimination. Kin discrimination
has the potential to promote the evolution of altruism via kin selection. However,
genetic kin discrimination, in which individuals recognise kin based on a shared
genetically-encoded signal (‘tag’), is thought to be inherently unstable, because
individuals with common tags will find social partners at a faster rate than individuals
with rare tags (common-tag advantage), meaning rare tags are purged from the
population (‘Crozier’s paradox’; Crozier, 1986). However, I show that the commontag advantage is often reversed because ‘cheaters’ (non-altruists) build up within
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groups of individuals using common tags (Grafen, 1990). I show that, for genetic kin
discrimination to evolve, it must be favoured, over indiscriminate cooperation and
indiscriminate defection, at the individual level (it must maximise individual fitness).

In Chapter 5, I discuss the broader implications of this research for our
understanding of adaptation in the light of genetic conflict, and future directions.

Finally, the appendix contains a review paper, where we argued that, even on other
planets, adapted organisms (aliens) will necessarily be characterised by high internal
cooperation and low internal conflict (Levin, Scott, Cooper, & West, 2017).
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Abstract
Most organisms are built from a single genome. In striking contrast, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi appear to maintain genomic variation within an individual fungal network. Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi dwell in the soil, form mutualistic networks with
plants, and bear multiple, potentially genetically diverse nuclei within a network. We
explore, from a theoretical perspective, why such genetic diversity might be maintained within individuals. We consider selection acting within and between individual
fungal networks. We show that genetic diversity could provide a benefit at the level
of the individual, by improving growth in variable environments, and that this can
stabilize genetic diversity even in the presence of nuclear conflict. Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi complicate our understanding of organismality, but our findings offer a
way of understanding such biological anomalies.
KEYWORDS
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

Ehinger, Croll, Koch, & Sanders, 2012; Wyss, Masclaux, Rosikiewicz,
Pagni, & Sanders, 2016). AM fungi form large branching networks

Most organisms are built from a single collection of genes (genome),

composed of filaments called hyphae. These hyphal networks (indi-

copied into all nuclei, across all cells. Genomic homogeneity means

viduals), which germinate from spores, live in soil and colonize plant

that the cells and nuclei within organisms have the same evolution-

roots, exchanging mineral resources for host carbon (Bonfante &

ary interest, to transmit that genome to the next generation (Buss,

Genre, 2010). A hyphal network can potentially bear thousands of

1988; Maynard Smith & Szathmáry, 1997; Strassmann & Queller,

coexisting nuclei at once (heterokaryotic) (Sanders & Croll, 2010), and

2004). The components of organisms therefore work together, co-

connect multiple plants simultaneously (Rosendahl & Stukenbrock,

operatively, to increase reproductive success. From an evolutionary

2004). There are no internal septal walls within the hyphal networks

perspective, this cooperation and lack of conflict define organisms

(coenocytic), and so nuclei can potentially move across entire net-

(Maynard Smith & Szathmáry, 1997; Queller & Strassmann, 2009,

works. Individual networks of closely related fungal strains can fuse
(anastomose) and share nuclei (Giovannetti, Avio, & Sbrana, 2015),

2016; West, Fisher, Gardner, & Kiers, 2015).
Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi appear to be a striking excep-

potentially generating individuals bearing two genomes (Corradi &

tion to this rule of genomic homogeneity within organisms (Angelard,

Brachmann, 2017; Ropars et al., 2016) or possibly many more (Croll

Colard, Niculita-Hirzel, Croll, & Sanders, 2010; Angelard et al., 2013;

et al., 2008; de Novais, Sbrana, Júnior, Siqueira, & Giovannetti, 2013;
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Hijri & Sanders, 2005; Kuhn, Hijri, & Sanders, 2001; Sanders & Croll,

nucleus lines (Pineda-Krch & Lehtila, 2004; Strassmann & Queller,

2010; Wyss et al., 2016). Small levels of genomic variation might

2004). The extent of genomic diversity in AM fungi is a matter of

also arise through different de novo mutations occurring in different

considerable debate, which is beyond the scope of our paper (Lin et

nuclei within an individual (Tisserant et al., 2013). When individuals

al., 2014; Maeda et al., 2018; Ropars & Corradi, 2015; Tisserant et

sporulate, hundreds of nuclei flow into the emerging spore, allowing

al., 2013; Wyss et al., 2016). Our aim is to examine how, if diversity

a large portion of the genomic variation to be maintained (Jany &

exists, it could plausibly be maintained (Bruns, Corradi, Redecker,

Pawlowska, 2010).

Taylor, & Öpik, 2017; Sanders, 2018).

From an evolutionary perspective, the potential for genomic
variation within individuals, and the apparent absence of any mech-

2 | MODELS

anism to regulate it, poses problems (Frank, 1995, 2003; Strassmann
& Queller, 2007). First, it is likely that nuclei replicate at different

2.1 | Competing individuals

rates within hyphal networks (Jany & Pawlowska, 2010; Roberts
& Gladfelter, 2015), so we would expect the most competitive and

Our first question is whether genomic diversity can provide a

fast-growing nucleus lineage to outcompete the rest. In other words,

benefit at the level of the individual, allowing individuals with

we would expect within-individual selection to lead to genomic pu-

genomic diversity to outcompete those without. Our hypothesis

rity (Gilbert, Foster, Mehdiabadi, Strassmann, & Queller, 2007;

is that genomic diversity provides a way of acquiring a general-

Inglis, Ryu, Asikhia, Strassmann, & Queller, 2017; Kooij, Aanen,

ist phenotype, which is better able to cope with an unpredictable

Schiøtt, & Boomsma, 2015; Meunier, Hosseini, Heidari, Maryush, &

environment. We take an ESS approach, based on previous theory

Johannesson, 2018; Vreeburg, Nygren, & Aanen, 2016). Within-in-

(Levins, 1962), to find the level of genomic diversity that maxi-

dividual evolution would eventually lead to genomic purity even if

mizes individual fitness.

nuclei are equally competitive, through drift, because not all nuclei

We assume that there are two different plant species, which we

migrate from parent hyphal networks into daughter cells (Angelard

term plant 1 (P1) and plant 2 (P2). Individual hyphal networks asso-

et al., 2010; Boon, Zimmerman, St-Arnaud, & Hijri, 2013; Marleau,

ciate with and grow on multiple plants simultaneously. We assume

Dalpé, St-Arnaud, & Hijri, 2011; Masclaux, Wyss, Mateus-Gonzalez,

that all individuals are in the same environment, with a proportion p

Aletti, & Sanders, 2018). Secondly, we would expect genomic vari-

of their interactions being with plant 1 (P1), and the remaining pro-

ation within individuals to lead to conflict among different genomic

portion (1–p) with plant 2 (P2). The overall fitness of an individual

(nuclear) lineages and hence reduce the fitness of that individual.

(W) depends on its fitness (how well it grows) on type 1 plants (w1),

Consequently, individuals with high genomic variation could be out-

weighted by the extent to which it is growing on type 1 plants (p),

competed by individuals with genomic homogeneity. In other words,

and its fitness on type 2 plants (w2), weighted by the extent to which

we would expect between-individual selection to also lead to genomic

it is growing on type two plants (1–p), with W = pw1 + (1–p)w2. This

purity (Bastiaans, Debets, & Aanen, 2016; Meunier et al., 2018).

equation was originally formulated as a general way to represent fit-

We address the theoretical problem of why genomic diversity

ness under simultaneous exposure to two different environments

would be maintained in AM fungi. We develop theoretical models

(Levins, 1962). For our purposes, the two plant hosts provide the

to address two questions. First, can genomic diversity provide a

two environments.

benefit at the individual level that gives individuals with genomic

We make the fitness terms in Levins’ equation (w1 and w2) ex-

diversity a competitive advantage over those with genomic homo-

plicit, so that the fitness of an individual can be written:

geneity, despite potential conflict between genomes? Second, how
W(x) = p(𝜅 + (1 − 𝜅)x𝛼 ) + (1 − p)(𝜅 + (1 − 𝜅)(1 − x)𝛼 ).

can genomic diversity be maintained within individuals, if one nu-

(1)

cleus lineage is more competitive and able to reproduce faster? Our
hypothesis is that different fungal genotypes are better at colonizing

Individuals contain two types of nuclei (N1 and N2), which are ge-

different plant species, and so fungal individuals with genomic di-

netically distinct, nonrecombining, and each specialized on one plant

versity are better able to better colonize multiple plants. If fungal

type, N1 on P1, and N2 on P2 (Chen et al., 2018b). Fitness on each plant

individuals encounter sufficiently different plant species, then this

depends on the parameter x, which is the individual's proportion of

could maintain genomic diversity.

type 1 nuclei (N1) relative to type 2 nuclei (N2). There is a trade-off,

We develop simple analytical models, building upon previous

meaning as the type 1 nuclear proportion x is increased, fitness on P1

theory, to illustrate the general points. We then develop a more

(w1) increases from κ to 1, but fitness on P2 (w2) decreases, symmet-

detailed individual-based simulation, to better match the biology

rically, from 1 to κ. The slope of fitness (w1, w2) against nucleus pro-

of AM fungi. To emphasize applicability to other organisms, we use

portion (x) may be concave (0 < α < 1), corresponding to diminishing

the general terms “individual” and “genomic diversity,” rather than

fitness returns to plant specialization, or convex (α > 1), correspond-

the AM-specific terms “hyphal network” and “nuclear diversity.”

ing to accelerating returns.

Conversely, although we often talk specifically about competing nu-

The curvature parameter α encapsulates multiple biological

cleus lineages, our theory applies more generally to genomic lineages

phenomena. If the size of the hyphal network (individual) is large

of a modular organism that may in fact be cell lines as opposed to

relative to the number of plant associations it has, there may be an
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overabundance of nuclei in the network (Shoji, Kikuma, Arioka, &
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maximal when there is an equal proportion of type 1 and type 2 nu-

Kitamoto, 2010). This would make specialized nuclei less effective

clei (z* = 1–2|x*-0.5|). More extreme genomic diversity is favored by

at high proportions, where they are not being fully utilized, causing

between-individual selection (z*→1) as returns become more dimin-

diminishing returns to specialization (0 < α < 1). Conversely, small net-

ishing (α → 0) and the environment becomes more mixed (p → 0.5)

works with relatively many plant associations may be insufficiently

(Figure 1a). As returns become more diminishing, the relative benefit

productive to engage each of their host plants in a mutually beneficial

of having a small fraction of each nucleus is increased, favoring diver-

relationship, given that host plants divert their resources away from

sity. Our result illustrates, for the specific case of genomic diversity

poorly cooperating AM fungi (Kiers et al., 2011). This would render

in an individual, how life history and ecology can select for “gener-

specialized nuclei ineffective at low proportions, causing increasing

alist” phenotypes (Hedrick, Ginevan, & Ewing, 1976; Levins, 1962,

returns to specialization (α > 1). Conflict and interference between nu-

1966; Levins & MacArthur, 1966). Furthermore, our model implies

clei would also lead to increasing returns from specialization. Nuclear

that genomic diversity might be favored in some, but not all envi-

conflict could render specialized nuclei ineffective at low proportions

ronments (Sanders, 2018). Discrepancies between different empir-

where their relatedness to other nuclei is low. Interference among

ical estimates of genomic diversity in natural AM fungi populations

nuclei may mean low proportions of specialized nuclei are swamped

might reflect environmental differences in either: (a) the density of

and unable to contribute to network-level functionality.

plants (which may affect the returns on nucleus specialization); or (b)

We now ask when genomic diversity (0 < x < 1), as opposed to

the mixture of different plant types.

purity (x = 0 or x = 1), is favored at the individual level. This will be
the case when the fitness of an individual (W; Equation 1) is maximized at some intermediate nuclear proportion, which requires the
mathematical conditions: dW = 0,

d2 W
dx2

2.2 | Competing nuclei

< 0,0 < x∗ < 1 (Maynard Smith &

Our above model examined why individuals with genomic diver-

Price, 1973; Taylor, 1996). These conditions are satisfied when there

sity might outcompete individuals with genomic homogeneity. A

is a mixture of the two plant species in the environment (0 < p < 1),

potential problem here is that nucleus (genome) lineages might

and the returns to specialization are diminishing (0 < α < 1) (Appendix

be more competitive or selfish, replicating faster within individu-

1). Given this, genomic diversity is favored, and the specific nuclear

als and eliminating genomic diversity as they come to dominance

proportion (x) that is favored is as follows:

(Frank, 1998). Consequently, we now examine whether such

dx

within-individual competition could be balanced by the benefits of
1

∗

x =
1+

(

1−p
p

)

1
1−𝛼

being in an individual with genomic diversity (between-individual

.

(2)

selection). We are therefore taking the result from the Competing
Individuals (Levins, 1962) model that individuals with genomic
diversity have a higher fitness, and examining the consequences

We can convert the equilibrium nuclear proportion (x*) to a mea-

for the maintenance of within-individual genomic diversity. Our

sure of genomic diversity (z*), which ranges from zero to one, and is

aim here is to analyze an abstract, heuristic case—in the following

Returns on
Specialization ( )

1.5

(a) Analytical

(b) Simulation

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

0

0

1
0
Proportion plant 1 (p)

0

0.5

1

1

Equilibrium Genomic Diversity (E [z*])
F I G U R E 1 Effect of environmental variability (p) and the curvature of specialization returns (α) on genomic diversity. Both parts show
the level of genomic diversity at evolutionary equilibrium (E[z*]) in the absence of nuclear replicative differences. The y-axis is the shape of
the relationship between fitness and nucleus proportion (α), where α > 1 reflects accelerating returns to specialization and α < 1 reflects
diminishing returns. The x-axis is the proportion of plant species one (p), relative to plant species two (1-p). Part (a) shows the analytically
derived ESS of the Competing Individuals model, and part (b) shows the results of our individual-based simulation (n = 2000, f = 0.005,
d = 0.5, m = 0). The results of our ESS model and our simulation are quantitatively equivalent, showing that genomic diversity is stabilized,
for diminishing returns to specialization (α → 0) and mixed environments (p → 0.5), in the absence of replicative differences between nuclei
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section, we use a simulation approach to analyze a more biologi-

resolved (Frank, 2011). This perspective provides a framework

cally realistic scenario.

for understanding why genomic diversity is common in organ-

We model a population of individuals assuming different propor-

isms that enforce synchronous nuclear replication (θ = 0), and

tions of type 1 (N1) relative to type 2 (N2) nuclei, x. We model the pop-

why nonfunctional “cheating” nuclei are sometimes evolution-

ulation as a distribution with a mean nuclear proportion E[X]. Every

arily stable (Appendix 3). Our qualitative conclusions hold when

generation, individuals undergo nucleus replication, where within-in-

the order of within- and between-individual selection is reversed

dividual selection can occur, then asexual reproduction (sporulation),

(Supporting information Data S1), when within-individual selec-

where between-individual selection can occur (Supporting informa-

tion and between-individual selection are modeled in a more gen-

tion Figure S3). There is no sharing of nuclei between individuals; in-

eral, less abstracted, framework (Supporting information Data

dividuals die at an arbitrary rate independent of nuclear proportion

S2), and when an explicit form of the distribution of individuals is

(x); offspring have the same nuclear proportion (x) as their asexual

assumed (unpublished).

parent (perfect inheritance).
In the nucleus replication phase, type 1 and type 2 nuclei rep-

2.3 | AM fungi simulation

licate and compete within individuals, with type 1 nuclei gaining a
propagative advantage. We assume a competitive regime within

In the Competing Individuals model, we showed that between-in-

individuals in which the population average nuclear proportion in-

dividual selection can favor within-individual genomic diversity.

creases by some constant value (θ, where θ > 0). Individuals then

In the Competing Nuclei model, we took this result and showed

reproduce (sporulate) asexually in proportion to their (individual)

that diversity can be stably maintained even if genomes compete

fitness. The fitness of an individual increases as its genomic diver-

within individuals. However, to make our analysis general and ana-

sity approaches some environmentally determined optimal value

lytically tractable, we made several simplifying assumptions with

(μ, where 0 < μ < 1). We assume an abstract competitive regime,

regard to: within-individual selection (nuclear replication was not

contingent on the exact form of the distribution of individuals, and

explicitly modeled); between-individual selection (distribution of

of fitness, across different nuclear proportions, in which the re-

individuals, and of fitness, across different nuclear proportions,

sponse of the population to between-individual selection is con-

was not explicitly modeled); unstructured populations (no disper-

stant and given by s (0 < s < 1). This will be higher if nuclei strongly

sal); no fusion of individuals (anastomosis); no stochasticity regard-

affect fitness, and if there is high variation between individuals.

ing which nuclei enter asexual spores (perfect inheritance of the

Combining our assumptions, the generational change in mean nu-

nuclear proportion, x).

clear proportion is as follows:
E[X]t+1 = s𝜇 + (1 − s)(E[X]t + 𝜃).

We built a simulation model that allowed us to relax these simplifying assumptions, resulting in a closer representation of the biology

(3)

of AM fungi and many other modular organisms (Figure 2). We have
two broad aims with our simulation. First, we examine whether the

We set E[X]t = E[X]t + 1 = E[X*], and find that the equilibrium (ab-

predictions of our simple analytical models hold when more biolog-

sorption) state of the distribution occurs at a mean genomic diversity

ical realism is incorporated, in a fully dynamical model. Second, we

𝜃. We show in Appendix 2 that this state correof E[X∗ ] = 𝜇 + 1−s
s

examine the influence of a number of additional factors, including

sponds to genomic diversity (0<E[X*]<1) when:
s(1 − 𝜇) > (1 − s)𝜃.

differential rates of replication between strains, the fusion of individuals (anastomosis), dispersal, and spore size.

(4)

The left-hand side s(1–μ) represents the stabilizing force of be-

2.3.1 | Simulation details

tween-individual selection, effective when between-individual selection strongly disfavors fast-replicating nuclei (high s; low μ). The

We implement a population of n individuals in an individual-based

right-hand side (1–s)θ represents the destabilizing, directional force

computer simulation model. The population is split into j patches

of within-individual selection, effective when competitive differ-

with n/j individuals per patch. Individuals bear some proportion of

ences between nuclei within individuals are large relative to the

type 1 (N1) relative to type 2 (N2) nuclei (x, as in previous models).

competitive differences between individuals (high θ; low s). Genomic

An individual's initial nuclear proportion is drawn at random from

diversity is evolutionarily stabilized if between-individual selection

a uniform distribution bound between zero and one. We assume

for genomic diversity exceeds within-individual selection for com-

the following lifecycle. First, individuals grow from a single spore

petitive genomes (nuclei).

and their nuclei grow exponentially, with type 1 nuclei replicat-

This condition is analogous to mutation-selection balance

ing faster than type 2 nuclei (r1 > r2). Next, individuals temporarily

in population genetics (Haldane, 1927; Lande, 1975), and group

fuse with a random patch-mate with some probability (m), share

versus individual selection in social evolution theory (Hamilton,

nuclei, and acquire new nuclear proportions (x) that are a mean of

1975; Price, 1972). In these cases, a given evolutionary out-

their nuclear proportions prior to fusion. The actual probability of

come is dependent on how two opposing evolutionary forces are

nonself fusion between AM fungi networks in nature is unclear,
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(d) Dispersal and reproduction

(a) Patch structure

(i)

F I G U R E 2 Simulation lifecycle. (a)
The population of individuals (green box)
is patch structured (circles containing
plants). (b) Type 1 nuclei (red) replicate
faster than type 2 nuclei (blue). (c) Fusion
(anastomosis) is pairwise, with nuclei
shared evenly between individuals via
the formation then lesion of a large fused
individual. (d) Individuals with dispersing
offspring are orange, and compete with
each other globally. Individuals with
non-dispersing offspring are beige, and
compete with each other locally on their
native patch (green circles). (dii) Individuals
with higher fitness (smile) are more likely
to reproduce (gray solid lines) into free
spots. (diii) Offspring that have dispersed
(orange) are sorted at random back into
patches (green circles). (e) An offspring's
genotype deviates stochastically from its
asexual parent's genotype

(ii)

(b) Nucleus replication

(iii)

(c) Fusion (Anastomosis)

(e) Sporulation stochasticity

with experimental estimates ranging from 6% to 90% (Giovannetti

is stable. An intermediate mean nuclear proportion (0 < E[x*] < 1) is

et al., 2015).

not sufficient to show that diversity is present within individuals,

Next, individuals reproduce with a probability proportional

because this condition is also satisfied by populations comprising

to their fitness, which is given by Equation (1). As shown in the

genomically pure individuals, some bearing type 1 nuclei and others

Competing Individuals model, this fitness equation favors genomic

type 2. Therefore, for each individual, we convert the nuclear pro-

diversity if there is a mixture of host plants (0 < p < 1) and functional

portion (x) to a genomic diversity score (z), which ranges from zero

synergy between type 1 and type 2 nuclei (0 < α < 1); it favors purity

to one (z = 1–2|x–0.5|). Genomic diversity is stable if the population

of one nucleus strain otherwise. Fitness is judged relative to patch-

average level of diversity is greater than zero at equilibrium (E[z*]>0).

mates if an individual's offspring are not dispersed; fitness is judged
relative to global dispersers if an individual's offspring are dispersed.

2.3.2 | Simulation results

Offspring dispersal occurs with some probability (d), and in AM fungi,
it is likely to occur via soil-disrupting vertebrates that transfer spores

We found broad support between our analytical models and our

between otherwise-isolated clusters of plants (Savary, Masclaux, et

simulation—when there is replicative synchrony between nuclei

al., 2018; Vályi, Mardhiah, Rillig, & Hempel, 2016).

(r1 = r2), genomic diversity can be favored (Figure 1). As the replica-

Offspring inherit a random sample of nuclei from their asexual

tive advantage of type 1 nuclei ((r1–r2)/r2) is increased, the diversity

parent. Offspring nuclear proportion deviates from their asexual

at equilibrium (E[z*]) is reduced and tends toward zero (Figure 3a;

parent by some number drawn randomly from a truncated normal

solid line). This result holds regardless of the nature of between-indi-

distribution with a standard deviation (f) reflecting the level of sporu-

vidual selection (α > 0, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1) (Figure 4a).

lation stochasticity. The parameter f captures spore size—spores that

Examining the extra factors in our simulation, we found that, as

inherit a small proportion of parental nuclei will be subject to higher

the replicative advantage of type 1 nuclei is increased ((r1–r2)/r2), the

stochasticity in nuclear inheritance (f). Parents die after reproduc-

corresponding reduction in equilibrium genomic diversity (E[z*]) is

ing. Though generational death (nonoverlapping generations) does

exaggerated by fusion between individuals (anastomosis) (Figure 3a;

not strictly apply, this is a standard modeling assumption to simplify

dashed line), and attenuated by sporulation stochasticity (f) (Figure 3a;

analysis. More precise simulation details are given in Appendix 4.

dotted line). The exaggerating force of fusion and the attenuating

We track nuclear proportion in each individual (x), over many

force of sporulation stochasticity are observable across the full range

generations, until the system equilibrates, to see if genomic diversity

of between-individual selection (α > 0, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1) (Figure 4b and c).
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Within-Individual
Diversity (E[z*])

(a)

1

(b)

0.03

0.8

Between-Individual
Variation (Var(x*))
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0.024

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.018
0.012
0.006
0
0

0.05

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Nucelus replication
difference (%)

Nucelus replication
difference (%)
No mixing,
large spores.

Mixing,
large spores.

No mixing,
small spores.

F I G U R E 3 Nuclear diversity within and between individuals. The within-individual genomic diversity (a), and between-individual variation
in nuclear proportion (b), is plotted against the nuclear replicative advantage of type 1 nuclei (r1–r2/r2) (α = 0.8, p = 0.5, d = 0.5, r2 = 0.3, r1 is
varied). The different lines represent different degrees of fusion (no fusion m = 0; fusion: m = 0.05) and different spore sizes (large: f = 0.005;
small: f = 0.01). Fusion between lines (higher m) leads to an effectively complete loss of variation between individuals, which reduces the
strength of between-individual selection, and hence leads to a faster rate of loss of within-individual genomic diversity. Smaller spores
(higher f = 0.01) lead to an increased sporulation stochasticity, which increases between-individual variation, resulting in a slower rate of loss
of within-individual genomic diversity. The plots represent the average results taken across 10 trials. Error bars, where plotted, show one
standard deviation above and below the mean across these 10 trials

(a) Reference

(b) Small
spores

(c) Fusion

(d) Fusion &
small spores

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Returns on
specialization ( )

1.5

1

0.5

0

Proportion plant 1 (p)

0

0.5
Equilibrium Genomic Diversity (E[z*])

1

F I G U R E 4 Maintenance of genomic diversity for different between-individual selection pressures. The results of the AM Fungi
Simulation model are plotted, showing the level of genomic diversity maintained within individuals at equilibrium (E[z*]). The heat maps plot
the full range of between-individual selection, from decelerating to accelerating returns on plant specialization (α, y-axis), and from a plant
2 to a plant 1 dominated environment (p, x-axis). Nucleus 1 has a replicative advantage (r1 = 0.305, r2 = 0.3), meaning (a) genomic diversity is
favored in environments that are slightly dominated by plant 2, which the slower replicating nucleus is specialized on (m = 0, f = 0.005). (b)
As sporulation stochasticity is increased (small spores), more genomic diversity is stable across the between-individual selection parameter
space (f = 0.01). (c) Fusion of individuals destabilizes genomic diversity over most of the parameter space at equilibrium (m = 0.05). (d) The
counteracting effects of fusion and sporulation stochasticity can cancel each other out (f = 0.01, m = 0.05). These results assumed n = 2,000
(population size), d = 0.5 (dispersal)

These effects arise because fusion reduces (Figure 3b; dashed line)

(anastomosis) can prolong the maintenance of genomic diversity in

between-individual variation (Var(x)) and sporulation stochasticity

a nonequilibrium state, by attenuating the loss of genomic diver-

increases it (Figure 3b; dotted line), correspondingly decreasing, and

sity through individual-level drift (Supporting information Figure

respectively, increasing, the efficacy of (stabilizing) between-individ-

S4; Bever & Wang, 2005; Pawlowska & Taylor, 2004). We find that

ual selection relative to (destabilizing) within-individual selection.

dispersal does not significantly increase between-individual varia-

We find that if genomic diversity is neutral at the within-indi-

tion (Supporting information Figure S5b), but increases the effec-

vidual (r1 = r2) and not favored at the individual level (α ≥ 1), fusion

tive population size by connecting patches, in turn increasing the
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efficacy of between-individual selection, slightly stabilizing genomic
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We have focused on long-term evolutionary (ultimate) causes

diversity (Supporting information Figure S5).

of genomic diversity, which complement previous studies of immediate (proximate) generators of genomic diversity. Fusion (anastomosis) promotes the (proximate) spread of new genomes through

3 | D I S CU S S I O N

populations of individuals (Croll et al., 2009; de Novais et al., 2013),
but destabilizes genomic diversity in evolutionary time by reducing

We provide an evolutionary explanation for the maintenance of

variation between individuals for selection to act on. Stochasticity

genomic diversity in AM hyphal networks that may apply more

in sporulation can result in the (proximate) loss of genomic diversity

broadly to other modular organisms. If nuclei, or specifically, par-

over a generation (Angelard et al., 2010; Boon et al., 2013; Marleau

ticular genes on nuclei, are functionally specialized on different plant

et al., 2011; Masclaux et al., 2018), though it stabilizes genomic di-

hosts, the cost of genome conflict borne by individuals with genomic

versity in evolutionary time by increasing variation between indi-

diversity may be outweighed by the benefit of being a good general-

viduals. Other possible proximate influencers of genomic diversity

ist in a variable environment. If this between-individual selection for

include the following: de novo mutations; the restriction of fusion to

genomic diversity exceeds within-individual selection for the single

close kin (allorecognition) (Czárán et al., 2014); and genetic exchange

fastest replicating nucleus genome, genomic diversity can be evolu-

between nuclei (Chen et al., 2018a; Croll & Sanders, 2009).

tionarily stable.

To conclude, throughout this paper, we have referred to AM

A key assumption in our models is that genomes (nuclei) are func-

fungi and other modular organisms exhibiting genomic diversity as

tionally specialized on aspects of their environment (host plants)

“individuals.” However, from an evolutionary perspective, “individ-

(Strassmann & Queller, 2004). Consistent with this, the fitness of

uality” or “organismality” requires cooperation and lack of conflict

AM fungal individuals (hyphal networks) has been empirically shown

between component parts (Buss, 1988; Gardner & Grafen, 2009;

to depend on an interaction between the strain of the hyphal net-

Maynard Smith & Szathmáry, 1997; Queller & Strassmann, 2009,

work (genotype) and its host plant species (environment), implying

2016; West et al., 2015). Genomic conflict pulls entities away from

nucleus specialization (Angelard et al., 2010, 2013; Ehinger, Koch,

optimal trait values (Competing Nuclei model), limiting adaptation

& Sanders, 2009; Savary, Masclaux, et al., 2018; Savary, Villard, &

(Strassmann & Queller, 2007). Despite this, we have shown that en-

Sanders, 2018). Our model could be extended in numerous ways, to

tities with genomic diversity can be selected and come to dominate

explore other factors, potentially important to AM fungi, or other

populations. For this reason, although we may not wish to call them

organisms. For example, more nucleus types could be considered,

“organisms” (Folse & Roughgarden, 2010; Queller & Strassmann,

or replication rates could be allowed to evolve (Czárán, Hoekstra, &

2009), such entities are capable of lasting evolutionary stability—

Aanen, 2014; Frank, 1994; Wyss et al., 2016).

hundreds of millions of years in the case of AM fungi (Heckman,

There are organisms other than AM fungi capable of genomic

2001).

diversity, mostly restricted to those that grow through iterations
of modules, like hyphae or stems, that each retains reproductive

AC K N OW L E D G M E N T S

capability. These modular organisms include many filamentous
fungi, colonial invertebrates like sponges, and plants that grow
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ranges of the shape parameter α and baseline fitness κ. When there
are increasing returns to specialisation (α > 1) and nuclear propor2

>0 (the contions affect fitness (0 ≤ κ < 1), substituting α>1 into ddxW
2
dition for x* to be a minimum) gives px

α−2

+ (1 − p)(1 − x) α−2 > 0,

which, given that 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, is always true. x* therefore always represents a minimum when returns are increasing. When returns to specialisation are linear (α = 1, 0≤κ<1) we find that

d2 W
dx2

= 0, and so x*

always represents an inflection point.
We ask what ESS will arise when x* represents a minimum or inflection point. Given that there is only one equilibrium solution x* for
each set of parameter values, it must be the case that W(x) is maximal at either x = 0 or x = 1. It is maximal at x = 1 if W(x = 0)<W(x = 1)
is satisfied. Evaluating this shows that this is true for p > 0.5.
Conversely, W(x) is maximised at x = 0 when p < 0.5. When
W(x = 0)=W(x = 1), which is the case when p = 0.5, individuals can
maximize fitness with either of two strategies, and individuals may
assume either x = 0 or x = 1 at equilibrium. So, when returns to specialisation are increasing or linear (α ≥ 1), the ESS is positioned at
nuclear purity, and the nucleus type that is chosen is the one that
grows better with the most common plant host. In the special case
where nuclear proportions have no effect on fitness (κ = 1), substitution of κ = 1 gives

d2 W
dx2

= 0 and W(x = 0)=W(x = 1), meaning nuclear

purity of type one or type two nuclei will evolve with equal
likelihood.
For diminishing returns to specialisation (0 < α < 1, 0 ≤ κ < 1), sub2

<0 (the condition for x* to be a maximum)
stituting 0 < α < 1 into ddxW
2

gives pxα−2 + (1 − p)(1 − x) α−2 > 0, which, given that 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, is always
satisfied, meaning x* always represents a maximum. Because there is
S U P P O R T I N G I N FO R M AT I O N

one maximum, x* confers the global optimum fitness (W), and so represents an ESS. The maximum corresponds to genomic diversity

Additional supporting information may be found online in the

(0<x*<1) when the host plant environment is mixed (0 < p < 1).

Supporting Information section at the end of the article.

Between-individual selection therefore favours genomic diversity if
there are diminishing returns to specialisation (0 < α < 1) and a mixed
host plant environment (0 < p < 1).
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A P P E N D I X 2 : S TA B L E G E N O M I C D I V E R S I T Y
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Equation 3 gives the change in the population mean nuclear proportion (E[X]) over one generation. The population mean nuclear proportion will not undergo further evolution if E[X]t+1 = E[X]t = E[X*].

APPENDIX

By equating E[X]t+1 = E[X]t and solving, we find this position (the sta𝜃. A population with this avertionary distribution) to be E[X∗ ] = 𝜇 + 1−s
s

APPENDIX 1: BETWEEN-INDIVIDUAL SELECTION
Equation 2 gives the nuclear proportion corresponding to a stationary point (x*). It can be seen by inspection of Equation 2 that there is
always, and only, one sensical x* value (one that lies in the range
0 ≤ x ≤ 1) for any combination of parameter values. The stationary
2
2
<0), minimum (ddxW
>0) or
point (x*) could represent a maximum (if ddxW
2
2
d2 W
inflection point (if dx2 = 0). If it is a maximum, then x* represents the

age nuclear proportion (E[X*]) will not evolve, but we now ask
whether populations will evolve to this position from elsewhere
(whether the stationary distribution is absorbing).
We perturb the equilibrium by a small positive value ε and see that
rightward perturbations are restored if E[X*] + ϵ > (E[X*] + ϵ + θ)
(1 − s) + sμ,

and

leftward

perturbations

are

restored

if

E[X*] − ϵ < (E[X*] − ϵ + θ)(1 − s) + sμ. Substituting the equilibrium

individual-favoured nuclear proportion (the ESS). If it is a minimum or
inflection point, then the individual-favoured nuclear proportion (the
ESS) will be found at a boundary of x = 0 or x = 1.

𝜃 and simplifying generates ϵ > 0 in both
condition E[X∗ ] = 𝜇 + 1−s
s
cases, and so the population of individuals will evolve to this position
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(E[X*]) regardless of its initial mean nucleus proportion (E[X]); it is an

nuclei (s < 1; this means that the absorption point is E[X*] > 0). As

evolutionary end point.

predicted by this, deleterious ‘cheating’ nuclei have been observed

We are interested in cases where populations maintain nuclear

in heterokaryotic fungi (Meunier et al. 2018; Bastiaans et al. 2016). A

diversity within individuals. In principle, an intermediate mean popu-

theoretical treatment of when such cheating nuclei will arise in the

lation nuclear proportion (0 < E[X*] < 1) could correspond to a mix-

first place is a question for future study; here we are content to show

ture of genomically pure individuals, some with type one nuclei and

that such nuclei, if they arise, can be maintained stably.

others with type two. However, there is no diversifying selection in
this model, and so nuclear diversity within the population corre-

A P P E N D I X 4 : S I M U L AT I O N

sponds to nuclear diversity within individuals (0 < E[X*] < 1).
0 < E[X*] always holds, because type two nucleus purity is never se-

We give further details regarding how nuclear replication, and indi-

lected for. However, E[X*] < 1 only holds for the condition given in

vidual dispersal, was modelled.

Equation 4, which is the condition for stable genomic diversity.
(i) Nucleus Replication Phase. Type 1 (N1) and type 2 (N2) nuclei replicate repeatedly, increasing exponentially: N1 (t + 1) = (1 + r1) N1;

A P P E N D I X 3 : CO M P E T I N G N U C L E I

N2 (t + 1) = (1 + r2) N2, where the generational growth rate of type

In AM fungi, replicative differences between nuclei (θ) may be high,

one nuclei (r1) exceeds that of type two nuclei (r1 > r2). An indi-

but in other organisms with multiple genomes, replicative synchrony

vidual’s generational change in nuclear proportion (x) is therefore

(θ→0) might be well enforced. For example, other filamentous fungi

given by: x(t + 1) =

x(1 + r1 )
x(r1 − r2 ) + 1 + r2

(Basidiomycetes and Ascomycetes) can form dikaryons, in which

(ii) Sporulation & Dispersal Phase. With probability d, an individual’s

replicative synchrony is often well enforced (by structures called

offspring disperse and compete on a population scale with other

clamp connections and croziers, respectively). Stable genomic diver-

dispersing offspring. There are d(n/j) spots available on each

sity in these cases requires only that it provides some benefit to the

patch for dispersing offspring, and an individual with dispersing

individual (s > 0).

offspring reproduces into each of these spots with the probability

Large genomic deletions may generate nuclei that are faster repli-

given by their fitness (Equation 1) divided by the total fitness of

cating as a result of their smaller genome, but non-functional or del-

all individuals with dispersing offspring. With probability (1 − d),

eterious to the individual. Between-individual selection disfavours

an individual’s offspring do not disperse and compete on the local

such nuclei (μ = 0), but we see that they can still coexist alongside

patch with other non‐dispersing offspring for the (1 − d)(n/j) free

functional nuclei if the between-individual selection to purge the

spots. An individual with non-dispersing offspring reproduces

deleterious nuclei is (a) stronger that their replicative advantage

into each of these spots with the probability given by their fitness

within individuals ((1 − s)θ > s; this means that the equilibrium is a

divided by the total fitness of all individuals with non-dispersing

stable absorption point), and (b) not maximal, corresponding to lethal

offspring on the native patch.
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Supplementary Information
Data S1: alternative lifecycle in the Competing Nuclei model
We reformulate the Competing Nuclei model of the main text, assuming an
alternative lifecycle where selection between individuals occurs at the spore stage,
with nucleus replication following this as individuals mature. The order of within- and
between-individual selection is therefore reversed relative to the model presented in
the main text. The generational change in the population mean nuclear proportion is
given by: E[X]t+1 = (sμ + (1-s) E[X]t) + θ. The absorption point becomes E[X*] =
θ/s+μ, which corresponds to genomic diversity when s(1-μ)>θ. This qualitatively
resembles the condition of the model presented in the main text (equation 4),
capturing the opposing pulls of selection within and between individuals, except that
the destabilising force of within-individual selection is here un-tempered by the
strength of between-individual selection, as it occurs afterwards in the lifecycle (the
right-hand side of the condition is θ rather than θ(1-s)).

Data S2: more general capture of nucleus replication
in the Competing Nuclei model
We extend the Competing Nuclei model of the main text to capture nucleus
replication in a more general framework. Firstly, like in the original model, we
assume a lifecycle in which within-individual selection precedes between-individual
selection. In the original model, within-individual selection was captured by assuming
that the nuclear proportion (which we denote here as X’) in an individual after a bout
of within-individual selection can be given by X’=X+θ, where X is the nuclear
proportion beforehand. This corresponds to a hypothetical lifecycle in which, every
generation, a group of less competitive nuclei (N2) are replaced by a group more
competitive nuclei (N1), with this group size constant with respect to the proportion of
the two nuclei in individuals. This might occur if modular turnover is constrained,
such that modules do not replicate freely.
However, the action of within-individual selection may depend on the current
mean nuclear proportion (X). For example, if type one nuclei are nearly at fixation
(X→1), further proportional increases in type one nuclei might be slight. We can
model within-individual selection more generally: X’ = X + θ1 + θ2*X. Our formula for
generational changes in nuclear proportion then becomes: sμ + (1-s) (E[X]t + θ1 +
E[X]tθ2) = E[X]t+1. Solving for E[X]t = E[X]t+1 = E[X*] and checking for stability, we find
one absorption point at E[X*] = (θ1 - sθ1 + sμ)/(s + (s-1)θ2), where μ and s
respectively denote the optimum nuclear proportion and strength of betweenindividual selection. The mean corresponds to genomic diversity when (1-s)(θ1 +
θ2)<s(1-μ). This condition qualitatively resembles the condition of the model
presented in the main text (equation 4), capturing the opposing pulls of selection
within and between individuals. The previous coefficient θ has been replaced the two
coefficients, θ1 and θ2, which respectively capture X-independent and X-dependent
generational shifts in nuclear proportion.
Higher orders of X are still required to capture other modes of nuclear
replication (e.g. X’ = X + θ1 + θ2*X+ θ3*X2 +…), and the qualitative results of our
abstract model are retained with arbitrary generalisations of nuclear replication.
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Similarly, we assumed that the response to between-individual selection (s) is
constant and independent of nuclear proportion (X). This is contingent on the shape
of the distribution of individuals and fitness values across different nuclear
proportions. However, relaxing these assumptions, to allow the response to selection
(s) to vary with the current nuclear proportion (X), does not change our qualitative
findings. Furthermore, the results of the Competing Model are corroborated in the
simulation model of the main text, in which within- and between-individual selection
are modelled in a more biologically realistic scenario.
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Data S3: Additional Figures
P1

P2

G1

O1

O2

O3

O4

G2

Figure S1 | The theoretical problem of genomic diversity. Two generations of AM
fungi, G1 and G2, are represented. Hyphal networks (individuals) are represented by
beige circles. Individuals bear nuclei, which can be different strains, as indicated by
colour. Generation 1 (G1) consists of two parent individuals: P1, which has genomic
diversity, and P2, which has genomic homogeneity. Genomic diversity leads to
conflict and so P1 bears an evolutionary cost; P2 doesn’t bear this cost. P2 therefore
has more asexual offspring (O2, O3 & O4) than P1 (O1), and so G2 is shifted
towards genome purity as a result of between-individual selection. Due to
competition within individuals (within-individual selection) or drift, O1 has a lower
genomic diversity than its parent (P1), shifting G2 towards genome purity.
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Figure S2 | Hypothesis for the maintenance of genomic diversity. The red and
blue flowers represent two species of host plant. In environment (a) all host plants
are the blue species; in (c) all are red; in (b) there is a mixture of blue and red. Host
plants are connected to AM fungal networks (individuals), represented by faces,
which contain multiple nuclei of two types. Individuals can contain solely nuclei that
are specialised on red plants (red faces), solely nuclei that are specialised on blue
plants (blue faces), or a mixture of nucleus types (red / blue faces). Mixed individuals
grow well in all host plant environments (a-c) because they always contain some
specialised nuclei. Pure individuals can only grow well when connected to their
specialised host plant (blue face in (a); red face in (c)) but don’t grow well when there
is a mixture of host plants (b). Genomic diversity may therefore be favoured in mixed
host plant environments.
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Figure S3 | Competing Nuclei model set-up. The distributions plot the frequency
of AM fungal networks (individuals) with differing proportions of type one relative to
type two nuclei (x) in a population. Each generation, the population undergoes
within-individual selection (a), which increases the mean nuclear proportion (E[X]) by
θ. The population then undergoes between-individual selection (b), which pulls the
mean nuclear proportion (E[X]) towards the individual optimum nuclear proportion μ
by some proportion given by the strength of between-individual selection (s).
Individuals then reproduce asexually, which doesn’t change the mean nuclear
proportion (E[X]), and the process is iterated. We ask if the two processes can lead
to an equilibrium with genomic diversity (0<E[X]<1).
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(a) genomic
diversity favoured
(b) genomic
diversity
disfavoured

Figure S4 | Effect of fusion on genomic diversity in the absence of withinindividual selection. Within-individual genomic diversity (z*), in the absence of
replicative differences between nuclei (r1=r2), is plotted as a function of time (t). Two
scenarios are considered, when genomic diversity is: (a) favoured (α=0.3, p=0.3),
and (b) disfavoured (α=1.1, p=0.6), by between-individual selection. The dashed
lines assume fusion between individuals (m=0.2), and the solid lines assume no
fusion (m=0). Under fusion, equilibrium is reached more slowly. This means that
genomic diversity can be maintained in a non-equilibrium state over a longer time
period, as is the case in (b). These results assumed f=0.005 (sporulation
stochasticity), d=0.5 (dispersal). The plots represent the average results taken
across 10 trials. Error bars, where plotted, show one standard deviation above and
below the mean across these 10 trials.
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Figure S5 | Effect of dispersal on genomic diversity. The within-individual
genomic diversity (a), and between-individual variation in nuclear proportion (b), is
plotted against the nuclear replicative advantage of type one nuclei (r1-r2/r2) (α=0.8,
p=0.5, d=0.5, r2=0.3, r1 is varied). The different lines represent different degrees of
dispersal (low: d=0.5; high: d=1). Dispersal does not significantly affect betweenindividual variation, but can nevertheless slightly increase within-individual diversity,
because it increases the effective population size of the population, and hence the
efficacy of between-individual selection. The plots represent the average results
taken across 10 trials. Error bars, where plotted, show one standard deviation above
and below the mean across these 10 trials. (c) and (d) plot the full range of betweenindividual selection, from decelerating to accelerating returns on plant specialisation
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(α, y axis), and from a plant two to a plant one dominated environment (p, x axis).
Equilibrium genomic diversity is slightly greater when dispersal is high, across a
large range of between-individual selection. These results assumed f=0.005
(sporulation stochasticity) and m=0 (fusion).
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Fields such as behavioural and evolutionary ecology are built on the assumption that natural
selection leads to organisms that behave as if they are trying to maximise their ﬁtness.
However, there is considerable evidence for selﬁsh genetic elements that change the
behaviour of individuals to increase their own transmission. How can we reconcile this
contradiction? Here we show that: (1) when selﬁsh genetic elements have a greater impact at
the individual level, they are more likely to be suppressed, and suppression spreads more
quickly; (2) selection on selﬁsh genetic elements leads them towards a greater impact at the
individual level, making them more likely to be suppressed; (3) the majority interest within
the genome generally prevails over ‘cabals’ of a few genes, irrespective of genome size,
mutation rate and the sophistication of trait distorters. Overall, our results suggest that even
when there is the potential for considerable genetic conﬂict, this will often have negligible
impact at the individual level.
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here is a contradiction between major branches of modern
evolutionary biology. On the one hand, ﬁelds such as
behavioural and evolutionary ecology are based on the
assumption that organisms will behave as if they are trying to
maximise their ﬁtness1–4. Models based on ﬁtness maximisation
are used to make predictions about the selective forces (reasons)
for adaptation, and these are then tested empirically5,6. This
approach has been phenomenally successful, explaining many
aspects of behaviour, life history and morphology. For example,
ﬁtness maximisation underpins our evolutionary explanations of:
foraging behaviour, resource competition, sexual selection, parental care, sex allocation, signalling and cooperation7–12.
On the other hand, there is considerable evidence for selﬁsh
genetic elements, which increase their own contribution to future
generations at the expense of other genes in the same
organism13–17. These selﬁsh genetic elements may distort traits
away from the values that would maximise individual ﬁtness, to
increase their own transmission14,18–22. Evidence for such genetic
conﬂict has been found across the tree of life, from simple prokaryotes to complex animals. The contradiction is that selﬁsh
genetic elements mess up individual ﬁtness maximisation, and
appear to be common, but individual ﬁtness maximisation still
appears to occur17,23,24. This contradiction is especially apparent
in the study of sex allocation: theoretical models based on individual ﬁtness maximisation have explained a wide range of natural variation in sex ratio, and yet there have been many reported
cases of selﬁsh sex ratio distorters9,14,25–27.
Leigh28 provided a potential solution to this contradiction by
suggesting that selﬁsh genetic elements would be suppressed by
the ‘parliament of genes’. Leigh’s argument was that, because
selﬁsh genetic elements reduce the ﬁtness of most of the other
genes in the organism, these other genes will have a united
interest in suppressing selﬁsh genetic elements. Furthermore,
because these other genes are far more numerous, they will be
likely to win the conﬂict. Consequently, even when there is
considerable potential for conﬂict within individuals, we would
still expect ﬁtness maximisation at the individual level29–34.
Leigh28 demonstrated the plausibility of his argument by showing
theoretically how a suppressor of a sex ratio distorter could be
favoured. Since then, numerous suppressors have been studied
from a theoretical and an empirical perspective14,35,36.
However, several issues may affect the validity of the parliament of genes hypothesis. First, whether a suppressor spreads can
depend upon biological details such as the extent to which a
selﬁsh genetic element is distorting a trait, the population frequency of that element and the cost of suppression14,37–43. Are
certain types of selﬁsh genetic elements, which cause substantial
distortion, less likely to be suppressed? Second, if the spread of
suppressors through populations is slow, and if selﬁsh genetic
elements arise continuously over evolutionary time, nonequilibrium trait distortion may be possible35. Third, selﬁsh
genetic elements are themselves also under evolutionary pressure
to cause a level of trait distortion that would maximise their
transmission to the next generation15. Could the evolution of
selﬁsh genetic elements lead to trait distortion that is less likely to
be suppressed?32 Fourth, if a suppressor does not reach ﬁxation in
a population, or a selﬁsh genetic element is not purged from a
population, subsequent mating may decouple selﬁsh genetic elements and suppressors to expose previously suppressed trait
distortion38. How important is this problem of polymorphism
likely to be?
We address these issues, by investigating the parliament of
genes hypothesis theoretically. Our aim is to investigate the extent
to which genetic conﬂict distorts traits away from the value that
would maximise individual ﬁtness. We ﬁnd that: (i) the greater
the level of trait distortion caused by a selﬁsh genetic element, the
2

more likely and the quicker it is suppressed; (ii) selection on
selﬁsh genetic elements leads towards greater trait distortion,
making them more likely to be suppressed; (iii) in genome-wide
arms races to gain control of organism traits, the majority interest
within the genome generally prevails over ‘cabals of a few’,
regardless of genome size, mutation rate, and the strength and
sophistication of trait distorters. We ﬁnd the same patterns with
an illustrative model, and when examining three speciﬁc scenarios: selﬁsh trait distortion of the sex ratio by an X chromosome driver; an altruistic helping behaviour encoded by an
imprinted gene; and production of a cooperative public good
encoded on a horizontally transmitted bacterial plasmid. Furthermore, we ﬁnd close agreement when analysing scenarios with
population genetic analyses and individual-based simulations.
Our results suggest that even when there is potential for considerable genetic conﬂict, it has relatively little impact on traits at
the individual level.
Results
Modelling approach. We examine conﬂict between two groups of
genes within the genome. We assume a selﬁsh genetic element
that can gain a propagation advantage through distorting some
trait of the organism (‘trait distorter’). This trait distortion only
beneﬁts alleles at a subset of loci within the genome—Leigh
termed this subset of loci a ‘cabal’30. The rest of the genome,
which does not gain the propagation advantage from the trait
distortion, will be selected to suppress the trait distorter. Leigh
termed this collection of genes, which will comprise most of the
genome, and so will constitute the majority within the parliament
of genes, the ‘commonwealth’30.
We used two complementary theoretical approaches. First, we
developed ‘Equilibrium models’, where we assume that the trait
distorter and their cabal are only a very small fraction of the
genome. We allow for this by assuming that it is highly likely that
a potential suppressor of a trait distorter can arise by mutation.
Consequently, in these models, we focus our analyses on when a
trait distorter and its suppressor can spread. We use this
approach to examine, given the potential for suppression, what
direction would we expect natural selection to take on average.
We then developed ‘Dynamics models’, where we relaxed
the assumption that the trait distorter and its cabal are a
negligible fraction of the genome. In this case, rather than focus
on the equilibrium state, we allowed trait distorters and their
suppressors to arise continuously, at different loci across the
genome. This approach allows us to investigate the inﬂuence of
factors such as genome size, mutation rate and cabal size. We use
this approach to determine the outcome of an evolutionary
conﬂict that embroils the whole genome, to elucidate how far an
organism trait is likely to be distorted at any given point in
evolutionary time.
Equilibrium models. We assessed, given the potential for suppression, the extent to which a trait distorter will distort an
organism trait away from the optimum for individuals. In order
to elucidate the selective forces, we ask four questions in a stepwise manner, with increasing complexity:
(1) In the absence of a suppressor, when can a trait distorter
invade?
(2) When can a costly suppressor of the trait distorter invade?
(3) What are the overall consequences of trait distortersuppressor dynamics for trait values, at the individual and
population level, at evolutionary equilibrium and before
equilibrium has been reached?
(4) If the extent to which the trait distorter manipulates the
organism trait can evolve, how will this inﬂuence the
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likelihood that it is suppressed, and hence the individual
and population trait values?
We assume an arbitrary trait that inﬂuences organism ﬁtness.
In the absence of trait distorters, all individuals have the trait
value that maximises their individual ﬁtness. The trait distorter
manipulates the trait away from the individual optimum, to
increase their own transmission to offspring. We assume a large
population of diploid, randomly mating individuals. The aim of
this model is to establish key aspects of the population genetics
governing trait distorters and their suppressors, in an abstract
setting. In Supplementary Notes 3, 4 and 5, we address the same
issues in three speciﬁc biological scenarios.
(1) Spread of a trait distorter: We consider a trait distorter,
which we denote by D1, that is dominant and distorts an
organism trait value by some positive amount k (k > 0). This trait
distortion increases the transmission of the trait distorter to
offspring. Speciﬁcally, the trait distorter (D1) drives at meiosis, in
heterozygotes, against a trait non-distorter (D0), being passed into
the proportion (1 + t(k))/2 of offspring. t(k) denotes the
transmission bias (0 ≤ t(k) ≤!1) and"is a monotonically increasing
dt
function of trait distortion dk
!0 .
We emphasise that, in nature, trait distorters need not be
meiotic drivers—the key point here is that we are considering
when trait distortion increases the propagation of that trait
distorter. We chose meiotic drive in this model for simplicity, and
model different mechanisms in the biologically speciﬁc models
(Supplementary Notes 3, 4 and 5). Indeed, in many natural cases,
meiotic drivers would not gain their advantage by distorting a
trait, in which case they would not enter any conﬂict with the rest
of the genome over organism trait values, and therefore would
not have any lasting inﬂuence on whether trait values are those
that maximise individual ﬁtness. For example, the segregation
distorter (SD) meiotic driver in Drosophila melanogaster gains its
advantage in heterozygous males by disrupting the proper
development of rival sperm, and not by trait distortion44. Any
organism-level ﬁtness costs associated with SD would be opposed
by SD as well as across the rest of the genome45. Our focus in this
paper is on selﬁsh genetic elements that gain an advantage by trait
distortion, and therefore disagree with the majority of genes over
trait values.
Trait distortion leads to a ﬁtness (viability) cost (ctrait(k)) at the
individual level, reducing an individual’s number of offspring
from 1 to 1 − ctrait(k) (0 ≤ ctrait(k) ≤ 1). Owing to trait distorter
dominance, the ﬁtness cost of trait distortion is borne by
heterozygous as well as trait distorter-homozygous individuals.
The ﬁtness#cost is a$ monotonically increasing function of trait
distortion dcdktrait ! 0 . We assume that t(k) and ctrait(k) do not
change with population allele frequencies, but relax this
assumption in our speciﬁc models.
We ﬁrst ask what frequency the trait distorter will reach in the
population in the absence of suppression. If we take p and p′ as
the population frequency of the trait distorter in two consecutive
generations, then the population frequency of the trait distorter in
the latter generation is:
! p0 ¼ ð1 $ ctrait ðkÞÞ ðp2 þ ð1 $ pÞpðtðkÞ þ 1ÞÞ;
w

ð1Þ

! is the average ﬁtness of individuals in the population in
where w
! = (1 −
the current generation, and can be written in full as: w
ctrait(k))(p2 + 2p(1 − p)) + (1 − p)2. In ‘Trait distorter population
frequency’ in the Methods, we show, with a population genetic
analysis of Eq. 1, that the trait distorter will spread from rarity
and reach ﬁxation when ctrait(k) < t(k)(1 − ctrait(k)). This shows
that trait distortion will evolve when the number of offspring that
the trait distorter gains as a result of trait distortion (t(k)(1 −

ctrait(k))) is greater than the number of offspring bearing the trait
distorter that are lost as a result of reduced individual ﬁtness
(ctrait(k)).
(2) Spread of an autosomal suppressor: We assume that the
trait distorter (D1) can be suppressed by an unlinked autosomal
allele (suppressor), denoted by S1. We assume that this suppressor
(S1) is dominant and only expressed in the presence of the trait
distorter (facultative), but found similar results when the
suppressor is constitutively expressed (obligate; Supplementary
Note 6). Expression of the suppressor incurs a ﬁtness cost to the
individual, csup (0 ≤ csup ≤ 1), which could arise for multiple
reasons, including energy expenditure, or errors relating to the
use of gene silencing machinery46,47. Gene silencing generally
precedes the translation of the targeted gene, and so we assume
that the cost of suppression (csup) is independent of the amount of
trait distortion caused by the trait distorter (k).
We can write recursions detailing the generational change in
the frequencies of the four possible gametes, D0/S0, D0/S1, D1/S0
and D1/S1, with the respective frequencies in the current
generation denoted by x00, x01, x10 and x11, and the frequencies
in the subsequent generation denoted by an appended dash (′):
0
2
! x00
w
¼ x00
þ x x þ ð1 $ t Þð1 $ ctrait Þx00 x10
##
$ $00 01
##
$ $
þ 1 $ csup =2 x00 x11 þ 1 $ csup =2 x01 x10 ;

##
$ $
0
2
! x01
w
¼ x00 x01 þ 1 $ csup =2 x00 x11 þ x01
##
$ $
#
$
þ 1 $ csup =2 x01 x10 þ 1 $ csup x01 x11 ;

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

##
$ $
0
! x10
¼ ð1 þ t Þð1 $ ctrait Þx00 x10 þ 1 $ csup =2 x00 x11
w
##
$ $
#
$
2
þ 1 $ csup =2 x01 x10 þ ð1 $ ctrait Þx10
þ 1 $ csup x10 x11 ;

ð4Þ
##
$ $
##
$ $
0
! x11
¼ 1 $ csup =2 x00 x11 þ 1 $ csup =2
w
#
$
#
$
#
$
2
x01 x10 þ 1 $ csup x01 x11 þ 1 $ csup x10 x11 þ 1 $ csup x11
;

ð5Þ

! is the average ﬁtness of individuals in the current
where w
generation, and equals the sum of the equations’ right-hand sides.
In ‘Suppressor invasion condition’ in the Methods, we show, with
a population genetic analysis of these equations, that a suppressor
will spread from rarity if trait distortion (k) is greater than some
threshold value, at which the cost of suppression (csup) is less than
the cost of being subjected to trait distortion, csup < ctrait(k). A
threshold with respect to the level of trait distortion (k) arises
because the cost of trait distortion (ctrait(k)) increases with greater
trait distortion, but the cost of suppression (csup) is constant.
Given that the individual cost of pre-translational suppression at
a single locus is likely to be low46,47, trait distortion conferred by
unsuppressed trait distorters is likely to be negligible.
(3) Consequences for organism trait values: The extent of trait
distortion at the individual level shows a discontinuous relationship with the strength of the trait distorter (Fig. 1a). When trait
distortion is low, a suppressor will not spread (csup > ctrait(k)) and
so the level of trait distortion at the individual level will increase
with the level of trait distortion induced by the trait distorter (k).
However, once a threshold is reached (csup < ctrait(k)), the
suppressor spreads. We show in ‘Equilibrium trait distorter
and suppressor frequencies’ in the Methods that the spread of the
suppressor (S1) causes the trait distorter (D1) to lose its selective
advantage and be eliminated from the population, leading to an
absence of trait distortion at the individual level. In contrast, we
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Fig. 1 Trait distorter-suppressor dynamics and consequences for the
organism. The trait distorter (D1) and its suppressor (S1) are introduced
from rarity. In a, the resulting average trait distortion (x10 k) is plotted at
equilibrium, against the extent to which the trait distorter causes trait
values to deviate from the individual optimum (k). Below a certain threshold
strength (csup > ctrait(k); left of dashed line), the suppressor does not invade,
and so the resulting trait distortion increases with the strength of the trait
distorter (k). Above this threshold, the suppressor invades, and the trait
distorter is purged, restoring the trait to the individual optimum. In b, the
number of generations between trait distorter introduction and loss is
plotted, on a log10 scale, for trait distorters that are purged at equilibrium
(having been suppressed), which lie to the right of the dashed line. Stronger
trait distorters are purged more quickly than weaker trait distorters (csup =
0.15; t = 0.87k and ctrait = 0.9k1.5)

show in Supplementary Note 6 that if the suppressor is
constitutively expressed (obligate), the spread of the suppressor
(S1) to ﬁxation in the population causes the trait distorter (D1) to
become neutral, meaning the trait distorter (D1) can be
maintained in the population without being expressed.
Overall, these results suggest that, given a relatively low cost of
suppression (csup), the level of trait distortion observed at the
individual level will either be low or absent. When a trait distorter
is weak (low k), it will not be suppressed, but it will only have a
small inﬂuence at the level of the individual. When a trait
distorter is strong (high k), it will be suppressed and so there will
be no inﬂuence at the level of the individual (Fig. 1a).
In addition, we found that stronger trait distorters are
suppressed more quickly (Fig. 1b). In ‘Non-equilibrium trait
distortion’ in the Methods, we numerically iterated our recursions
4

to determine how many generations it takes for suppressors to
reach equilibrium. As long as trait distortion continues to reduce
individual ﬁtness non-negligibly after suppression is favoured
dt dctrait
(such that dk
= dk is not excessively high after csup < ctrait(k)),
stronger trait distorters (higher k) are suppressed and purged
more rapidly than weaker trait distorters, limiting the potential
for non-equilibrium trait distortion (Fig. 1b).
(4) Evolution of trait distortion: We then considered the
consequence of allowing the level of trait distortion (k) to evolve.
We assume a trait distorter (D1) that distorts by k, and then
introduce a rare mutant (D2) that distorts by a different amount
^k (^k ≠ k). This mutant (D2) is propagated into the proportion
(1 + t(^k) − t(k))/2 of the offspring of D2D1 heterozygotes, and
into the proportion (1 + t(^k))/2 of the offspring of D2D0
heterozygotes. We assume that the stronger of the two trait
distorters is dominant, but found similar results when assuming
additivity (‘Invasion of a mutant trait distorter’ in the Methods).
We assume that the similarity in coding sequence and regulatory
control means that the original trait distorter and the mutant are
both suppressed by the same suppressor allele, at the same cost
(csup)46,47. In ‘Invasion of a mutant trait distorter’ in the Methods,
we write the recursions that detail the generational frequency
changes in the different possible gametes (D0/S0, D0/S1, D1/S0,
D1/S1, D2/S0 and D2/S1).
We found that stronger mutant trait distorters (^k > k) will
invade from rarity when the marginal increase in offspring they are
propagated into exceeds the marginal increase in offspring they are
lost from as a result of reduced ﬁtness (Δt(1 − ctrait(^k)) > Δctrait,
where Δ denotes marginal change (Δt = t(^k) − t(k); Δctrait =
ctrait(^k) − ctrait(k))). Consequently, if trait distortion is initially
low, and successive mutant trait distorters are introduced, each
deviating only slightly from the trait distorters from which they
are derived (‘δ-weak selection’48), invading trait distorters will
approach a ‘target’ strength, denoted by ktarget. This target
strength corresponds to the level of trait distortion that would
maximise the ﬁtness of the gene15, and is when the marginal
beneﬁt of transmission is exactly counterbalanced by the marginal
dt
ð1 ! ctrait Þ ¼ dcdktrait .
individual cost of reduced offspring, dk
The target strength of trait distortion (ktarget) will therefore be
greater if increased trait distortion (k) leads
! 2to" a low rate of
d t
decrease in marginal transmission beneﬁt ! dk
relative to the
2
!2 "
d ctrait
rate of increase in marginal individual cost dk2 (Fig. 2b). If
mutations are larger (strong selection), invading trait distorters
may overshoot the target strength of trait distortion (^k > ktarget).
Weaker mutant trait distorters (^k < k) are recessive so cannot
invade from rarity.
As evolution on the trait distorter increases the level of trait
distortion, it makes it more likely that the trait distorter goes
above the critical level of trait distortion where suppression will
be favoured. When this is the case (csup < ctrait(ktarget)), the trait
distorter spreads to high frequency, which then causes the
suppressor to increase in frequency, reversing the direction of
selection on the trait distorter, towards non-trait distortion (D0),
resulting in 0 trait distortion at equilibrium (k* = 0) (Fig. 2a;
‘Equilibrium allele frequencies after mutant invasion’ in the
Methods). Suppression only fails to spread if the individual
ﬁtness cost associated with suppression is greater than the
individual ﬁtness cost associated with the target trait distortion
(csup > ctrait(ktarget); Fig. 2a). Given that the individual ﬁtness cost
of pre-translational suppression at a single locus is likely to be
low, then any non-negligible trait distorter is likely to be
suppressed.
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a

production of a public good by bacteria, which is encoded on a
mobile genetic element14,26,36,49–52. We examined these cases
because they are different types of trait distortion, involving different selection pressures, in very different organisms. In all three
speciﬁc models, we obtained the same qualitative results as with
our above illustrative model for an arbitrary trait (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 Evolution of trait distortion. In a, a trait distorter and suppressor are
introduced in our agent-based simulation model (Methods: ‘Agent-based
simulation (single trait distorter locus)’), with csup = 0.1, t = k and ctrait = max
(ka,kb)/2. The population average trait distorter and suppressor strengths
over 100 simulation runs are plotted for successive generations. Initially, both
trait distorter and suppressor strength increases, but then the trait distorters
are purged from the population. b shows how the trait distortion at
equilibrium is inﬂuenced by the cost of suppression (csup), and the target
level of trait distortion (ktarget), which is determined by the rate of increase in
!2 "
the marginal individual cost of trait distortion d dkctrait
relative to the rate of
2
! 2"
d t
decrease in the marginal transmission beneﬁt ! dk2 (Supplementary Note
1). Trait distortion is low, unless there is both a high target level of trait
distortion and a relatively high cost of suppression (top right of heat map)

Overall, our results suggest that selection on trait distorters will
tend to lead to the eventual suppression of those trait distorters.
In ‘Agent-based simulation (single trait distorter locus)’ in the
Methods, we developed an agent-based simulation, which allowed
us to continuously vary the level of both trait distortion and
suppression, and obtained results in close agreement (Fig. 2a;
Supplementary Note 2, Supplementary Fig. 2).
Speciﬁc biological scenarios. In Supplementary Notes 3, 4 and 5,
we tested the robustness of our above conclusions by developing
models for three different biological scenarios: a sex ratio distorter on an X chromosome (X driver); an imprinted gene that is
only expressed when maternally inherited; and a gene for the

Dynamics models. Our Equilibrium models assumed that the
suppressor of any given trait distorter will arise quickly by
mutation. This assumption becomes less likely if suppressors are
complex and hard to evolve, or favoured across a reduced portion
of the genome (smaller commonwealth). Also, multiple trait
distorters and their suppressors may arise continually in populations, through evolutionary time, at different loci within the
cabal and commonwealth respectively. Organisms may therefore
never rest at equilibria where all trait distorters are suppressed or
of negligible strength.
We address these issues by relaxing our assumption that the
commonwealth is very large relative to the cabal, assuming
instead that the commonwealth encompasses some majority of
loci within the genome, with the remaining loci comprising the
cabal. We examined the average and extremes of trait distortion
produced by trait distorters and suppressors, by asking three
further questions, of increasing complexity, in a step-wise
manner:
(5) To what extent are organism traits distorted when
populations of individuals are only ever subjected to one
segregating trait distorter at a time (no trait distorter cosegregation)?
(6) To what extent are organism traits distorted when
populations of individuals may be exposed to multiple,
co-segregating, interacting trait distorters?
(7) To what extent are organism traits distorted when the
strength of each trait distorter may evolve?
(5) Trait distortion when no trait distorter co-segregation: We
model a population of individuals, each with a genome size of γ
loci. Within this genome, the cabal constitutes a fraction θ of all
loci, and the commonwealth constitutes the remaining fraction
1 − θ of all loci. If a fraction of the genome is inherited in the
same way, such that it favours the same trait values (same
maximand), it is termed a ‘coreplicon’20,22. The cabal comprises
all coreplicons that favour the distortion of a particular trait,
along a particular axis, in a particular direction, away from
individual ﬁtness maximisation. The commonwealth comprises
the remaining replicons. Cabals and commonwealths are therefore trait-speciﬁc. It is useful, when analysing a speciﬁc trait, to
partition the genome along these lines, because it is this conﬂict—
between the cabal and commonwealth—that drives the evolution
of the trait value.
Cabals and commonwealths are deﬁned a priori, by partitioning and summing up the coreplicons that, respectively, disfavour
and favour the trait distortion under study. The ‘individual’ is the
majority interest within the genome, and so the cabal size can
never exceed more than half of the genome, because then it would
be the majority (θ ≤ 0.5)53. In Supplementary Note 8, we calculate
some real-world proportional cabal sizes (θ) by dividing the
number of genes in a cabal by the total number of genes in a
genome. In Drosophila melanogaster, a Y chromosome cabal,
which favours male biased sex ratio distortion, has a proportional
size of ~θ ≈ 0.00154,55. In human females, a cabal comprising
cytoplasmic elements as well as the X chromosomes, which
favours female-biased sex ratio distortion, has a proportional size
of ~θ ≈ 0.0456–58. In Escherichia coli, a cabal made up of
horizontally transferrable plasmids, which could favour
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Fig. 3 Speciﬁc biological scenarios. We consider three biological scenarios: a, d sex ratio distortion by an X driver; b, e cooperative investment by an
imprinted gene (cost and beneﬁt of cooperation are c = k and b = kα, respectively); c, f cooperative public goods investment by a mobile gene (cost and
beneﬁt of cooperation are c = k and b = 8kα, respectively). In all three scenarios, we obtain the same pattern as our illustrative model, that trait distorters
have either a minor impact at the individual level or are suppressed (csup = 0.05; a: λ = 2; b, c: α = 0.9). In d–f, we allowed the trait distorters to evolve. We
show how the equilibrium level of distortion is determined by the cost of suppression (csup), and parameters that determine the target level of trait
distortion (ktarget; d: λ; e, f: α). Trait distortion is low unless there is both a high cost of suppression (csup) and a high target level of trait distortion (top right
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upregulated public goods production49, varies in size across
strains, but has an average of ~θ ≈ 0.036.
For analytical tractability, we start by assuming that new trait
distorters and suppressors are introduced at a ﬁxed rate
(deterministic). Biologically, new trait distorters and suppressors
are likely to arise via some combination of de novo mutation and
the acquisition, via gene conversion or transposition, of preexisting sequences contributing to trait distortion or
suppression35,59,60. We assume that a trait distorter arises at a
new locus within the cabal every 1=ðθγρD1 Þ generations, and its
dedicated suppressor arises at a locus inside the commonwealth
1=ðð1 # θÞγρS1 Þ generations afterwards. ρD1 and ρS1 , respectively,
give the generational per-locus probabilities of generating new
trait distorters and suppressors. These probabilities (ρD1 ;ρS1 )
increase linearly, according to the same gradient, as the baseline
mutation rate in the genome, denoted by ρ, is increased.
As in our equilibrium models, we assume that unsuppressed
trait distorters distort organism traits by the ﬁxed amount k, at an
individual cost ctrait(k), gaining a meiotic transmission advantage
in heterozygotes of (1 + t(k))/2. Similarly, we again assume that
suppressors are dominant and completely suppress their target
trait distorters at the cost csup, and are facultatively expressed in
the presence of their target trait distorter5–8. We assume that the
trait distortion experienced by an organism is given by the
strength of its strongest unsuppressed trait distorter (inter-locus
dominance).
We emphasise again that the mechanism by which the trait
distorter gains its advantage (meiotic drive) is chosen here purely
6

for illustrative purposes (see Supplementary Notes 3, 4 and 5 for
different mechanisms). We are interested in the subset of selﬁsh
genetic elements that gain their selﬁsh beneﬁt by distorting a trait
away from the value that maximises individual ﬁtness. The same
trait distortion would be favoured across the coreplicon/cabal of
which these selﬁsh genetic elements are a part. This contrasts with
selﬁsh genetic elements that gain a selﬁsh beneﬁt through their
ability to be meiotic drivers, without distorting a trait—such
drivers could conceivably arise at any locus in a genome. The key
difference here is between meiotic drive (could be favoured at any
locus; selﬁsh beneﬁt does not arise via distorting a trait) and selﬁsh
genetic elements that gain a beneﬁt by distorting a trait (the
speciﬁc examples that we consider and model in this paper)14,15.
We calculate the average and extremes of trait distortion faced
by organisms in the population across evolutionary time, for
different trait distorter strengths (k), and different proportional
cabal sizes (θ). Considering trait distorters that do not trigger
suppressor invasion (csup > ctrait(k)), the average trait distortion is
trivially given by the strength of the trait distorters available to the
cabal (k). Considering trait distorters that are suppressed and
purged at equilibrium (csup < ctrait(k)), for analytical tractability,
we ﬁrst consider parameter regimes in which trait distorters are
introduced at new loci more slowly than they are purged at old
loci, meaning they do not co-segregate.
In ‘Long-term trait distortion (exact numerical solution)’ in the
Methods, we develop a population genetic model based on these
assumptions, and solve it numerically to show that individual
trait distortion increases and decreases cyclically over evolutionary time, ranging between peaks of k and troughs of 0, as new
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Fig. 4 The dynamics of conﬂict when trait distorters do not co-segregate.
a plots individual trait distortion over evolutionary time, for trait distorters
of strength k = 0.6. We introduced trait distorters (D1) deterministically at
new loci every 1=ðθγρD1 Þ generations, and their dedicated suppressors after
a lag of 1=ðð1 ! θÞγρS1 Þ generations. Individual trait distortion increases and
decreases cyclically over evolutionary time, between peaks of k and troughs
of 0. b plots average trait distortion for different proportional cabal sizes
(θ), against the strength of trait distorters available to the cabal (k). Below a
certain threshold strength (csup > ctrait(k)), suppressors do not invade, and
so the resulting trait distortion increases with the strength of the trait
distorter (k), and is unaffected by proportional cabal size (θ). Above this
threshold (csup < ctrait(k)), suppressors are favoured, and average trait
distortion is approximately given by Eq. 6, increasing with trait distorter
strength (k), although less appreciably for decreased proportional cabal size
(θ) (ﬂatter lines) (csup = 0.1; t = k, ctrait = k/2, ρS1 = 10−11, ρD1 = 10−11,
γ = 106)

trait distorters and suppressors advance and retreat through the
population (Fig. 4a). In ‘Long-term trait distortion (analytical
approximation)’ in the Methods, we show that the average trait
distortion over these cycles is given by
kθρD1
ð1!θÞρS1

;

ð6Þ

by making the assumption that the rate of gene frequency
equilibration after trait distorter/suppressor introduction is very
fast relative to the rate of trait distorter/suppressor introduction

ARTICLE

(separation of timescales). For our three speciﬁc biological
scenarios (Supplementary Notes 3, 4 and 5), the rate of gene
frequency equilibration after trait distorter/suppressor introduction varies in each scenario, but these details are inconsequential
when the separation of timescales assumption is made, meaning
average trait distortion is given by Eq. 6 in each of the three
speciﬁc biological scenarios. Furthermore, we also found with
numerical analysis that Eq. 6 is a good approximation, even when
the separation of timescales is relaxed (Fig. 4b).
Smaller proportional cabal sizes (θ) lead to a slower rate of trait
distorter introduction relative to suppressor introduction, and so
both: (i) an absolute reduction in average trait distortion; and (ii)
a reduced effect of distorter strength (k) on average trait
distortion (k − θ interaction) (Fig. 4b). In the limit of negligible
proportional cabal size (θ → 0), we recover the result from our
Equilibrium models that the proportion of evolutionary time in
which a trait distorter is present approaches 0, leading to an
average trait distortion of 0 for trait distorters above the threshold
of suppression (csup < ctrait(k)).
Both genome size (γ) and baseline mutation rate (ρ) have no
inﬂuence on the average trait distortion. Increases in both of these
factors leads to a proportional increase in trait distorter
introduction rate, and the same proportional increase in
suppressor introduction rate, which exactly cancel (Supplementary Note 7, Supplementary Fig. 11).
(6) Trait distortion when trait distorters may co-segregate: We
then considered the possibility that different trait distorters may
co-segregate for some periods of evolutionary time59,60. In
‘Agent-based simulation (multiple loci; discrete)’ in the Methods,
we developed an agent-based simulation that allowed us to
investigate the scenario where mutations appear stochastically
rather than deterministically. When an individual contains
multiple trait distorters, we assume that extent of trait distortion
is determined by the strongest trait distorter (inter-locus
dominance).
The consequence of allowing trait distorters to co-segregate
will depend on mechanistic assumptions about how trait
distorters and suppressors act and interact. To capture different
ends of the continuum of possibilities, we model two different
types of trait distorter, which we term low-sophistication (D1L)
and high-sophistication (D1H) (Supplementary Note 7, Supplementary Fig. 12). High-sophistication trait distorters are only
suppressed by dedicated suppressors that evolved to suppress that
speciﬁc trait distorter, and incur a low cost when interlocus recessive. In contrast, low-sophistication trait distorters
can be suppressed to some extent by any suppressor (background
or generalist suppression)35,59,60, and incur a high cost when
inter-locus recessive. High-sophistication trait distorters are more
functionally complex, and so are likely to be less mutationally
accessible than low-sophistication trait distorters.
We found that, for a sufﬁciently small proportional cabal size
(θ → 0), trait distorters scarcely co-segregate, and Eq. 6 is
recovered. Consequently, for sufﬁciently small proportional cabal
sizes, the average level of trait distortion is again not inﬂuenced
by genome size (γ), mutation rate (ρ), or the mechanics of trait
distorter interaction (D1L/D1H).
In contrast, with larger cabals (θ → 0.5), trait distorters often
co-segregate. In this case, the details of genome size (γ), mutation
rate (ρ), and trait distorter sophistication (D1L/D1H) matter.
Speciﬁcally, trait distortion may be: (i) greater than Eq. 6 if trait
distorters are high sophistication (D1H); (ii) lower than Eq. 6 if
trait distorters are low sophistication (D1L). The deviation from
Eq. 6 is exaggerated for increased trait distorter co-segregation,
which is promoted by: (i) high genome size (γ)/mutation rate (ρ)
(Fig. 5); (iii) low trait distorter strength (k), which causes trait
distorters to be purged more slowly (Supplementary Note 7,
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Fig. 5 Effect of genome size (γ) on average trait distortion when trait distorters can co-segregate. The average trait distortion is plotted against genome
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suppressed by non-dedicated suppressors (background or generalist suppression), and incur a high cost even when inter-locus recessive. b shows high
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Supplementary Fig. 14); (iv) low trait distorter sophistication
(D1L), which increases the mutational accessibility of trait
distorters. The proportional cabal sizes that make these different
factors matter are, however, much larger than we generally ﬁnd in
nature.
(7) Evolution of trait distortion and suppression: We then
examined the consequences of allowing the level of trait
distortion and suppression to evolve freely at each locus15. In
‘Agent-based simulation (multiple loci; continuous)’ in the
Methods, we generalised our agent-based simulation to allow
for this, and found that trait distorters evolve increased trait
distortion (approaching ktarget) while unsuppressed (Supplementary Note 7, Supplementary Fig. 15). Stronger trait distorters are
suppressed and purged more quickly than weaker ones, and are
less likely to co-segregate as a result. Consequently, when
evolution is permitted at trait distorter loci, average trait
distortion again approaches that predicted by Eq. 6, so is less
inﬂuenced by genome size (γ), mutation rate (ρ), and the
mechanics of trait distorter interaction (D1L/D1H).
Discussion
We obtained three main results: First, larger trait distortions are
more likely to be suppressed. Consequently, trait distorters will
either lead to small trait distortions, with minor ﬁtness consequences, or be suppressed (Figs. 1a and 3a–c). Second, selection
on trait distorters favours the evolution of higher levels of trait
distortion, which will favour their suppression. Consequently,
trait distorters will evolve to bring about their own demise
(Figs. 2, 3d–f and 6). Third, if trait distortion is favoured at only a
small proportion of the genome (proportionally small cabals), the
extent of trait deviation away from the individual level optima is
low and unaffected by factors, such as genome size, mutation rate
and mechanism of trait distortion (Figs. 4 and 5). The reason for
this result is that the inﬂuence of all of these factors is determined
by proportional cabal size. Overall, these results suggest that even
8

Trait
1

Trait 2

Fig. 6 Selﬁsh genetic elements evolve to be suppressed by the parliament
of genes. The cross represents the position in phenotype space, here
deﬁned with respect to two traits, 1 and 2, that maximises the ﬁtness of an
individual. The circle surrounding the cross represents the phenotype space
where suppression of selﬁsh genetic elements, that have distorted traits 1
or 2, would not be selected for. The surrounding area represents the
phenotype space in which the parliament of genes is selected to suppress
selﬁsh genetic elements. The three dots represent three possible
individuals, each with differently weakly selﬁsh genetic elements, which
incur a small ﬁtness cost. Because these deviations from individual ﬁtness
maximisation are only slight, costly suppression of the weakly selﬁsh
genetic elements does not evolve. However, the selﬁsh genetic elements
will evolve to become more distorting (solid arrows), bringing individuals
into the area of phenotype space where they will be suppressed and
individual ﬁtness maximisation (the black cross) is regained (dashed
arrows)
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if there is substantial potential for genetic conﬂict, trait distorters
will have relatively little inﬂuence at the individual level, in
support of Leigh’s28 parliament of genes hypothesis.
Suppressing trait distorters: We have shown that suppressors
spread when the cost of suppression is lower than the ﬁtness cost
imposed by trait distortion (ctrait(k) > csup). The individual ﬁtness
cost of pre-translational suppression at a single locus is likely to
be low. For example, a molecularly characterised suppressor
(nmy) destroys the messenger RNA transcripts of a sex ratio
distorter (Dox) via RNA interference (RNAi), the costs of which
are likely to be negligible at the individual level46,47,60,61. Consequently, in order to not be suppressed, a trait distorter would
have to have relatively negligible inﬂuence on a trait, or inﬂuence
a trait that has a negligible inﬂuence on ﬁtness. Furthermore, we
also showed that selection on trait distorters will often favour
higher level trait distortion, bringing trait distorters into the
region where ctrait(k) > csup, and hence where suppression is
favoured (Figs. 2, 3 and 6).
Our analyses have focused on selﬁsh genetic elements that
increase their own transmission by manipulating some organism
trait in a speciﬁc direction15,17. Examples include the sex ratio
distorters and public goods genes considered in our speciﬁc
models. We focused on such ‘trait distorters’ because they can
have substantial inﬂuences on the traits of organisms, even when
at ﬁxation. In contrast, we have not considered selﬁsh genetic
elements, such as transposons and meiotic drivers, that do not
need to manipulate organism traits in order to give themselves a
selﬁsh propagation advantage43. We have not considered such
selﬁsh genetic elements because: (i) they do not distort traits away
from individual maxima; and (ii) the cost of such drivers makes
them disfavoured across the entire genome, leading to selection to
attenuate that cost.
Our Dynamics models have validated various verbal arguments
that have previously been made for the parliament of genes
hypothesis. We found that, if trait distortion is only favoured
across a small proportion of the genome (proportionally small
cabal), the trait distortion experienced by individuals is likely to
be low, and unaffected by details such as genome size, mutation
rate and mechanism of trait distortion. Empirically, cabals typically comprise small proportions of genomes54,56. Furthermore,
more sophisticated trait distorters, with the potential to interact
synergistically with each other, are likely to have a lower mutational accessibility, and so are more likely to be suppressed and
purged before they have a chance to co-segregate. Real-world
examples of trait distortion are typically caused by lone genes, or
genes that do not interact synergistically14,60. In contrast, complex adaptations are typically underpinned by multitudes of
synergistically interacting genes residing in the parliamentary
majority (commonwealth)23.
We are not claiming that appreciable trait distortion will never
evolve, or that biological details will never matter14,32,59,60.
Instead, our results suggest that the modal outcome will be a
relative lack of trait distortion. This conclusion is supported
empirically by cases where appreciable distortion is only revealed
in hybrid crosses, implying that trait distorters are generally
suppressed62. Furthermore, we ﬁnd that, after suppression has
evolved, trait distorters are generally purged from the population
at equilibrium. If suppressors are constitutively expressed (obligate), trait distorters are not purged from the population, but in
these cases, suppressors spread to ﬁxation (Supplementary
Note 6). Regardless of the extent to which suppressors are constitutive, there is negligible polymorphism in at least one locus,
meaning trait distortion is unlikely to be revealed by mating
within a population38. When trait distorters are not purged from
the population, trait distortion will be revealed by matings
between populations/species62.

ARTICLE

Sex ratio distorters as a case study: The relatively large literature on sex ratio distorters offers a chance for us to assess the
validity of our models, and their predictions. In Supplementary
Note 3, we detail how our assumptions are consistent with the
biology of sex ratio distorters and their suppressors. For example,
X drivers increase their own transmission by killing Y bearing
sperm, and hence producing a female-biased offspring sex ratio.
This comes at a cost to the rest of the genome through both a
reduction in sperm number, and through Fisherian selection
disfavouring the more common sex (females). The scope of the
parliament of genes to act against such drivers is shown by the
fact that, in most species in which an X driver is present, suppressors have been found on both the autosomes and the Y
chromosome36. Our assumptions about how suppressors act,
and the cost of suppression, are analogous to those in a molecularly characterised suppressor (Nmy) of a sex ratio distorter
(Dox)46,60,61; and more generally to suppressors that act pretranslationally63,64.
Our model predictions are consistent with the available data on
X drivers in Drosophila. As predicted by our model: (1) Across
natural populations of Drosophila simulans, there is a positive
correlation between the extent of sex ratio distortion and the
extent of suppression65. (2) In both Drosophila mediopunctata
and D. simulans the presence of an X-linked driver led to the
experimental evolution of suppression66,67. In addition, consistent with our model: (3) In natural populations of D. simulans,
the prevalence of an X driver has been shown to sometimes
decrease under complete suppression68. (4) Crossing different
species of Drosophila has been shown to lead to appreciable sex
ratio deviation, by unlinking trait distorters from their suppressors, and hence revealing previously hidden trait distorters62.
Work on other sex ratio distorters has also shown that suppressors can spread extremely quickly from rarity, reaching
ﬁxation in as little as ~5 generations69.
Individual ﬁtness maximisation: We emphasise that when the
assumption of individual ﬁtness maximisation is made in behavioural and evolutionary ecology, it is not being assumed that
natural selection produces perfect ﬁtness maximisers5. Many
factors could constrain adaptation, such as genetic architecture,
mutation and phylogenetic constraints70,71. Instead, the
assumption of ﬁtness maximisation is used as a basis to investigate the selective forces that have favoured particular traits
(adaptations). The aim is not to test if organisms maximise ﬁtness, or behave ‘optimally’, but rather to try to understand the
selective forces favouring particular traits or behaviours2. We
have examined how the parliament of genes prevents selﬁsh
genetic elements from constraining adaptation, focusing on the
maintenance, rather than the emergence, of traits (Supplementary
Discussion).
To conclude, debate over the validity of assuming individual level
ﬁtness maximisation has usually revolved around whether selﬁsh
genetic elements are common or rare4,20,21,24,72. We have shown
that that even if selﬁsh genetic elements are common, they will tend
to be either weak and negligible, or suppressed. This suggests that
even if there is the potential for appreciable genetic conﬂict, individual level ﬁtness maximisation will still often be a reasonable
assumption. This allows us to explain why certain traits, especially
the sex ratio, have been able to provide such clear support for both
individual level ﬁtness maximisation and genetic conﬂict9.
Methods
Trait distorter population frequency. We ask when a rare trait distorter (D1) can
invade a population ﬁxed for the trait non-distorter (D0). We take Eq. 1, set p′ =
p = p*, and solve to ﬁnd two possible equilibria: p* = 0 (trait non-distorter ﬁxation)
and p* = 1 (trait distorter ﬁxation). The trait distorter (D1) can invade from rarity
when the p* = 0 equilibrium is unstable, which occurs when the differential of p′
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with respect to p, at p* = 0, is >1. The trait distorter invasion criterion is therefore
ctrait(k) < t(k)(1 − ctrait(k)).
We now ask what frequency the trait distorter (D1) will reach after invasion.
The trait distorter (D1) can spread to ﬁxation if the p* = 1 equilibrium is stable,
which requires that the differential of p′ with respect to p, at p* = 1, is <1. This
requirement always holds true, demonstrating that there is no negative frequency
dependence on the trait distorter, and that it will always spread to ﬁxation after its
initial invasion.
Suppressor invasion condition. We ask when the suppressor (S1) can spread from
rarity in a population in which the trait distorter (D1) and non-suppressor (S0) are
ﬁxed at equilibrium. We derive the Jacobian stability matrix for this equilibrium,
which is a matrix of each genotype frequency (x00 ′ , x01′ , x10′ , x11′ ) differentiated
by each genotype frequency in the prior generation (x00, x01, x10, x11), at the
equilibrium position given by x00* = 0, x01* = 0, x10* = 1, x11* = 0:
0
1
1"c
1 " t 2ð1"csup Þ 0
0
trait
B
C
B
C
1"csup
B 0
0
0 C
2ð1"ctrait Þ
B
C
J¼B
ð7Þ
C;
B t " 1 "3ð1"csup Þ 0 "ð1"csup Þ C
B
2ð1"ctrait Þ
1"ctrait C
@
A
1"csup
1"c
0
0 1"c sup
2ð1"c Þ
trait

trait

The suppressor can invade when the equilibrium is unstable, which occurs
when the leading eigenvalue is greater than one. The leading eigenvalue is (1 −
csup)/(1 − ctrait), meaning the suppressor invasion criterion is ctrait > csup.

Equilibrium trait distorter and suppressor frequencies. We ask what frequency
the trait distorter (D1) and suppressor (S1) will reach after initial suppressor (S1)
invasion. We assume that the suppressor is introduced from rarity when the trait
distorter has reached the population frequency given by f (x00 → f, x10 → 1 − f, {x01,
x11} → 0). We numerically iterate Eqs. 2–5, over successive generations, until
equilibrium has been reached. At equilibrium, for all parameter combinations (f, t,
csup,ctrait), the suppressor reaches an internal equilibrium and the trait distorter is
lost from the population (x00* + x01* = 1, x10* = 0, x11* = 0). This equilibrium
arises because trait distorter presence gives the suppressor (S1) a selective advantage,
leading to high suppressor frequency, which in turn reverses the selective advantage
of the trait distorter (D1), leading to trait distorter loss and suppressor equilibration.
Non-equilibrium trait distortion. We consider a trait distorter that is suppressed
and therefore purged at equilibrium (ctrait > csup), and ask to what extent it can
contribute to individual trait distortion in the period after its initial invasion, but
before its eventual loss (non-equilibrium). We introduce the trait distorter (D1) and
suppressor (S1) from rarity and numerically iterate our recursions until the trait
distorter has been purged from the population (or a cap of 20,000,000 generations
has been reached). We vary parameters between 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, csup < ctrait ≤ 1, 0 ≤ csup ≤ 1.
We ﬁnd that a higher cost of trait distortion (ctrait) relative to suppression (csup)
leads to shorter non-equilibrium maintenance of the trait distorter in the
population. This is because the cost of trait distortion relative to suppression
mediates selection on the suppressor (Methods: ‘Suppressor invasion condition’).
We ﬁnd that a higher transmission bias (t) leads to longer non-equilibrium
maintenance of the trait distorter in the population, but this effect is diluted as the
cost of trait distortion (ctrait) is increased relative to suppression (csup)
(Supplementary Note 2, Supplementary Fig. 1). Stronger trait distorters (with higher
k, leading to higher ctrait and t) are therefore generally suppressed and purged more
rapidly than weaker trait distorters (Fig. 1b). Exceptions are trait distorters that
reduce individual ﬁtness relatively negligibly after the point (k) at which suppression
dt dctrait
= dk is very high for values of k satisfying csup < ctrait(k).
is favoured, such that dk
Invasion of a mutant trait distorter. We ask when a mutant trait distorter (D2)
will invade against a resident trait distorter (D1) that is unsuppressed and at
ﬁxation (k ≠ ^k). We write recursions detailing the generational frequency changes
in the six possible gametes, D0/S0, D0/S1, D1/S0, D1/S1, D2/S0, D2/S1, with current
generation frequencies denoted, respectively by x00, x01, x10, x11, x20, x21, and nextgeneration frequencies denoted with an appended dash (′):
0
! x00
¼ x x þ x x þ ð1 " tðkÞÞð1 " ctrait ðkÞÞx00 x10
w
!! 00 00 " 00" 01
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" "
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" "
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" "
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!!
" "
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" "
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" "
!
"
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!!
" "
!
"
þ 1 " csup =2 x01 x20 þ 1 " csup x01 x21 ;
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w
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" "
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! is the average ﬁtness of individuals in the current generation, and equals the
where w
sum of the right-hand side of the system of equations. The mutant trait distorter can
invade when the equilibrium given by x00* = 0, x01* = 0, x10* = 1, x11* = 0, x20* = 0,
x21* = 0 is unstable, which occurs when the leading eigenvalue of the Jacobian
stability matrix for this equilibrium is >1. Testing for stability in this way, we ﬁnd
that, if the mutant trait distorter is weaker than the resident, it can never invade. If
the mutant trait distorter is stronger than the resident, it invades from rarity when
Δt(1 − ctrait(^k)) > Δctrait, where Δt = t(^k) − t(k), Δctrait = ctrait(^k) − ctrait(k).
The implication is that, if trait distortion is initially low, and mutant trait
distorters are successively introduced, each deviating only very slightly from the
resident trait distorter from which they are derived, such that ^k = k ± δ, where δ is
very small (‘δ-weak selection’48), then trait distorters will approach a ‘target’
dt
ð1 " ctrait Þ ¼ dcdktrait . In the absence of suppression, this target
strength at which dk
(ktarget) is the equilibrium level of trait distortion (k* = ktarget). However, if mutant
trait distorters (D2) are allowed to deviate appreciably from residents (D1) (strong
selection), then trait distorters may invade even if they overshoot the target (^k >
ktarget). In the absence of suppression, ktarget is then not the equilibrium level of trait
distortion, but rather, the minimum equilibrium level of trait distortion (k* ≥
ktarget) (Supplementary Note 2, Supplementary Fig. 2b).
We could alternatively have assumed that an individual’s trait is distorted
according to the average strength of its alleles (additive gene interactions), rather
than according to the stronger (higher k) allele (dominance). Such an assumption
leads to a single invasion criterion for a mutant trait distorter, regardless of whether
the mutant trait distorter is stronger or weaker than the resident trait distorter,
given by: Δt(2 − ctrait(k) − ctrait(^k)) > Δctrait. In the absence of suppression, this
leads to an equilibrium level of trait distortion (k*), which holds even under strong
dt
ð1 " ctrait Þ ¼ dcdktrait .
selection, and satisﬁes 2 dk
Equilibrium allele frequencies after mutant invasion. We ask what equilibrium
state will arise after the invasion of a mutant trait distorter. We assume that the
mutant trait distorter (D2) is introduced from rarity when the resident trait distorter
(D1) has reached the population frequency given by q. We numerically iterate Eq. 8–
13, over successive generations, until equilibrium has been reached. At equilibrium,
for all parameter combinations (q, t(k), t(^k), csup, ctrait(k), ctrait(^k)), the resident trait
distorter (D1) is lost from the population (x10,x11 = 0), with either the mutant trait
distorter (D2) and non-suppressor (S0) at ﬁxation (x20* = 1), or the trait nondistorter (D0) at ﬁxation alongside the suppressor (S1) at an internal equilibrium
(x00* + x01* = 1). The latter scenario arises if the mutant trait distorter triggers
suppressor invasion (csup < ctrait(^k)). This equilibrium arises because mutant trait
distorter presence gives the suppressor (S1) a selective advantage, leading to high
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suppressor frequency, which in turn reverses the selective advantage of trait distortion, leading to trait distorter (D1,D2) loss and suppressor equilibration.
Agent-based simulation (single trait distorter locus). We construct an agentbased simulation to ask what level of trait distortion evolves when continuous
variation is permitted at trait distorter and suppressor loci. We model a population
of N = 2000 individuals and track evolution at two autosomal loci: a trait distorter
locus and a suppressor locus. Each individual has two alleles at the trait distorter
locus, with strengths denoted by ka and kb, and two alleles at the suppressor locus,
with strengths denoted by ma and mb (diploid). Strengths can take any continuous
value between 0 and 1. We assume that, for both loci, the strongest (highest value)
allele within an individual is dominant. The absolute ﬁtness of an individual with at
least one active meiotic driver (max(ka,kb) > 0) is: 1 − ctrait(max(ka,kb))(1 − max
(ma,mb)) − csupmax(ma,mb), and the absolute ﬁtness of an individual lacking an
active trait distorter (max(ka,kb) = 0) is 1. The function ctrait(max(ka,kb)) is given an
explicit form in simulations (Supplementary Note 2, Supplementary Fig. 2).
In each generation, there are N breeding pairs. To ﬁll each position in each
breeding pair, individuals are drawn from the population, with replacement, with
probabilities given by their ﬁtness (hermaphrodites). Breeding pairs then reproduce
to produce one offspring, before dying (non-overlapping generations). Alleles at
the suppressor locus are inherited in Mendelian fashion. Alleles at the trait distorter
locus may drive, meaning the parental allele of strength ka is inherited, rather than
the allele of strength kb, with the probability (1 + (t(ka) − t(kb))(1 − max(ma,mb)))/
2. The transmission bias function, t, is given an explicit form in simulations
(Supplementary Note 2, Supplementary Fig. 2). Each generation, trait distorter and
suppressor alleles have a 0.01 chance of mutating to a new value, which is drawn
from a normal distribution centred around the pre-mutation value, with variance
0.2, and truncated between 0 and 1. We track the population average trait distorter
strength, denoted by E[k], and suppressor strength, denoted by E[m], over 20,000
generations. We see that, allowing for continuous variation at the trait distorter and
suppressor loci, if the cost of suppression (csup) is not excessively high, trait
distortion at equilibrium is either low or nothing (Fig. 2a; Supplementary Note 2,
Supplementary Fig. 2b).
Long-term trait distortion (exact numerical solution). We ask how the trait
distortion experienced by organisms changes across evolutionary time as new trait
distorters and suppressors are continuously introduced and lost from a population.
We construct a population genetic model and solve it numerically and exactly. We
introduce a trait distorter from rarity and iterate our recursion for an unsuppressed
trait distorter (Eq. 1) from T = 1 to T ¼ 1=ðð1 # θÞγρS1 Þ generations. During this
period, the trait distortion experienced by individuals rises to a peak of k, corresponding to the strength of trait distorters available to the cabal. We then introduce
a suppressor from rarity and iterate our recursions for trait distorter-suppressor cosegregation (Eqs. 2–5), from T ¼ 1=ðð1 # θÞγρS1 Þ until the trait distorter has been
purged (T = X). During this period, the trait distortion experienced by individuals
falls to a trough of 0.
Average trait distortion over evolutionary time is given by weighting average trait
distortion during the interval T = {1, 2, …, X} by the proportion of evolutionary time
in which a trait distorter is segregating in the population ðXðθγρD1 ÞÞ. This
methodology provides exact, numerical values for average trait distortion. These
values correspond closely to the analytical approximation for average trait distortion
(Eq. 6), which is derived under a separation of timescales assumption (Methods:
‘Long-term trait distortion (analytical approximation)’; Fig. 4).

sampled to implement ﬁtness effects (e.g. non-overlapping generations), are fully
described in Methods: ‘Agent-based simulation (single trait distorter locus)’. We
model a diploid population of N = 2000 individuals, each with γ = 106 loci, θγ of
which constituting the cabal and (1 − θ)γ of which constituting the
commonwealth.
We assume that each locus across the genome is initially ‘dormant’. The alleles
segregating in the population at dormant loci are neutral with respect to trait
distortion and suppression. Loci are activated when the alleles segregating there
have drifted to lie one mutational step away from distortion or suppression. For a
given dormant locus in the cabal and in the commonwealth, the generational
activation probability is given, respectively, by ρD1 and ρS1 . Each successively
activated cabal and commonwealth locus is indexed with a consecutive integer
within the respective sets Icabal = {1, 2, …, ncabal} and Icommonwealth = {1, 2, …,
ncommonwealth}, where ncabal and ncommonwealth give respectively the total number of
activated cabal and commonwealth loci, which increase as generations (T) pass.
After locus activation, alleles mutate between functional and neutral forms with a
generational probability of 0.001. If, at any time, all trait distorters (i ∈ Icabal) have
dedicated suppressors (i ∈ Icommonwealth), such that ncabal = ncommonwealth, further
commonwealth loci cannot be activated until new trait distorters arise (ncabal >
ncommonwealth). If trait distorters are low-sophistication as opposed to highsophistication, the generational cabal locus activation probability (ρD1 ) is increased
by a factor two (such that ρD1L ¼ 2% ρD1H ).
For each individual, the set Idistorter ⊆ Icabal comprises every locus within the
cabal where one (heterozygous) or two (homozygous) trait distorters are present. A
given suppressor at a locus within the commonwealth (i ∈ Icommonwealth) is only
expressed if its target trait distorter (i ∈ Idistorter) is also present in the individual.
However, if expressed, a given suppressor (i ∈ Icommonwealth) may also contribute to
the ‘background’ suppression of unsuppressed non-target trait distorters
(Idistorter\i), at a fraction z of its usual strength. We assume that, for lowsophistication trait distorters (D1L), z = 0.5, and for high-sophistication trait
distorters (D1H), z = 0.
The total suppression faced by a trait distorter (i ∈ Idistorter) is therefore TotSupi
= 1 if its dedicated suppressor is present in the individual, or TotSupi = min(zq,1)
if its dedicated suppressor is absent, where q is the number of expressed
suppressors present in the individual, and where the ‘min’ notation indicates that
the total suppression cannot exceed P
1 (complete suppression). The total cost of
suppression for an individual is csup i2Idistorter TotSupi . The least suppressed trait
distorter in each individual (idom∈Idistorter) exerts inter-locus dominance, and
"
max !
ð1 # TotSupi Þk . The individual
causes a trait distortion of Dist ¼
i 2 Idistorter
increases monotonically with
cost of trait distortion, which is given
# by ctrait(Dist),
$
the extent that the trait is distorted

dctrait
dDist

&0 .

Expression of the remaining ‘inter-locus recessive’ trait distorters (Idistorter\idom)
leads to aP
pool of gene products with an abundance that is proportional to:
Waste ¼ i 2 I
ðð1 # TotSupi ÞkÞ. The individual cost arising from interdistorter

i≠idom
locus recessive trait distorters, which is given by #crec, increases
$ monotonically with
the size of the pool of redundant gene products

dcrec
dWaste

& 0 . We assume that, for

low-sophistication trait distorters (D1L), the individual cost arising from any one
inter-locus recessive trait distorter
is equal to the cost of trait distortion itself
#
$

Þ
& 0 . For high-sophistication trait distorters (D1H), this
ctrait ðDistÞ ¼ jcIrec ðWaste
distorter j#1
#
$
5ðcrec ðWasteÞÞ
cost is lower relative to the cost of trait distortion ctrait ðDistÞ ¼ 3ð
jI
j#1Þ & 0 .
distorter

Long-term trait distortion (analytical approximation). When a trait distorter is
initially introduced into the population, it will spread, and the population will
equilibrate when the trait distorter reaches ﬁxation (Methods: ‘Long-term trait
distortion (exact numerical solution)’). Similarly, when a suppressor is initially
introduced into the population, it will spread if its target trait distorter is sufﬁciently costly (csup < ctrait(k)), and the population will equilibrate when the suppressor’s target trait distorter is purged from the population (Methods: ‘Long-term
trait distortion (exact numerical solution)’). We assume that, after the introduction
of a new trait distorter or suppressor, the rate at which gene frequencies equilibrate
is very fast relative to the rate at which new trait distorters and suppressors are
introduced at new loci (separation of timescales).
On this assumption, we can partition evolutionary time into two repeating
periods. In the ﬁrst period, comprising the 1=ðð1 # θÞγρS1 Þ generations in between
trait distorter and suppressor introduction, individual trait distortion is k. In the
second period, comprising the following 1=ðθγρD1 Þ # 1=ðð1 # θÞγρS1 Þ generations,
and ending when the next trait distorter is introduced at a new locus, individual
trait distortion is 0. We average over these two time periods to calculate the average
trait distortion experienced by individuals across evolutionary time (Eq. 6).
Agent-based simulation (multiple loci; discrete). We build on the agent-based
model detailed in Methods: ‘Agent-based simulation (single trait distorter locus)’ to
capture the evolutionary dynamics of arbitrarily large numbers of co-segregating
trait distorters and suppressors across the genome. The speciﬁc details of how mate
partners are attributed (e.g. panmictic; hermaphrodite), and how the population is

The total ﬁtness (viability) of an individual
is then given by:
P
1 # ctrait ðDistÞ # crec ðWasteÞ # csup i2Idistorter TotSupi .
We deﬁne the set Ihet ⊆ Idistorter ⊆ Icabal as the collection of loci in an individual
at which one (heterozygous) trait distorter, as opposed to two (homozygous) trait
distorters, are present. The trait distorters at these loci (Ihet) drive at meiosis, as a
unit. The least suppressed trait distorter in the group pulls the unit through
meiosis, meaning the group of trait distorters (at loci Ihet) is inherited by each
max
ð1 # TotSupi ÞkÞ=2.
offspring with the probability ð1 þ
i 2 Ihet

Agent-based simulation (multiple loci; continuous). We adapt the simulation
model detailed in Methods: ‘Agent-based simulation (multiple loci; discrete)’ so
that trait distorters and suppressors are not of ﬁxed strength (of k and 1, respectively), but are free to evolve continuously between 0 and 1.
Homologous alleles at activated cabal loci (i ∈ Icabal) have strengths kai and kbi,
and homologous alleles at activated commonwealth loci (i∈Icommonwealth) have
strengths mai and mbi. Within an individual, the loci bearing trait distorters
(Idistorter ⊆ Icabal) each satisfy max(kai, kbi) > 0. Each trait distorter (at locus i ∈
to the following extent:
Idistorter) is suppressed
0
1

P
B
TotSupi ¼ min@maxðmai ; mbi Þ þ z j 2 I

distorter

#
$
C
max maj ; mbj ; 1A.

j≠i
Within an individual, the strongest trait distorter (after suppression) is interlocus dominant (idom ∈ Idistorter), and distorts the individual trait
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"
max !
ð1 # TotSupi Þmaxðkai ; kbi Þ . The inter-locus recessive trait
i 2 Idistorter
distorters (Idistorter\idom) bring about an additional individual level cost of
crec(Waste),
P which is a monotonically increasing function of
Waste ¼ i 2 I
ðð1 # TotSupi Þmaxðkai ; kbi ÞÞ.

by: Dist ¼

distorter

i≠idom
If an allele is more trait-distorting than its homologue (kai vs. kbi), it can drive at
meiosis. The strongest alleles across each homologous pair drive together as a
single unit. The unit is inherited by each offspring
with the probability
#
$
"
max !
1 # TotSupi absðkai # kbi Þ =2. Every generation, each allele at
1þ
i 2 Idistorter
an activated locus has a 0.01 chance of mutating to a new strength, which is drawn
from a normal distribution centred around the pre-mutation strength, with
variance 0.2, and truncated between 0 and 1.
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in
the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data that support the ﬁndings of this study are available upon request.

Code availability
Simulation code is available upon request.
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Methods (additional entries)
The following entries to the Methods section were added following initial thesis
examination, and do not feature in the published version of the paper (Scott & West,
Nat Commun 10, 5163 (2019)).

Fitness maximisation. We adopt the definition of fitness given by Rousset (2013).
Fitness is the number of adult offspring of an adult. In other words, fitness is the
number of descendants of an individual after one full iteration of the life cycle. At a
long term evolutionary equilibrium, a given individual is ‘fitness maximising’, with
respect to a given trait, if the individual adopts a trait value that, relative to the
population average, maximises its production of adult offspring.

Intragenomic conflict. We adopt the definition of intragenomic conflict given by
Gardner and Úbeda (2017). Intragenomic conflict occurs when the “inclusive fitness
interests” of different genes disagree.

Intragenomic conflict and fitness maximisation. We are only concerned with the
subset of intragenomic conflicts that compromise individual fitness maximisation
(adaptation). To illustrate the type of intragenomic conflict that we are not concerned
with, imagine the joint phenotype: “drive at meiosis”. This phenotypic change will be
favoured by the single gene that has the potential to drive, but, if there is an
associated organism-level (fertility) cost, will be opposed by other genes residing
elsewhere in the genome.
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This example of intragenomic conflict (meiotic drive) does not undermine organism
design, because “compensatory mutations” will be selected, across the whole
genome, to minimise organism-level consequences of the gene-drive. For instance,
in a stalk-eyed fly, males bearing a meiotic driver (SR) suffer from sperm destruction
as a direct consequence of drive, but compensate for this by having enlarged testes,
with the result that their fertility is not compromised relative to males lacking the
driver, even when challenged with fertilising large numbers of females (Meade et al.
2019). Therefore, conflicts over whether a gene should be able to drive or not (which
also includes conflicts over gene transposition) are not the focus of our study.

We are concerned with the subset of intra-genomic conflicts that cannot be resolved
by compensatory mutations across the genome. This includes conflicts over sex ratio
and public goods production. These conflicts pose potential problems for organism
design in a way that conflicts over gene-drive do not.

Modifier theory. Modifier theory analyses co-evolutionary dynamics at (i) a primary
locus (or primary loci) under selection, and (ii) a secondary (modifier) locus that
affects (“modifies”) gene transmission at the primary locus (or loci) in some specified
way. Due to the complexity of multi-locus population genetic models, a given model
typically considers only one type of modification in isolation. Mathematical treatment
has been given, but is not limited, to the following types of modification: mutation rate
at the primary locus (Karlin and McGregor 1974); dominance at the primary locus
(Fisher 1930); segregation distortion at the primary locus (Eshel 1985; Feldman and
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Otto 1991); recombination between primary loci (Nei 1967); migration rate (Balkau
and Feldman 1973); life history (Charlesworth 1980); mate choice (Kirkpatrick 1982).

Different types of modifier (e.g. mutation rate modifier; dominance modifier) are
governed by different population genetics, and are likely to suffer different
evolutionary fates as a result. Despite this, in many different scenarios, it has been
found that unlinked modifiers that maximise the population mean fitness are
favoured by natural selection (Karlin and McGregor 1974). This result is recovered in
our Equilibrium Model 2. Specifically, if a suppressor invades a population fixed for a
trait distorter, which occurs when csup<ctrait, this will result in an increase in population
mean fitness.

Modifiers of segregation. Within the field of modifier theory, some general points
have been made regarding models of: (i) a primary locus subject to segregation
distortion, and (ii) a secondary (modifier) locus that determines the rate of
segregation distortion at the primary locus. It has been found that, if a costly meiotic
driver is stably maintained at equilibrium alongside a non-driving allele, a unlinked
neutral modifier will always invade from rarity if it reduces segregation distortion at
the primary locus (Eshel 1985). The result of successive allele invasions at the
secondary (modifier) locus is therefore that Mendelian segregation (no segregation
distortion) is instated at the primary locus. This result has been used to explain why
Mendelian segregation is so exact in general (meiotic drivers are rare or transient)
(Eshel 1985; Crow 1991).
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In order capture the biological phenomena of organismal adaptation and trait
distortion, our model departs from classical modifier theory. Specifically, we assume
that a modifier of segregation distortion (i.e. “suppressor”) is costly. We also assume
that the fitness cost of meiotic drive is recovered under suppression. These features
violate an assumption of the classical models of meiotic drive modification – that
there is no direct selection at the secondary (modifier) locus (Eshel 1985; Crow
1991).

Suppressors of trait distortion (our model) are favoured far more readily than
suppressors of meiotic drive (classical modifier theory). Suppressors of meiotic drive
are only favoured if there is a stable polymorphism (allelic diversity) at the primary
locus, which is biologically unlikely, requiring either that: (i) the non-driving allele is
recurrently re-introduced by mutation, or (ii) individuals bearing both driving and nondriving alleles (heterozygotes) have an appreciable fitness advantage (heterozygote
advantage) (Eshel 1985; Crow 1991). It is more likely that a meiotic driver will reach
population fixation at equilibrium, removing selection for suppressor spread
(Charlesworth and Hartl 1978; Eshel 1985; Zanders and Unckless 2019). By
contrast, suppressors of trait distortion (our model) are favoured even if there is no
polymorphism at the primary locus (trait distorter is at fixation), owing to the lingering
fitness cost of trait distortion, which persists even after the trait distorter has gone to
fixation.

Generalising csup. We consider the consequences of generalising the functional
form for the cost of suppression (csup). We assume that the cost of suppression (csup)
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is monotonically increasing with the strength of the trait distorter being suppressed
!"#$%
!&

≥ 0 and is positive when the strength of the trait distorter is zero, owing to the

“overhead costs” of utilising gene-silencing machinery (csup(k=0)>0). This general
functional form for the cost of suppression reduces to our previous (specific)
functional form when

!"#$%
!&

= 0.

We first ask if the results of the trait distorter-suppressor coevolution model
(Equations 2-5) are changed when the cost of suppression is generalised
!"#$%
!&

≥ 0; +,-. / = 0 > 0 . The suppressor (S1) invasion condition (ctrait>csup), and

the mutant distorter (D2) invasion condition (Δt(1-ctrait)>Δctrait), are derived without
assuming a functional form for csup, so are unchanged. Furthermore, the following
result does not depend on the functional form of csup, so is unchanged: if a
suppressor invades, the trait distorter will be ultimately purged at equilibrium.

Given that these results still hold when csup is generalised, the shapes of Figures 1 &
4, characterised by a discontinuous relationship between trait distorter strength and
organismal trait distortion, will be unchanged. The key point is that a suppressor will
spread only once a threshold has been passed, after which, the cost trait distortion
exceeds the cost of suppressing trait distortion.

We now ask if the results of the trait distorter mutant model (D1/D2/S1; Equations 813) are changed when the cost of suppression is generalised

!"#$%
!&

≥

0; +,-. / = 0 > 0 . We find that, if the cost of suppression (csup) increases sharply
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with trait distortion

!"#$%
!&

≫ 0 , the invasion and spread of a suppressor to suppress

a stronger mutant trait distorter (D2) does not necessarily lead to the simultaneous
suppression of weaker trait distorters (D1), because the weaker trait distorters (D1)
are now subject to a relatively lower fitness cost of being suppressed (csup,D1<csup,D2).

As a result of this, selection on trait distorters to increase their strength does not
always result (via suppressor spread) in the ultimate prominence of non-distorters
(D0; k=0). Instead, when

!"#$%
!&

≫ 0, selection on trait distorters to increase their

strength may result in unsuppressed intermediate-strength (k) trait distorters being
ultimately prominent. Therefore, if the cost of suppression (csup) increases sharply
with trait distortion

!"#$%
!&

≫ 0 , trait distortion can be more pronounced than

previously realised. However, equilibrium trait distortion is not appreciable, because
high-strength (k) trait distorters still trigger suppression, even when csup is
generalised.
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Supplementary Note 1
Functional Forms Assumed in Figure 2b (Main Text)
To generate Figure 2b (Main Text), we assumed the functional forms ctrait=0.8/1.3
and t=T1/, where 0≤T1≤1. The parameter T1 mediates the rate at which the
marginal transmission advantage dissipates, relative to the marginal individual cost
of trait distortion, as the trait becomes increasingly distorted (/). This parameter (T1)
is plotted along the x axis of Figure 2b (Main Text). We analytically derived the target
trait distortion (/target), for different values of csup and T1, by substituting our specific
functional forms into the condition that specifies /target:
gave:

!(=> &)
!&

1 − 0.8/>.C =

!(D.E& F.G )
!&

!2
!&

1 − +25672 =

!"89:;8
!&

. This

, which simplifies to T1(1-0.8/1.3)=1.04/0.3, which

was solved for / to give / = /target. We derived the equilibrium trait distortion (/*) by
substituting each value of /target into the condition for suppressor spread:
csup<ctrait(/target). Satisfaction of this condition implies that /*=0; else, /*=/target.
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Supplementary Note 2
Equilibrium Models (Additional Figures)
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Supplementary Figure 1. Non-equilibrium trait distortion. A trait distorter (D1) is introduced from
rarity alongside its suppressor (S1) (initial genotype frequencies: x00=0.97, {x01,x10,x11}=0.01). The trait
distorter (D1) is associated with some individual cost when expressed (ctrait) which is varied along the
x axis (the cost of suppression is fixed at csup=0.15). The trait distorter (D1) is also associated with a
transmission bias at meiosis (t) which is varied along the y axis. We consider trait distorters that
induce suppressor spread (csup<ctrait) and ask whether such trait distorters can cause appreciable trait
distortion before they are ultimately suppressed and purged from the population. The red line plots the
formula t=ctrait/(1-ctrait); above this line, trait distorters can spread from rarity. We plot the number of
generations (on a log10 scale) until equilibrium is reached (trials that did not equilibrate by 20,000,000
generations were capped). We see that less costly trait distorters (ctrait only slightly greater than csup)
can invade even with a relatively low transmission bias (t), and are purged at a very slow rate,
causing extended non-equilibrium trait distortion. More costly trait distorters (ctrait large compared to
csup) require a high transmission bias (t) to invade, and if they can invade, they are purged relatively
quickly, causing shorter non-equilibrium trait distortion. Therefore, non-equilibrium trait distortion is
either not-so-costly and extended, or costly and ephemeral, and so has limited impact on individual
fitness maximisation in either case.
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Efficacy of the selective forces promoting ktarget (T1)
Supplementary Figure 2. Comparison of population genetic and agent based simulation
results of the illustrative model. Trait distorter strength evolves in the presence of a suppressor of
distortion (S1) and the resulting equilibrium trait distortion (0≤/*≤1) is plotted, using the following
functional forms for trait distorter cost (ctrait) and transmission advantage (t): ctrait(/)=0.8/

1.3

and

t(/)=T1/, where 0≤T1≤1, and where T1 and csup are varied. T1 mediates the rate at which the
marginal transmission advantage

!2
!&

dissipates, relative to the marginal individual cost

!"89:;8
!&

of

trait distortion, as the trait becomes increasingly distorted (k). Part (a) plots the equilibrium trait
distortion under weak selection, as analytically derived from the population genetic model in the main
text. Part (b) plots the equilibrium trait distortion as obtained by the agent based simulation detailed in
Methods: Agent-based simulation (single trait distorter locus), which does not assume weak selection,
and which allows continuous variation at the trait and suppressor loci. There is good correspondence
between the models; however, the region in which trait distorters are suppressed (/*=0; bottom right)
is larger in the agent based simulation, and outside of this region, the equilibrium trait distortion (/*) is
slightly greater in the agent based simulation. Discrepancy arises from the different assumptions
about the strength of selection.
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Supplementary Note 3
Sex Ratio Distortion
We examine sex ratio evolution in a diploid species, in a large outbreeding
(panmictic) population, with non-overlapping generations, and where males and
females are equally costly to produce. Fisher1 and many others have shown that, in
this scenario, individuals would be selected to invest equally in male and female
offspring2,3. We assume genetic sex determination, with males as XY and females as
XX4.

We consider a selfish genetic element residing on an X chromosome, that may gain
a propagation advantage by distorting the offspring sex ratio towards a greater
production of females. The genes that do not gain a propagation advantage from
female sex ratio bias reside on both the autosomes and the Y chromosome5. We
focus on suppressors in the autosomes, for simplicity, and because this is the larger
group of genes, constituting the majority within the parliament of genes6.
Consequently, we focus our analyses on when an X driver and an autosomal
suppressor can spread.

Our overall aim is to assess, given the potential for suppression, the extent that an X
chromosome driver can distort the sex ratio away from the individual optimum. The
individual optimum is taken to be the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) adopted by
individuals in the absence of selfish trait distortion, which is an equal investment in
offspring of both sexes.
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We build our model in a step-wise manner, as described in the “Equilibrium Models”
section of the main text. Aspects of questions 1-3 have been analysed before with
respect to sex ratio, but we go over them here for the specific case of our model, and
to elucidate the underlying selective forces. There is available data on the fitness
consequences of sex ratio distortion and suppression, and so, in this case, we aim
for a biologically realistic model that can be parameterised.

(1) Spread of a Trait distorter
We considered the spread, in the absence of suppression, of a selfish sex ratio
distorter that skews offspring sex ratio towards females. In the literature, selfish X
drivers are often denoted by SR (for sex-ratio distortion), with non-distorting rival
alleles denoted by ST (for standard)7. However, we denote the trait distorting and
non-distorting alleles respectively by D1 and D0 for consistency across our models.
We assume that normal (D0/Y) males produce X and Y sperm equally. The trait
distorter (D1) causes D1/Y males to kill Y-bearing sperm, leading to a female-biased
sex ratio8-13. In males with an unsuppressed trait distorter, its proportion of X-bearing
sperm, and correspondingly, the proportion of its offspring that are female, is given
by 0.5(1+/), where / denotes the proportion of Y-bearing sperm that are killed
(0</≤1).

We assume that males with an unsuppressed trait distorter (D1) suffer a fertility cost
as a result of sperm death, and have a reduced ejaculate size of 1-//2, relative to 1
in all other males14-19. We assume that, each generation, each female copulates with
λ random males, and that each sperm cell is equally competitive in the female’s
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internal store. The likelihood of a male’s sperm fertilising an egg (fertility, F) is given
by his ejaculate size relative to the total amount of ejaculate that female has
received. Letting l be the proportion of males in the present generation with an
unsuppressed trait distorter, the fertility of those males with an unsuppressed trait
distorter (Fdrive), and the fertility of those without (Fnormal), is given by:

H!57IJ =
HRS5T6U =

O
7Q>

>K
>K

O
7Q>

L
M

L
M

7N(OK7)

P 7K> (1 − P)OK7 ,

>
L
>K
M

(7K>)N(OK7N>)

(1)

P 7K> (1 − P)OK7 .

(2)

There is no sperm competition, and therefore no fertility cost of sex ratio distortion,
when females are singly mated (Fnormal =Fdrive when λ=1). There is increased sperm
competition at higher female mating rates, meaning the relative fertility cost of sex
ratio distortion (Fnormal/Fdrive) increases and plateaus for high λ at Fnormal/Fdrive = 1/(1//2).

The trait distorter has no fitness consequences for females, and so the condition for
the spread of the trait distorter (D1) allele is that D1/Y males sire more female
offspring than D0/Y males. In the absence of suppression, D1/Y males have
Fdrive(1+/)/2 female offspring, and D0/Y males have Fnormal/2 female offspring,
meaning the trait distorter (D1) is selected when:

Fnormal / Fdrive < (1+/).

(3)
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The left-hand side of Supplementary Equation 3 gives the between-individual relative
fertility cost of trait distortion and the right-hand side gives the within-individual
relative transmission advantage of trait distortion. When we substitute our explicit
fertility functions (Supplementary Equations 1 & 2) into Supplementary Equation 3,
we find that Supplementary Equation 3 is always satisfied. Consequently, analogous
to previous arguments, the distorting D1 chromosome will always spread to fixation,
irrespective of female mating frequency (λ)20,21. This distorts the offspring sex ratio,
defined as the proportion of females, to (1+/)/2.

Previous models have relaxed some of our simplifying assumptions, allowing a fixed
(mating rate (λ)-independent) cost of distortion, and allowing the female mating rate
(λ) to change as the trait distorter spreads5,8,14,17,22-27. We have explored these
factors and found that our general conclusions: (i) are not altered; and (ii) do not
depend on the trait distorter (D1) allele spreading all the way to fixation (Scott,
unpublished).

(2) Spread of an autosomal suppressor
We assume that the sex ratio distorter can be suppressed by an autosomal allele
(suppressor), as has been found in many Drosophila species28-31. We base our
model upon the biology of Nmy, which suppresses the X chromosome trait distorter
Dox in Drosophila simulans. Nmy works by RNAi-mediated destruction of the trait
distorter’s mRNA transcripts. Nmy is dominant, and only expressed in the presence
of the trait distorter (Dox)32-34.
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For consistency across models, we denote the autosomal suppressor allele as S1,
and the wild type non-suppressor allele as S0. We assume that the suppressor (S1)
is dominant, meaning individuals bearing at least one suppressor (S1) allele suffer no
sperm death and consequentially no fertility loss or sex ratio distortion. We assume
that the suppressor (S1) is only expressed in the presence of an active trait distorter
(in D1/Y males). When the suppressor is expressed it leads to a cost, which reduces
the probability (V) that an individual survives from zygote to adult35-38, from Vnormal=1
in individuals without an active suppressor, to Vsuppression=1-csup in individuals with
one. The cost of suppression is a fixed cost (csup) of activating an RNAi pathway.
Assuming alternatively that the suppression cost affects fertility rather than viability
does not qualitatively change our results (Scott, unpublished).

We ask when an autosomal suppressor (S1) will spread from rarity, given that an X
chromosome trait distorter (D1) is at fixation. Given that the suppressor only has
phenotypic effects in D1/Y males, it will spread from rarity if D1/Y males bearing a
suppressor (S1) have more mated offspring than D1/Y males lacking a suppressor
(S0/S0). Assuming that the trait distorter and non-suppressor alleles are at fixation,
and random mating, D1/Y males with a suppressor will have
Vsuppression*Fnormal*(½)*((1+/) /2) mated female offspring, and
Vsuppression*Fnormal*(½)*((1-/)/2) mated male offspring, leading to a total of
Vsuppression*Fnormal*(¼) mated offspring. D1/Y males lacking a suppressor will have a
total of 2*Vnormal*Fdrive*((1-/)/2)*((1+/)/2) mated offspring. Suppressed D1/Y males
will therefore have more offspring, and the suppressor allele (S1) will spread from
rarity, when the following condition is satisfied:
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(Fnormal/Fdrive)*(1/(1-/2)) > (Vnormal/Vsuppression).

(4)

The overall cost of letting the trait distorter (D1) go unsuppressed is a product of the
costs to fertility (Fnormal/Fdrive) and offspring mating success (1/(1-/2)). For a
suppressor to spread, this must be greater than the viability cost of suppression
(Vnormal/Vsuppression). Consequently, analogous to previous results, the suppressor (S1)
will only spread when the trait distorter (D1) leads to appreciable trait distortion36,39-42.

A previous model asked whether female-biased sex ratio distortion can select for
compensatory evolution on autosomes, such that the autosomes evolve to encode a
male-biased sex ratio in the absence of the trait distorter43. It found that
compensatory evolution does not evolve when the female-biased sex ratio distorter
is transmitted into female offspring with 100% certainty, as is the case for X drivers
acting in males. This is why we did not allow compensatory strategies to evolve on
autosomes in our model, and only allowed autosomes to suppress the trait distorter.

(3) Consequences for organism trait values
We turn to the question of how trait distorter-suppressor dynamics affect sex ratio.
When both the trait distorter (D1) and suppressor (S1) are in a population, the
genotypes they are in matters (epistasis), and so we explicitly track the frequencies
of all 15 possible genotypes, with 15 recursions. The 15 equations represent the
generational changes in each of the 15 possible genotypes. We let pfi and qmi be the
proportion of the ith female genotype and the ith male genotype, respectively, in the
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current generation (Supplementary Table 1). We let pfi’ and qmi’ be the frequencies of
female and male genotypes in the next generation. The population sex ratio is given
by the population proportion of females, ∑pf. The equations are listed in
Supplementary Table 2. We note that, in the absence of the trait distorter (D1),
population sex ratio evolves to 0.5, and after this, genotype frequencies remain
constant over time (Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium).

Supplementary Table 1: Selection coefficients, drive values, and genotype frequency notation.
For each male and female genotype, its proportion in the population at generation t, and its probability
of maturing from a zygote to an adult (viability, V) is given. For each male genotype, the proportion of
X chromosomes in its sperm store (drive), and its probability of successfully fertilising the female’s
egg cell after copulation (fertility, F), is given. Male fertility (F) depends on the number of mates each
female has per generation (λ), and is written in full in Supplementary Equations 1 & 2. / gives the
proportion of a male’s Y bearing sperm that are killed, and csup gives the viability cost of trait distorter
suppression.

S1
/
S1
S1
/
S0
S0
/
S0

Proportion
Fertility, F
Viability, V
Drive
Proportion
Fertility, F
Viability, V
Drive
Proportion
Fertility, F
Viability, V
Drive

D0/D0
pf1
/
1
/
pf2
/
1
/
pf3
/
1
/

Females
D0/D1
pf4
/
1
/
pf5
/
1
/
pf6
/
1
/
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Males
D1/D1
pf7
/
1
/
pf8
/
1
/
pf9
/
1
/

D0/Y
pm1
Fnormal
1
0.5
pm2
Fnormal
1
0.5
pm3
Fnormal
1
0.5

D1/Y
pm4
Fnormal
1-csup
0.5
pm5
Fnormal
1-csup
0.5
pm6
Fdrive
1
(1+/)/2

Supplementary Table 2: Recursions detailing the change in proportion of each genotype
across one generation (D0 and D1 segregating at trait locus). Notation is defined in
Supplementary Table 1. T is the sum of the right sides of the system of equations such that ∑p=1. It
normalises the recursions to ensure that gene frequency changes reflect proportions.

T pf1’ =
T pf2’ =
T pf3’ =
T pf4’ =
T pf5’ =

T pf6’ =
T pf7’ =
T pf8’ =
T pf9’ =
T pm1’ =
T pm2’ =

T pm3’ =
T pm4’ =
T pm5’ =

T pm6’ =

(pf1 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) Fnormal
((0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25pm2) + (pf1 + 0.5 pf2 +
0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3)) Fnormal
(0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (0.25pm2 + 0.5 pm3) Fnormal
(0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) + (pf1 + 0.5 pf2 +
0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (pm4/2 + pm5/4) Fnormal
((0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) + (0.5 pf4 +
0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3)) Fnormal + (pf1 + 0.5 pf2 +
0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (1/2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal) + (0.5 pf2 +
pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (pm4/2 + pm5/4) Fnormal
(0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3) Fnormal + (0.5 pf2
+ pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (1/2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal)
(0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (pm4/2 + pm5/4) Fnormal
((0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (1/2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 1/4 pm5
Fnormal) + (0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (pm4/2 + pm5/4) Fnormal)
(0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (1/2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 1/4
pm5Fnormal)
(pf1 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) ((0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) Fnormal + 1/2 pm4
Fnormal + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal)
(pf1 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) ((0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3)Fnormal + 1/2 (1 –
/) Fdrive pm6 + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal) + (0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) ((0.5
pm1 + 0.25 pm2)Fnormal + 1/2 pm4 Fnormal + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal)
(0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) ((0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3)Fnormal + 1/2 (1 –
/) Fdrive pm6 + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal)
Vsuppression (0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) ((0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2)Fnormal
+ 1/2 pm4 Fnormal + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal)
Vsuppression ((0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (0.25Fnormal pm2 +
0.5Fnormal pm3 + 1/2 (1- /) Fdrive pm6 + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal) + (0.25 pf5 + 0.5
pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2 + 1/2 pm4 Fnormal + 1/4 pm5
Fnormal))
(0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) ((0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3)Fnormal + 1/2 (1 –
/) Fdrive pm6 + 1/4 pm5 Fnormal).

To illustrate the logic of the equations, we derive one recursion explicitly. We derive
the recursion for pm5’, which gives the frequency, in the next generation, of males
bearing the trait distorter (D1/Y) and one suppressor allele (S1/S0). We denote the
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current generation as G1 and the next generation as G2. A mating between D1/Y,
S0/S0 males (at frequency pm6) and D1/D1, S0/S1 females (at frequency pf8) can give
rise to individuals in G2 with our focal genotype D1/Y, S1/S0. Of all matings between
males and females in G1 (
(VT[ ∗ VXE )/(

[
7Q>

Z
YQ> VT7

[
7Q>

Z
YQ> VT7

∗ VXY ), these matings occur in the proportion

∗ VXY ) of cases. Copulation success, in which the egg is

successfully fertilised to form a zygote, depends on the fertility of the male, which in
our case is Fdrive (Supplementary Equation 1). Of all the zygotes produced by the
population in G1, our parents will contribute the proportion (VT[ ∗ VXE )/
(

[
7Q>

Z
YQ> VT7

∗ VXY )) * (Fdrive /

[
7Q> VT7

HT7 ) of them, where

[
7Q> VT7

HT7 gives

average male fertility. These zygotes will have the focal offspring genotype (D1/Y,
S1/S0) if they inherit a YS0 gamete from the father (with probability (1-/)/2) and a
D1S1 gamete from the mother (with probability 1/2), meaning the proportion of
zygotes in the population with the focal genotype, (D1/Y, S1/S0), stemming from
copulations between our focal parents, is (VT[ ∗ VXE )/(
[
7Q> VT7

[
7Q>

Z
YQ> VT7

∗ VXY )) * (Fdrive /

HT7 ) * (1+/)/4. Finally, only the proportion Vsuppression of these focal zygotes

(D1/Y, S1/S0) will successfully mature to adulthood in G2, meaning the proportion of
mature adults in G2 that have the focal genotype (D1/Y, S1/S0) and arose from
copulations between D1/Y, S0/S0 males and D1/D1, S0/S1 females in G1 is given by
(VT[ ∗ VXE )/(

[
7Q>

Z
YQ> VT7

[
7Q> VT7

∗ VXY )) * (Fdrive /

HT7 ) * (1+/)/4 * (Vsuppression / ∑p*V),

where ∑p*V is the average viability of individuals. We simplify the expression by
making the substitution ] = (

[
7Q>

Z
YQ> VT7

∗ VXY )(

[
7Q> VT7

HT7 )(∑V ∗ _), our

normalisation factor. We now need to sum over all possible parental copulations that
can give rise to D1/Y, S0/S1 offspring. Doing so gives the frequency of the D1/Y, S0/S1
genotype in the next generation, pm5’, written in full in Supplementary Table 2.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Drive-suppressor coevolution and resulting sex ratio. A sex ratio
distorter (D1) and its suppressor (S1) are introduced from rarity. The left-hand column shows the
resulting equilibrium trait distorter (D1; dot-dash line) and suppressor (S1; dashed line) frequencies, for
different trait distorter strengths (0</≤1). The right-hand column shows the resulting population
average sex ratio. The dotted and dashed lines are plotted for reference, to show, respectively, the
sex ratio ((1+/)/2) that arises in the absence of suppression, and the sex ratio (½) that arises in the
absence of the trait distorter (D1). The top row shows results for when females are singly mated (λ=1)
and the bottom row shows results for when females are doubly mated (λ=2). The numerical solutions
assume that the cost of suppression is csup=0.03. We see that equilibrium suppressor (S1) frequency
is greater for strong (higher-/) drivers, resulting in full (λ=2) or partial (λ=1) restoration of the
individual optimal sex ratio (0.5) for strong (higher-/) drivers.

We iterated these recursions to find the trait distorter (D1) and suppressor (S1)
frequencies, and the population sex ratio (∑pf), at equilibrium (Supplementary Figure
3). When we introduced both the trait distorter and suppressor at low frequencies,
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we confirmed our above results that the trait distorter (D1) initially spreads to fixation,
and that the suppressor allele (S1) only invades and reaches high frequencies if it is
suppressing a strong trait distorter (high /).

We used our recursions to examine whether the spread of the suppressor led to the
subsequent loss of the trait distorter. As the suppressor increases in frequency,
the population sex ratio becomes less biased, and the fitness benefit of further trait
distorter suppression is reduced (negative frequency dependence). This means that,
when females are singly mated (λ=1), the rise of the suppressor allele towards some
nonzero equilibrium frequency does not cause subsequent loss of the trait distorter
(D1), which remains at fixation (Supplementary Figure 3a). When females are
multiply mated (λ>1), there is an additional fertility cost of distortion, and so the
suppressor continues to spread, to a higher equilibrium frequency, until the trait
distorter (D1) is lost completely from the population (Supplementary Figure 3c).

We also considered the overall consequences of the trait distorter-suppressor
dynamics for the sex ratio. For weak trait distorters (low /), suppressors do not
spread. Consequently, there is sex ratio distortion, but it is negligible. For trait
distorters of intermediate strength (intermediate /, e.g. /≈0.2), suppressors are still
at low population frequency, and so there can be greater sex ratio distortion. For
strong trait distorters (high /), suppressors spread to high population frequency, and
so there is little (when λ=1) or no (when λ>1) sex ratio distortion. Consequently, the
extent that the sex ratio deviates from the individual optimum of equal investment in
the sexes: (a) shows a domed relationship with the extent of distortion (/); and (b)
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Supplementary Figure 4. Mating frequency and cost of suppression. A sex ratio distorter (D1)
and its suppressor (S1) are introduced from rarity. Equilibrium sex ratio is plotted, across multiple trails
where D1 has different levels of drive (0</≤1), and where different assumptions are made about the
cost of suppression (csup) and female mating rate (λ). The four parameter regimes plotted assume
single (λ=1) or double (λ=2) female mating; and, low (csup=0.03) or high (csup=0.06) viability cost of
trait distorter suppression. The sex ratio is more easily distorted when the suppressor is costlier (csup)
and when female mating rate is lower (λ).

will often be negligible41 (Supplementary Figure 3b & Supplementary Figure 3d). It
should be noted that, in reality, the population is a mixture of two types of individual,
one adopting a sex ratio of ½ and the other adopting a distorted sex ratio of (1+/)/2,
and here we are capturing the population average deviation of individuals from the
optimal sex ratio.

The case of singly mated females (λ=1) is of special interest because there is no
fertility cost of trait distortion (Fnormal =Fdrive), meaning the individual level cost of
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Supplementary Figure 5. Non-equilibrium sex ratio distortion. An X driver (D1) is introduced from
rarity alongside its suppressor (S1). The proportion of Y-bearing sperm killed by the X driver (/) is
varied alongside number of times each female mates per generation (λ). The cost of suppression is
fixed at csup=0.03. We consider trait distorters that are purged from the population, after being
suppressed, at equilibrium (λ>1). We plot the number of generations (on a log10 scale) until
equilibrium is reached (trials that did not equilibrate by 50,000 generations were capped). We see that
stronger trait distorters (high /) are purged at a faster rate, reducing the potential for non-equilibrium
sex ratio distortion. Increased female mating (high λ) increases the fertility cost of distortion, meaning
trait distorters are purged at a faster rate.

bearing the selfish genetic element (D1) arises solely because an individual level trait
(sex ratio) is suboptimal (not ½). Sex ratio distortion is often negligible even in this
special case (λ=1), indicating that the parliament of genes can act for the sole
purpose of trait (sex ratio) restoration, without the additional incentive of fertility
recovery.

Additionally, we considered the effects of model parameters on sex ratio. We found
that increasing the rate of female mating (λ) and decreasing the cost of suppression
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(csup) both led to a reduced tolerance of drive, and a correspondingly reduced level
of sex ratio distortion (Supplementary Figure 4).

Finally, we considered how far sex ratio can be distorted in the time period after the
trait distorter initially invades and before the trait distorter is suppressed and purged
from the population. We iterated our recursions and timed how many generations it
took to reach equilibrium. We found that stronger trait distorters (higher /) are
suppressed and purged from the population more quickly, especially at higher
female mating rates (λ) where the fertility cost of sex ratio distortion is greater
(Supplementary Figure 5).

4) Evolution of trait distortion
In the above analyses, we assumed that the strength of the trait distorter (D1) was a
fixed parameter (/). We now consider the consequence of allowing the level of trait
distortion to evolve20. We first consider the scenario in which there is no suppressor.
We take a game theoretical approach to find the evolutionarily stable strength of X
chromosome sex ratio distortion (/*) in the absence of suppression. We assume a
population where all males have an X chromosome with the same strength of
distortion, denoted by a capital K. We then assume that a mutation arises in the X
chromosome of one male in the population that causes it to assume a new strength
of distortion, denoted by /. We wish to find the strength of distortion that, when
adopted by every X chromosome in the population, cannot be invaded by the mutant
X chromosome adopting a different strength of distortion. This strength of distortion
(/*) represents the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS)44.
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Trait distorters have no effect in females, so the fitness of the mutant trait distorter
depends only on its action in males. The male bearing the mutant trait distorter has
fertility given by its proportional sperm contribution to a female mate’s sperm store:
>K& `
>K& ` N OK> >Ka `

. The mutant trait distorter is passed into (1+/)/2 offspring, and

so the fitness of the mutant X chromosome is proportional to: b =
(>N&)

>K& `

`

>K& ` N OK> >Ka `

value of /* that satisfies

. The ESS strength of X chromosome distortion is the
!c
!&

= 0 and

!Mc
!& M

< 0 when /=e=/*, and is given by:

/*=(λ+1)/(2λ-1).

(5)

When females mate singly (λ=1) or doubly (λ=2), maximal trait distorter strength is
favoured (/*=1), resulting in population collapse due to lack of males. As female
mating frequency increases to λ≥3, the increased fertility cost of distortion means
that the equilibrium strength of distortion (/*) decreases20, until it plateaus at the
minimum of /*=0.5 as λ→∞ (Supplementary Figure 6a). The game theoretic
equilibrium is verified in fully dynamical population genetic and agent-based
simulation models, as described below (Supplementary Figure 6a).

We now consider what sex ratio will evolve in the presence of a suppressor (S1). We
assume that a mutant X chromosome trait distorter (D2) arises from a mutation on
the old sex ratio distorter (D1), and kills a different proportion of sperm when
unsuppressed (/≠/), biasing individual sex ratio by (1+/)/2 and reducing ejaculate
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Supplementary Figure 6. Equilibrium trait distorter strength and sex ratio. (a) In the absence of
a suppressor (S1), equilibrium trait distorter strength (/*) decreases with the number of mates each
female has per generation (λ). (b) Trait distorters causes more significantly distorted equilibrium sex
ratio at lower female mating rates. A dashed line shows the sex ratio that would evolve in the absence
of selfish genetic elements (½). (c) In the presence of suppression, maximally distorting (but largely
suppressed) trait distorters (/*=1) evolve when females are singly mated (λ=1); otherwise, non-trait
distorters (/*=0) evolve. (d) Owing to the spread of suppressors, sex ratio is completely (λ>1) or
partially (λ=1) recovered at equilibrium. (c) and (d) assumed a small cost of suppression (csup=0.03).
For all graphs, the results of the simulation (grey boxes) are plotted alongside the population genetics
result (black circles). For (a) and (b), the result of a game theoretic analysis is also plotted (solid line).
All methods give the same equilibrium trait distorter strength and sex ratio. The error bars show one
standard deviation from the mean over 10 trials of the simulation.

size to 1-//2. We assume that D2 and D1 share a similar genetic and mechanistic
basis of drive, such that the mutant distorting X chromosome (D2) is suppressed by
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the same suppressor allele (S1)45-48. In Supplementary Table 4, we display 27
recursions to describe the generational changes in genotype frequencies when the
alleles D1, D0, D2, Y, S0 and S1 are segregating in a population (notation defined in
Supplementary Tables 1 & 3). We note that, in the absence of the trait distorters (D1
and D2), population sex ratio evolves to 0.5, and after this, genotype frequencies
remain constant over time (Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium). These equations reduce to
those in Supplementary Table 2 when genotypes bearing D2 are set to zero.

We work out the evolved level of sex ratio distortion, under the assumption that trait
distorter strength is initially low, and the additional assumption of weak selection. We
assume the mutant trait distorter (D2) is only slightly stronger than the trait distorter
from which it is derived (D1), so that /=/+g, where g is positive and very small (gweak selection49). We see if a mutant trait distorter can spread by iterating our
recursions in Supplementary Table 4 until equilibrium is reached. If the stronger trait
distorter (D2) displaces the weaker one (D1), we introduce a further mutant trait
distorter and iterate our equations again. We elucidate the equilibrium trait distorter
strength (/*) by successively introducing mutant trait distorters (D2) until one fails to
invade, at which point the equilibrium strength (/*) has been reached.

We find that, in the presence of the suppressor allele (S1), weakly distorting X
chromosomes (low-/) can evade suppression and successfully distort sex ratio.
These weak trait distorters will be displaced by slightly more distorting mutants (D2).
If the cost of suppression (csup) is sufficiently low, this displacement causes the
frequency of the suppressor allele (S1) to increase in response. This trend means
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Supplementary Table 3: Further Selection coefficients, drive values, and genotype frequency
notation. For each male and female genotype, its proportion in the population at generation t, and its
probability of maturing from a zygote to an adult (viability, V) is given. For each male genotype, the
proportion of X chromosomes in its sperm store (drive), and its probability of successfully fertilising
the female’s egg cell after copulation (fertility, F), is given. Male fertility (F) depends on the number of
mates each female has per generation (λ) according to:
OK>
7QD

HRS5T6U =

H!57IJ =

OK>
7QD

H!57IJj-2 =

OK7K>
YQD

OK7K>
YQD

OK>
7QD

>
>N >K

L
L
7NYN(OK7KYK>)(>K )
M
M

>K
>K

L
M

L
L
(7N>)NYN(OK7KYK>)(>K )
M
M

OK7K>
YQD

>K
>K

L
M

L
L
7NYN(OK7KY)(>K )
M
M

P 7 (1 − P − h)Y hOK7KYK> ,

P i 7 (1 − P − h)Y hOK7KYK> ,

P 7 (1 − P − h)Y hOK7KYK> .

l, n, and 1-l-n, are, respectively, the proportions of males in the population with: an unsuppressed D1;
an unsuppressed D2; neither of these (all other males). / and / respectively give the proportion of a
male’s Y bearing sperm that are killed by an unsuppressed D1 and D2 trait distorter, and csup gives the
viability cost of trait distorter suppression.

Females

S1
/
S1

S1
/
S0

S0
/
S0

Males

D0/D2

D1/D2

D2/D2

D2/Y

Proportion

pf10

pf13

pf16

pm7

Fertility, F

/

/

/

Fnormal

Viability, V

1

1

1

1-csup

Drive

/

/

/

0.5

Proportion

pf11

pf14

pf17

pm8

Fertility, F

/

/

/
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Viability, V

1

1

1
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Drive

/

/

/

0.5

Proportion

pf12

Pf15
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Fertility, F

/

/

/

FdriveMut

Viability, V

1

1

1

1
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/

/

/

(1+/)/2
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Supplementary Table 4: Recursions detailing the change in proportion of each genotype
across one generation (D0, D1 and D2 segregating at trait locus). Notation is defined in
Supplementary Table 1 & S3. T is the sum of the right sides of the system of equations such that
∑p=1. It normalises the recursions to ensure that gene frequency changes reflect proportions.
T pf1’ =
T pf2’ =
T pf3’ =
T pf4’ =
T pf5’ =

T pf6’ =

T pf7’ =
T pf8’ =

T pf9’ =
T pf10’ =
T pf11’ =
T pf12’ =

T pf13’ =
T pf14’ =

T pf15’ =

T pf16’ =
T pf17’ =

T pf18’ =
T pm1’ =
T pm2’ =

(pf1 + 0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) Fnormal
((0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) +
(pf1 + 0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3)) Fnormal
(0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3) Fnormal
(0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) Fnormal +
1/4 (pf1 + 0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (2 pm4 Fdrive + pm5 Fnormal)
(0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) Fnormal +
(0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3) Fnormal +
1/4 (0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (2 pm4 Fdrive + pm5 Fdrive) +
1/4 (pf1 + 0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (-2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + pm5
Fnormal)
(0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3) Fnormal +
1/4 (0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (-2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + pm5
Fnormal)
1/4 (0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (2 pm4 Fdrive + pm5
Fnormal)
1/4 ((0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (2 pm4 Fdrive + pm5 Fnormal)
+ (0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (-2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + pm5
Fnormal))
1/4 (0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (-2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + pm5
Fnormal)
(0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + pf16 + 0.5 pf17) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) Fnormal
- 1/4 (pf1 + 0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) (-2 pm7 - pm8) FdriveMut
((0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.5 pf17 + pf18) (0.5 pm1 + 0.25 pm2) + (0.5
pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + pf16 + 0.5 pf17) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3)) Fnormal
(0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.5 pf17 + pf18) (0.25 pm2 + 0.5 pm3) Fnormal
+ 1/4 (0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) (-2 (1 + /) FdriveMut pm9 +
pm8 FdriveMut)
1/4 ((0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + pf16 + 0.5 pf17) (2 pm4 Fdrive + pm5
Fnormal) - (0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (-2 pm7 - pm8) FdriveMut)
1/4 ((0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.5 pf17 +pf18) (2 pm4 Fdrive + pm5
Fnormal) + (0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + pf16 + 0.5 pf17) (-2 (1 + /) Fdrive
pm6 + pm5 Fnormal) + (0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) (-2 (1 + /)
FdriveMut pm9 + pm8 FdriveMut) - (0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (-2
pm7 - pm8) FdriveMut)
1/4 ((0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.5 pf17 + pf18) (-2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 +
pm5 Fnormal) + (0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) (-2 (1 + /)
FdriveMut pm9 + pm8 FdriveMut))
1/4 (0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + pf16 + 0.5 pf17) (-2 pm7 - pm8) FdriveMut
1/4 ((0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + pf16 + 0.5 pf17) (-2 (1 + /) FdriveMut
pm9 + pm8 FdriveMut) - (0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.5 pf17 + pf18) (-2 pm7
- pm8) FdriveMut)
1/4 (0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.5 pf17 + pf18) (-2 (1 + /) FdriveMut pm9
+ pm8 FdriveMut)
1/4 (pf1 + 0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) ((2 pm1 + pm2)
Fnormal - 2 Fdrive pm4 + pm5 Fnormal + 2 pm7 FdriveMut + pm8 FdriveMut)
1/4 ((pf1 + 0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf2 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5) ((pm2 + 2 pm3) Fnormal + 2
(-1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 2 (-1 + /) FdriveMut pm9 + pm5 Fnormal + pm8 FdriveMut) + (0.25 pf11 +
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T pm3’ =
T pm4’ =
T pm5’ =

T pm6’ =
T pm7’ =
T pm8’ =

T pm9’ =

0.5 pf12 + 0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) ((2 pm1 + pm2) Fnormal - 2 Fdrive pm4 + pm5
Fnormal + 2 pm7 FdriveMut + pm8 FdriveMut))
1/4 (0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.5 pf2 + pf3 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6) ((pm2 + 2 pm3) Fnormal + 2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 2 (-1 + /) FdriveMut pm9 + pm5 Fnormal + pm8 FdriveMut)
1/4 Vsuppression (0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) ((2 pm1 + pm2)
Fnormal - 2 Fdrive pm4 + pm5 Fnormal + 2 pm7 FdriveMut + pm8 FdriveMut)
1/4 Vsuppression ((0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf4 + 0.25 pf5 + pf7 + 0.5 pf8) ((pm2 + 2 pm3)
Fnormal + 2 (-1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 2 (-1 + /) FdriveMut pm9 + pm5 Fnormal + pm8 FdriveMut) +
(0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) ((2 pm1 + pm2) Fnormal - 2 Fdrive
pm4 + pm5 Fnormal + 2 pm7 FdriveMut + pm8 FdriveMut))
1/4 (0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.25 pf5 + 0.5 pf6 + 0.5 pf8 + pf9) ((pm2 + 2 pm3) Fnormal + 2 (1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 2 (-1 + /) FdriveMut pm9 + pm5 Fnormal + pm8 FdriveMut)
1/4 Vsuppression (0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + pf16 + 0.5 pf17) ((2
pm1 + pm2) Fnormal - 2 Fdrive pm4 + pm5 Fnormal + 2 pm7 FdriveMut + pm8 FdriveMut)
1/4 Vsuppression ((0.5 pf10 + 0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf13 + 0.25 pf14 + pf16 + 0.5 pf17) ((pm2 + 2
pm3) Fnormal+ 2 (-1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 2 (-1 + /) FdriveMut pm9 + pm5 Fnormal + pm8 FdriveMut)
+ (0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.5 pf17 + pf18) ((2 pm1 + pm2) Fnormal- 2
Fdrive pm4 + pm5 Fnormal + 2 pm7 FdriveMut + pm8 FdriveMut))
1/4 (0.25 pf11 + 0.5 pf12 + 0.25 pf14 + 0.5 pf15 + 0.5 pf17 + pf18) ((pm2 + 2 pm3) Fnormal +
2 (-1 + /) Fdrive pm6 + 2 (-1 + /) FdriveMut pm9 + pm5 Fnormal + pm8 FdriveMut)

that, given sequential mutations on the X chromosome to increase sex ratio
distortion, suppression will ultimately evolve, completely (λ>1) or partially (λ=1)
restoring an equal sex ratio (Figure 3d & Supplementary Figure 6c & Supplementary
Figure 6d). Consequently, we conclude that, with reasonable assumptions about the
cost of suppression (csup), trait distorter suppression is the ultimate outcome of trait
distorter evolution. For the sex ratio to be appreciably distorted (>60% females),
suppression cost needs to exceed around csup=0.15 (λ=1) or csup=0.35 (λ>1)
(Supplementary Figure 8).

By setting the frequencies of all genotypes bearing the suppressor (S1) to zero, we
can use our recursions in Supplementary Table 4 to find the equilibrium strength of
trait distortion in the absence of suppression. We exactly recover the equilibrium
derived in Supplementary Equation 5, which gives the ESS strength of X
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Supplementary Figure 7: Evolution of sex ratio distortion (dynamics). This figure plots the
results of the agent-based simulation model, in which X chromosome drive can mutate and take any
value within 0-1. In (a), there is no suppressor allele (S1), and the population average level of X
chromosome drive (E[/]) tends towards maximum strength (/*=1). In (b), a suppressor of distortion
(S1) is introduced from rarity. The population average strength of X chromosome distortion (E[/])
increases alongside the suppressor (S1) frequency. Eventually, a threshold is passed, after which,
distorting X chromosomes (/ a,/ b>0) are lost from the population. Sex ratio is restored to 0.5 at
equilibrium. Double female mating (λ=2) and high suppression cost (csup=0.3) were assumed in these
simulations. The plots show average values over 100 runs, for N=100,000 individuals, with error bars
plotting one standard deviation in each direction of the mean.

chromosome trait distortion (/*) in the absence of suppression (Supplementary
Figure 6a).

Agent-based simulation
We construct an agent-based simulation to ask what level of sex ratio distortion
evolves under strong selection, and when continuous variation is permitted at trait
distorter and suppressor loci. We model a population of N=10,000 individuals and
track evolution at an X chromosome trait distorter locus and an autosomal
suppressor locus. Individuals either have two alleles at the X chromosome
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Supplementary Figure 8. Cost of suppression required for appreciable sex ratio distortion. The
equilibrium strength of X chromosome distortion was obtained for different costs of suppression (csup).
The sex ratio at this equilibrium level of X chromosome was recorded. The cost of suppression
required for sex ratio distortion to be appreciably distorted (>60% females produced) is plotted (solid
circles). Sex ratio is significantly distorted for the region above this curve.

locus, with strengths denoted by /a and /b (females), or one allele at the X
chromosome locus, with strength denoted by /a (males), and one Y chromosome.

Each allele at the trait distorter locus can take any continuous value between zero
and one. Individuals have two alleles at the suppressor locus, with strengths denoted
by ma and mb (diploid). At the suppressor locus, we consider both the case of: (i)
discrete variation, in which suppressor strengths are either zero or one, and (ii)
continuous variation, in which suppressor strengths can take any continuous value
between zero and one. We assume that the strongest (highest value)
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Supplementary Figure 9. Equilibrium trait distorter strength and sex ratio under continuous
suppressor variation. (a) Equilibrium suppressor strength (E[m*]) evolves to be high (~0.83).
Maximally distorting (but largely suppressed) X chromosomes (E[/*]=1) evolve when females are
singly mated (λ=1); otherwise, non-distorting X chromosomes (E[/*]=0) evolve. (b) Owing to the
evolution of strong suppression, sex ratio is completely (λ>1) or partially (λ=1) recovered at
equilibrium. Suppression cost in these simulations was csup=0.03. Error bars show one standard
deviation from the mean over 10 trials.

suppressor allele within an individual is dominant. The ejaculate size of a given male
is 1 −

(>Kklm (T: ,To ))&:
`

, and his fertility is this value divided by the total sperm stored

in the females it mates with. The total sperm store is the sum of ejaculates of this
male and λ other males drawn at random from the population with replacement. The
viability of males with an active trait distorter (/a>0) is given by 1-max(ma,mb)csup.
The viability of all other individuals is 1.

Each generation, there are N breeding pairs. Females are drawn at random with
replacement to fill each female position in each breeding pair. Males are drawn from
the population, with replacement, with probabilities given by their fertility. Breeding
pairs then reproduce to produce one offspring, before dying (non-overlapping
generations). Alleles at the suppressor locus are inherited in Mendelian fashion.
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Alleles at the trait distorter locus in males may drive, meaning the X chromosome is
inherited, rather than the Y chromosome, with the probability (1+/a(1max(ma,mb)))/2. Offspring then compete for spots in the adult population, of which
there are N. To fill each spot, offspring are drawn with replacement with likelihood
that is proportional to their viability. Each generation, alleles at the trait distorter
locus, and for the case of continuous variation at the suppressor locus, alleles at the
suppressor locus have a 0.0005 chance of mutating to a new value, which is drawn
from a normal distribution centred around the pre-mutation value, with variance 0.5,
and truncated between 0 and 1 (strong selection). For the case of discrete variation
at the suppressor locus, alleles at the suppressor locus have a 0.001 chance of
mutating each generation between suppressor and non-suppressor states.

We iterate this lifecycle over 5,000 generations. We see that, when discrete variation
is permitted at the suppressor locus, the simulation quantitatively recovers the
equilibrium level of distortion, and corresponding sex ratio, given by the game
theoretic and population genetic models (Supplementary Figure 6). When continuous
variation is permitted at the suppressor locus, qualitatively equivalent results are
obtained: suppressor strength (E[m]) evolves to be high enough that sex ratio is fully
(λ≥2) or partially (λ=1) recovered at equilibrium (Supplementary Figure 9).
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Supplementary Note 4
Genomic Imprinting and Altruism
Genomic imprinting occurs at a minority of genes in mammals and flowering plants.
An imprinted allele has different epigenetic marks, and corresponding expression
levels, when maternally and paternally inherited50. We examined the evolution of an
altruistic helping behaviour in a population capable of genomic imprinting. A
behaviour is altruistic if it incurs a cost (c) to perform, by the actor, and provides a
benefit (b) to another individual, the recipient. Altruism is favoured if the genetic
relatedness (R) between the actor and recipient is sufficiently high, such that Rb>c51.

An individual may be more closely related to their social partners via their maternal
or paternal genes52-54. For example, if a female mates two males, then on average
her offspring would be related by Rm=1/2 at maternal genes and Rp=1/4 at paternal
genes. If genes can ‘gain information’ about where they came from, by imprinting,
then they could be selected to adjust traits accordingly. Assume that relatedness to
social partners is Rp and Rm at paternal and maternal genes respectively. In this
case, altruistic helping would be favoured at: maternally imprinted genes when
Rmb>c; paternally imprinted genes when Rpb>c; and unimprinted genes when
((Rp+Rm)/2)b>c54-56. Consequently, if Rmb>c>((Rp+Rm)/2)b, then altruistic helping is
favoured at maternally imprinted genes, when it is disfavoured at unimprinted genes
(selfish trait distortion).

We consider an autosomal, maternally expressed selfish genetic element that may
gain a propagation advantage by upregulating individual altruistic investment55,57-61.
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The genes that do not gain a propagation advantage from altruism upregulation
comprise both paternally expressed and unimprinted genes. The conflict between
maternally and paternally expressed genes, which can result in arms races and a
‘tug of war’ over organism phenotype, has been considered in previous theoretical
work62-65. However, we focus on unimprinted suppressors, for simplicity, and
because unimprinted genes comprise the larger group of genes, constituting the
majority within the parliament of genes50,66,67. We focus our analyses on when a
maternally expressed trait distorter and an unimprinted suppressor can spread. We
first describe our modelling assumptions, then successively analyse the cases of
unimprinted, and imprinted, altruism. The purpose of this model is to illustrate how
selection will act on selfish imprinted genes and their suppressors.

Modelling Assumptions
We track a large population of diploid individuals. We consider a gene that induces
an altruistic investment of some amount (/>0), at a fitness cost to the individual
(c(/)), which is a monotonically increasing function of altruistic investment

p"
p&

≥0 ,

and a benefit to the social partner (b(/)>c(/)), which is a function that is
monotonically increasing with the level of altruistic investment
diminishing with the cost of altruistic investment

!Mq
!" M

≤0

68

pq
p&

≥ 0 yet

.

Each generation, male gametes (e.g. sperm) fuse at random with female gametes
(e.g. eggs) to generate individuals (random mating). Individuals then pair up with
other individuals who have matching maternally (egg-) inherited alleles at all loci;
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pairs are random with respect to identity at the paternally (sperm-) inherited allele at
all loci (Rm=1; Rp=0). Individuals may then invest in altruism directed towards their
partner, before producing gametes in proportion to their fitness (fertility), and dying
(non-overlapping generations).

In nature, relatedness asymmetries within a generation may be generated by sex
biased migration patterns58, or as a consequence of greater variance in reproductive
success in males52,69. They may alternatively be generated if kin recognition alleles
are imprinted, which has been implicated in humans70 and mice71-73.

Unimprinted Altruism
We consider an unimprinted altruism gene, denoted by yA, that, when homozygous,
induces an altruistic investment of /A (/A>0), and when heterozygous, induces an
altruistic investment of h*/A, where h denotes the dominance. If we take g and g’ as
the population frequency of the altruism gene in two consecutive generations, then
the population frequency of the altruism gene in the latter generation is:

bst = s`

q &u v >Kv w
vM Nv >Kv

q &u v M
M
v Nv >Kv

+

q &u v M
M
v Nv >Kv

>

− + /y + 1 + s 1 − s (
`

>

q(&u )(>Kv)vw

`

(>Kv)M N(>Kv)v

− +(/y )ℎ + 1) + (1 − s)s(

v >Kv q &u w
vM Nv >Kv

− +(/y )ℎ + 1),

where the mean fitness of individuals is given by: b = s 1 − s
q &u v M
vM Nv >Kv

s s

− + /y ℎ + 1 + s`

>Kv vq &u w
>Kv M N >Kv v

v >Kv q &u w
vM Nv >Kv

− + /y ℎ + 1 + 1 − s

+

q &u v M
vM Nv >Kv

`
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+

v >Kv q &u w
vM Nv >Kv

− + /y + 1 + 1 −

>Kv vq &u w
>Kv M N >Kv v

+1 .

(6)

+

Each term relates to a different class of individual. For illustration, we derive the term
>

relating to heterozygous individuals with a maternally derived yA: s 1 −
`

s

v >Kv q &u w
vM Nv >Kv

+

q &u v M
vM Nv >Kv

− + /y ℎ + 1 . (1) Find the frequency of individuals with

this genotype: g*(1-g). (2) Multiply this by absolute fitness, which is 1 at baseline,
with additively applied benefits weighted by the probability that the individual pairs
with altruists, and additively applied costs applied if the individual is an altruist:
v >Kv q &u w
vM Nv >Kv

+

q &u v M
vM Nv >Kv

− + /y ℎ + 1. (3) Weight this by the proportion of yA-bearing

gametes produced by individuals: ½.

The altruism gene decreases in population frequency when g’<g, which requires the
condition: ½b(/A)<c(/A). Given that genetic relatedness is (Rf+Rm)/2 = (0+1)/2 = ½,
this condition corresponds to Hamilton’s Rule51,74,75. This (½b(/A)<c(/A)) is also the
condition for the invasion of a weaker altruism gene (lower /A) against a stronger
one, owing to diminishing returns on altruistic investment

!Mq
!" M

< 0 . Taken together,

this implies that, when ½b(/A)<c(/A), the optimal altruism investment for unimprinted
genes is zero, and increased altruistic investment is increasingly suboptimal.

Trait Distorter Spread
We consider an imprinted altruism gene that is only expressed when maternally
inherited, denoted by D1, and induces an altruistic investment of / (/>0). If we take p
and p’ as the population frequency of the altruism gene in two consecutive
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generations, then the population frequency of the altruism gene in the latter
generation is:

bV’ = V(1 − V)(| / − + / + 1)/2 + (1 − V)V/2 + V` (| / − + / + 1),

(7)

where the mean fitness of individuals is given by: b = 1 − V + (| / − + / + 1)V.

Each term relates to a different class of individual. For illustration, we derive the term
relating to heterozygous individuals with a paternally derived D1: (1-p)p/2. (1) Find
the population frequency of individuals with this genotype: (1-p)*p. (2) Weight by
(absolute) individual fitness: 1. (3) Weight by the proportion of imprinted altruism
gene-bearing gametes (D1) produced: ½.

We ask when a rare imprinted altruism gene (D1) can invade a population fixed for
the non-trait distorter (D0). We take Supplementary Equation 7, set p’=p=p*, and
solve to find two possible equilibria: p*=0 (non-trait distorter fixation) and p*=1
(imprinted gene fixation). The imprinted gene (D1) can invade from rarity when the
p*=0 equilibrium is unstable, which occurs when the differential of p’ with respect to
p, at p*=0, is greater than one. The imprinted altruism gene invasion criterion is
therefore b(/)>c(/).

We now ask what frequency the imprinted altruism gene (D1) will reach after
invasion. The gene (D1) can spread to fixation if the p*=1 equilibrium is stable, which
requires that the differential of p’ with respect to p, at p*=1, is less than one. This
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requirement always holds true, demonstrating that there is no negative frequency
dependence on the imprinted gene, and that it will always spread to fixation after its
initial invasion.

Given that genetic relatedness is Rm=1, our condition for the spread of the imprinted
altruism gene (b(/)>c(/)) corresponds to Hamilton’s Rule51,74,75. Combining with the
result of the “Unimprinted altruism” model, altruistic investment (of /i=/A=/) is
simultaneously favoured at maternally expressed genes and disfavoured at
unimprinted genes, rendering the imprinted altruism gene a selfish trait distorter,
when ½b(/i)<c(/i)<b(/i).

Spread of an autosomal suppressor
We ask when an unimprinted suppressor (S1), competing against a non-suppressor
(S0), will invade from rarity. We can write recursions detailing the generational
change in the frequencies of the four possible gametes, D0/S0, D0/S1, D1/S0, D1/S1,
with the respective frequencies in the current generation denoted by x00, x01, x10 and
x11, and the frequencies in the subsequent generation denoted by an appended dash
(’):

b~DD t = xDD xDD +

xDD xD> xDD x>D xDD x>> xD> xDD xD> x>D 1
1
+
+
+
+
+ x>> xDD (1 − +,-. ) + x>D xD> (1
2
2
4
2
4
4
4
>

−+,-. )(1 + |(/)(~DD + ~>D )) + x>D xDD (1 − +(/) + |(/)(~DD + ~>D ))

(8)
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Ç

+
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Ç
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`
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+(/) + |(/)(~DD + ~>D )) + x>D x>D (1 − +(/) + |(/)(~DD + ~>D ))
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mÅÅ mFF
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+ x>> xDD 1 − +,-. + x>> xD> 1 − +,-. + x>> x>D 1 − +,-.

>

>

Ç

`

+x>> x>> (1 − +,-. ) + x>D xD> (1 − +,-. )(1 + |(/)(~DD + ~>D )) + x>D x>> (1 − +,-. )(1
+|(/)(~DD + ~>D ))

(11)

b is the average fitness of individuals in the current generation, and equals the sum
of the equations’ right-hand sides. Each term in each equation relates to a different
class of individual. For illustration, we derive the term corresponding to the
contribution of D0/S0 gametes to the next generation, by individuals with a maternally
inherited D1/S0 gamete and a paternally inherited D0/S0 gamete; this is the
>

x x (1
` >D DD

− +(/) + |(/)(~DD + ~>D )) term in the b~DD t recursion. (1) Find the

population frequency of individuals with this genotype: x10x00. (2) Weight by
(absolute) individual fitness: 1 − +(/) + |(/)(~DD + ~>D ). (3) Weight by the proportion
of trait distorter-bearing gametes (D1) produced: ½.

We derive the Jacobian stability matrix for the equilibrium in which the trait distorter
(D1) and non-suppressor (S0) are at fixation (x00*=0, x01*=0, x10*=1, x11*=0). The
suppressor can invade when the equilibrium is unstable, which occurs when the
leading eigenvalue is greater than one. The leading eigenvalue is

(q(&)N`)(>KÉ#$% )
`(q(&)K"(&)N>)

,

meaning the suppressor invasion criterion is given by:

csup(1+b(/)/2)<c(/)-b(/)/2.

(12)
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Therefore, the suppressor invades from rarity above a threshold level of distortion, /,
when, from the perspective of an unimprinted locus, the number of relatives that die
as a result of trait distortion (c(/)-b(/)/2), exceeds the number of relatives that die as
a result of trait distorter suppression (csup(1+b(/)/2)).

Consequences of suppressor spread for organism phenotype
We ask what frequency the trait distorter (D1) and suppressor (S1) will reach after
initial suppressor (S1) invasion. We assume that the suppressor is introduced from
rarity when the trait distorter has reached the population frequency given by f (x00→f,
x10→1-f, {x01,x11}→0). We numerically iterate Supplementary Equations 8-11, over
successive generations, until equilibrium has been reached. At equilibrium, for all
parameter combinations (f,t,csup,ctrait), the suppressor reaches an internal equilibrium
and the trait distorter is lost from the population (x00*+x01*=1, x10*=0, x11*=0). This
equilibrium arises because trait distorter-presence gives the suppressor (S1) a
selective advantage, leading to high suppressor frequency, which in turn reverses
the selective advantage of the trait distorter (D1), leading to trait distorter loss and
suppressor equilibration (Figure 3b).

Invasion of a mutant trait distorter
We ask when a mutant trait distorter (D2) of strength / will invade against a resident
trait distorter (D1) that is unsuppressed and at fixation (/≠/). We write recursions
detailing the generational frequency changes in the six possible gametes, D0/S0,
D0/S1, D1/S0, D1/S1, D2/S0, D2/S1, with current generation frequencies denoted
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respectively by x00, x01, x10, x11, x20, x21, and next generation frequencies denoted
with an appended dash (’):
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b is the average fitness of individuals in the current generation, and equals the sum
of the right-hand side of the system of equations. The mutant trait distorter can
invade when the equilibrium given by x00*=0, x01*=0, x10*=1, x11*=0, x20*=0, x21*=0 is
unstable, which occurs when the leading eigenvalue of the Jacobian stability matrix
for this equilibrium is greater than one. Testing for stability in this way, we find that
the mutant trait distorter invades from rarity when Δb>Δc, where Δb=b(/)-b(/),
Δc=c(/)-c(/).

The implication is that mutant trait distorters will invade if they approach a ‘target’
strength (ktarget), corresponding to the level of trait distortion that would maximise the
fitness of the gene53, at which:
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In the absence of suppression, this target is the equilibrium level of distortion
(/*=/target).

Equilibrium trait distorter and suppressor frequencies (long term evolution)
We ask what equilibrium state will arise after the invasion of a mutant trait distorter.
We assume that the mutant trait distorter (D2) is introduced from rarity when the
resident trait distorter (D1) has reached the population frequency given by q. We
numerically iterate Supplementary Equations 13-18, over successive generations,
until equilibrium has been reached. At equilibrium, for all parameter combinations
(q,t(/),t(/),csup,c(/),c(/)), the resident trait distorter (D1) is lost from the population
(x10,x11=0), with either the mutant trait distorter (D2) and non-suppressor (S0) at
fixation (x20*=1), or the non-trait distorter at fixation alongside the suppressor at an
internal equilibrium (x00*+x01*=1). The latter scenario arises if the mutant trait
distorter triggers suppressor invasion (csup(1+b(/)/2)<c(/)-b(/)/2). This equilibrium
arises because mutant trait distorter-presence gives the suppressor (S1) a selective
advantage, leading to high suppressor frequency, which in turn reverses the
selective advantage of distortion, leading to trait distorter (D1,D2) loss and
suppressor equilibration.

Given that mutant trait distorters will invade if they approach a ‘target’ strength
(ktarget), if the individual level cost associated with this target level of distortion
(c(ktarget)) is sufficiently high relative to the cost of suppression (csup), so that the
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following condition is satisfied, the equilibrium level of distortion will be /*=0:
csup(1+b(ktarget)/2)<c(ktarget)-b(ktarget)/2. If this condition is not satisfied the equilibrium
level of distortion will be /*=ktarget (Figure 3e).

Discussion
Although there have been no direct tests, our predictions are consistent with data on
imprinted genes. There is no evidence that traits influenced by imprinted genes
deviate significantly from individual level optima under normal development52.
Significant deviation is only observed when imprinted genes are deleted, implying
that imprinted trait distorters are either suppressed, or counterbalanced by oppositely
imprinted genes pulling the trait in the opposite direction63,76. Furthermore, although
many different parties (coreplicons) have vested interests in genomic imprinting, our
analysis suggests why the unimprinted majority could win control77. This could help
explain both why imprinting appears to be relatively rare within the genome50,54,66,
and why imprints are removed and re-added every generation in mice, handing
control of genomic patterns of imprinting to unimprinted genes54,77,78.
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Supplementary Note 5
Horizontal Gene Transfer and Public Goods
Bacteria produce and excrete many extracellular factors that provide a benefit to the
local population of cells and so can be thought of as public goods79. We modelled
the evolution of investment in a public good in a large, clonally reproducing
population. We assume a public good that costs c to produce, and provides a benefit
b to the group. We assume a well-mixed population, meaning genetic relatedness at
vertically inherited genes is zero (Rvertical=0), and so indirect fitness benefits cannot
favour public good production at the individual level (Rverticalb=0<c)51,74,75,80,81. There
are also direct fitness benefits of public good production, which arise because
producers of public goods receive a fraction of the benefit (b) they confer on the
group, but we assume that the population is sufficiently large and well mixed that
direct fitness benefits cannot favour public good production at the individual level.
This means that public good production is disfavoured at the individual level.

We consider a selfish genetic element that resides on a mobile locus (horizontal &
vertical transmission) and may gain a propagation advantage by upregulating
individual public goods investment82-86. The genes that do not gain a propagation
advantage from increased public goods production comprise the non-mobile loci
(vertical transmission). Non-mobile loci comprise most of the genome, and so
constitute the majority within the parliament of genes. We focus our analyses on
when a mobile trait distorter and a non-mobile suppressor can spread. The purpose
of this model is to illustrate how selection will act on selfish mobile genes and their
suppressors.
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Model assumptions
We consider a public goods gene (D1) that competes against a non-trait distorter
(D0) at a mobile locus. The trait distorter (D1) increases public goods investment by
some amount (/), at a fitness cost to the individual (c(/)) and benefit shared within
the group (b(/)>c(/)) that are both monotonically increasing functions of investment
p q,"
p&

≥0 .

We assume the following lifecycle. Individuals in a large, effectively infinite,
population randomly aggregate into smaller social groups (patches). Individuals then
randomly pair up within their patch, and horizontal gene transfer occurs, with
certainty, within pairs that are genetically dissimilar at the mobile locus87,88.
Alternative assumptions about the probability of horizontal gene transfer do not
change our qualitative results (Scott, unpublished). Only one allele at the mobile
locus is transferrable in each patch, and each allele at the mobile locus is
transferrable in an equal proportion of patches. We denote those patches in which
the non-trait distorter (D0) is transferred as “type 1” patches, and those patches in
which the trait distorter (D1) is transferred as “type 2” patches. Individuals may then
produce public goods, which are shared within patches, before the population remerges, and individuals reproduce in proportion to their fitness before dying (nonoverlapping generations), with progeny inheriting all alleles from their parent (perfect
inheritance).

Trait Distorter Spread
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We respectively take V and V′′ as the population frequency of the trait distorter (D1)
at the start of two consecutive generations, and VYt as the average frequency of the
t
trait distorter (D1) in patches of type j after horizontal gene transfer (j∈{1,2}), with VYQ>
t
= V + V(1-V) and VYQ`
= V – V(1-V). The population frequency of the trait distorter in

the latter generation (V′′) is:

Vtt =

ã
ã
ã
ã
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>N.âäF
q(&)K"(&) N.âäM
>N.âäM
q(&)K"(&)
ã N.ã
`N q(&)K"(&) .âäF
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,

(20)

where the denominator denotes average individual fitness. Stable equilibria occur for
V=Vtt =V* and

p.ãã
p. .Q.∗

< 1, which occurs when V∗ = 0, 1 +

Unstable equilibria occur for V=Vtt =V* and

1−

1−

Ç" &
q &

p.ãã
p. .Q.∗

1−

Ç" &
q &

/2 .

> 1, which occurs when V∗ =

/2,1 . Therefore, the trait distorter (D1) exhibits positive and

negative frequency dependence, meaning it can only invade if introduced at high
enough frequency V > 1 −

fixation V∗ = 1 +

1−

Ç" &
q &

1−

Ç" &
q &

/2 , reaching a polymorphism below

/2 (Supplementary Figure 10). Frequency

dependence arises because, when there is low genetic diversity at the mobile locus
(p→0/1), there is less generational horizontal gene transfer, and correspondingly
lower patch relatedness, which dissipates the trait distorter’s selective advantage82.
A trait distorter (D1) is more likely to invade and reach a high population frequency if
it produces a public good associated with a large benefit to cost ratio (b/c)82-84,89-91.
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Supplementary Figure 10. Spread of the trait distorter (D1) in the absence of suppression. The
trait distorter (D1) is introduced at some frequency, and equilibrates over successive generations
(dotted lines indicate trajectories corresponding to different initial trait distorter frequencies). The solid
and dashed lines are, respectively, the stable V ∗ = 1 +

V∗ = 1 −

1−

Ç" &
q &

1−

Ç" &
q &

/2 and unstable

/2 equilibria. If introduced at a frequency greater than the unstable internal

equilibrium, trait distorter (D1) frequency reaches the stable internal equilibrium, without going to
fixation (negative frequency dependence). If introduced at a frequency lower than the unstable
internal equilibrium, trait distorter (D1) frequency goes to zero (positive frequency dependence).

Spread of a suppressor and consequences for the organism
We consider a suppressor allele (S1) that competes against a non-suppressor (S0) at
a non-mobile locus. Suppressors of mobile elements are widespread and may
silence elements before they are translated, through gene methylation and RNAi92.
We respectively take ~ i and ~ i’’ as the population genotype frequencies at the start of
two consecutive generations, with the subscript i∈{00,01,10,11} denoting the
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respective genotypes: {D0/S0,D0/S1,D1/S0,D1/S1}. We take xij’ as the average
frequency of genotype i in patches of type j after horizontal gene transfer (j∈{1,2}),
with ~DD> ’ = ~7QDD + (~7QDD + ~7QD> )~7Q>D , ~D>> ’ = ~7QD> + (~7QDD + ~7QD> )~7Q>> ,
~>D> ’ = ~7Q>D − (~7QDD + ~7QD> )~7Q>D , ~>>> ’ = ~7Q>> − (~7QDD + ~7QD> )~7Q>> , ~DD` ’ =
~7QDD − (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )~7Q> , ~D>` ’ = ~7QD> − (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )~7QD> , ~>D` ’ = ~7Q>D +
(~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )~7QDD , ~>>` ’ = ~7Q>> + (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )~7QD> . The population genotype
frequencies in the latter generation (~ i’’) are:

å~DD ′′ =

YQ`
YQ>(~DDY ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/))),

(21)

å~D> ′′ =

YQ`
YQ>(~D>Y ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/))),

(22)

å~>D ′′ =

YQ`
YQ>(~>DY ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/) − +(/))),

(23)

å~>> ′′ =

YQ`
YQ>(~>>Y ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/))(1 − +,-. ))),

(24)

where W is average individual fitness, equal to the sum of the right-hand sides of the
system of equations.

We numerically iterated these recursions, for a range of parameter values (b,c,csup),
and for different initial frequencies of the trait distorter (D1) to find the trait distorter
(D1) and suppressor (S1) frequencies at equilibrium, and the resulting average trait
distortion (x10 /). We found that, when distortion is weak (low /), suppressors are not
favoured, but the trait distorter has relatively little impact at the individual level. For
example, when the cost of suppression is csup=0.05, and the cost and benefit of
public goods production are cHGT=/ (linear cost) and bHGT=8/0.9 (relatively large,
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decelerating benefit), unsuppressed trait distorters cannot upregulate public goods
by more than /=cHGT=0.08 (Figure 3c).

We found that the suppressor invades from rarity, in response to a trait distorter at
∗
equilibrium ~>D
= 1+

1−

Ç" &
q &

/2 , above a threshold level of distortion. If the

suppressor invades, it increases in frequency until the trait distorter’s (D1) selective
advantage is reversed and the trait distorter is lost from the population; the
suppressor (S1) then equilibrates (Figure 3c). A trait distorter (D1) is more likely to
evade suppression if it produces a public good associated with a large benefit to cost
ratio (b(/)/c(/)) and if there is a high cost of suppression (csup)93.

Evolution of trait distortion
We ask when a mutant trait distorter (D2) of strength (/) will invade against a
resident trait distorter (D1) that is unsuppressed and at equilibrium (/≠/). We denote
those patches in which the mutant trait distorter (D2) is transferred as “type 3”
patches. We use the subscript i∈{00,01,10,11,20,21} to denote the respective
genotypes {D0/S0,D0/S1,D1/S0,D1/S1,D2/S0,D2/S1}, and j∈{1,2,3} to denote patch type.
Average genotype frequencies in each patch type after horizontal gene transfer (xij’)
are given by: ~DD> ’ = ~7QDD + (~7QDD + ~7QD> )(~7Q>D + ~7Q`D ), ~D>> ’ = ~7QD> + (~7QDD +
~7QD> )(~7Q>> + ~7Q`> ), ~>D> ’ = ~7Q>D − (~7QDD + ~7QD> )~7Q>D , ~>>> ’ = ~7Q>> − (~7QDD +
~7QD> )~7Q>> , ~`D> ’ = ~7Q`D − (~7QDD + ~7QD> )~7Q`D , ~`>> ’ = ~7Q`> − (~7QDD + ~7QD> )~7Q`> ,
~DD` ’ = ~7QDD − (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )~7QDD , ~D>` ’ = ~7QD> − (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )~7QD> , ~>D` ’ =
~7Q>D + (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )(~7QDD + ~7Q`D ), ~>>` ’ = ~7Q>> + (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )(~7QD> + ~7Q`> ),
~`D` ’ = ~7Q`D − (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )~7Q`D , ~`>` ’ = ~7Q`> − (~7Q>D + ~7Q>> )~7Q`> , ~DDC ’ =
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~7QDD − (~7Q`D + ~7Q`> )~7QDD , ~D>C ’ = ~7QD> − (~7Q`D + ~7Q`> )~7QD> , ~>DC ’ = ~7Q>D −
(~7Q`D + ~7Q`> )~7Q>D , ~>>C ’ = ~7Q>> − (~7Q`D + ~7Q`> )~7Q>> , ~`D> ’ = ~7Q`D + (~7Q`D +
~7Q`> )(~7QDD + ~7Q>D ), ~`>> ’ = ~7Q`> + (~7Q`D + ~7Q`> )(~7QD> + ~7Q>> ). We write
recursions detailing the generational genotype frequency changes:

å~DD ′′ =

YQC
YQ>(~DDY ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/) + ~`DY ′|(/))),

(25)

å~D> ′′ =

YQC
YQ>(~D>Y ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/) + ~`DY ′|(/))),

(26)

å~>D ′′ =

YQC
YQ>(~>DY ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/) + ~`DY ′|(/) − +(/))),

(27)

å~>> ′′ =

YQC
YQ>(~>>Y ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/) + ~`DY ′|(/))(1 − +,-. ))),

(28)

å~`D ′′ =

YQC
YQ>(~`DY ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/) + ~`DY ′|(/) − +(/))),

(29)

å~`> ′′ =

YQC
YQ>(~`>Y ′ (1

+ ~>DY ′|(/) + ~`DY ′|(/))(1 − +,-. ))),

(30)

where W is average individual fitness, equal to the sum of the right-hand sides of the
system of equations.

We assume that trait distorter strength (/) is initially low, and introduce successive
mutant trait distorters (D2), each deviating only slightly from the trait distorters from
which they are derived, until one fails to displace the resident trait distorter. The
strength of the non-invadable allele gives the equilibrium level of distortion under gweak selection49. We find that, if the rate of decrease in marginal cooperative
benefits −
!M"
!& M

!Mq
!& M

is high relative to the rate of increase in marginal cooperative costs

, distortion (/*) evolves to be low, and the suppressor (S1) may not invade.

Otherwise, stronger trait distorters (D2) successively invade, bringing trait distorter
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strength above the threshold level at which the suppressor (S1) spreads, with the
end result that trait distorters are suppressed and lost from the population, with no
trait distortion at equilibrium (/*=0) (Figure 3f).

Discussion
We lack empirical data that would allow us to test our model of mobile public goods
genes. Genes associated with extracellular traits, which could represent cooperative
public goods, appear to be overrepresented on mobile elements91. However, this
may be nothing to do with cooperation per se – genes involved with adaptation to
new environments might be more likely to be horizontally acquired, and extracellular
traits might be especially important in adaptation to new environments84-87,94.
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Supplementary Note 6
Suppressor Conditionality
We assumed in our Equilibrium and Dynamics models (Main Text) that suppressors
are only expressed in the presence of their target trait distorters (facultative). We
generalise our Equilibrium models (Main Text) by defining the parameter y as the
“conditionality” of the suppressor (0≤y≤1). For full conditionality (y=1), the
suppressor is facultative. For zero conditionality (y=0), the suppressor is obligate,
meaning it is fully expressed when the trait distorter is absent. For intermediate
conditionality (0<y<1), the suppressor is partially expressed when the trait distorter
is absent. As a result, the suppressor incurs a cost of csup on the individual when the
trait distorter is present, and a cost of (1-y)*csup when the trait distorter is absent.

In the facultative suppressor case (y=1), considered in the main text, the fitness of
D0/S0 D0/S1 and D0/S1 D0/S1 individuals, which have a suppressor but not a trait
distorter, is 1. Now, in the generalised scenario, the fitness of these individuals is:

1-(1-y)*csup.

(31)

Amending Equations 2-5 & 8-13 (main text) according to this small change, and
repeating the analysis described in the Methods section (main text), reveals that the
suppressor invasion condition (csup<ctrait(/)) and the stronger-trait distorter invasion
condition (Δt(1- ctrait(/))>Δctrait) are unchanged. The suppressor invasion condition is
unchanged because an invading suppressor can only gain a selective advantage if it
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finds itself in the same individual as a trait distorter, and in such a scenario, it will
confer the full cost of csup regardless of its conditionality (y). The stronger-trait
distorter invasion condition is unchanged because it is derived for an equilibrium in
which the suppressor is absent.

However, suppressor conditionality affects trait distorter-suppressor dynamics in a
subtle way. In the facultative suppressor case (y=1), considered in the main text, the
spread of the suppressor from rarity causes the trait distorter to lose its selective
advantage and be eliminated from the population, leading to an absence of distortion
at the individual level. This occurs because, under suppression, the trait distorter
(D1) gains no transmission advantage over the non-trait distorter (D0), but is
associated with a cost of csup arising from facultative suppressor expression. The
non-trait distorter (D0) does not pay this cost, so gains a selective advantage under
suppression, and spreads at the expense of the trait distorter (D1).

For suppressors with intermediate conditionality (0<y<1), suppressor spread means
that the trait distorter (D1) pays a cost of csup and the non-trait distorter (D0) pays a
smaller cost of ((1-y)*csup). As a result, as the suppressor spreads to high population
frequency, the non-trait distorter (D0) gains a selective advantage, and spreads at
the expense of the trait distorter (D1). However, the selective advantage of the nontrait distorter (D0), over the trait distorter (D1), under suppression, is weaker when the
suppressor has intermediate conditionality (0<y<1), compared to when it is fully
facultative (y=1). As a result, the time taken for the trait distorter (D1) to fall to
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negligible population frequency is increased if suppressors are not fully facultative
(0<y<1).

For obligate suppressors (y=0), the trait distorter (D1) has equal fitness to the nontrait distorter (D0) under suppression, as both face the full cost of csup, owing to
obligate suppressor expression. This means that trait distorters are not purged after
suppression, and though the trait is fully restored to optimality as a result of
suppressor fixation, individuals continue to pay the cost of csup at equilibrium. The
residual cost (csup) is an artefact of the conflict, and will remain, to the detriment of
population (absolute) mean fitness, until a conditional (y>0) suppressor arises by
mutation and selectively displaces the obligate one.
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,ρS1=5*10 ). Proportional changes in genome size (γ) have identical effects to proportional

changes in baseline mutation rate (ρ), and therefore, the second and third parameter regimes lead to
the same outcome, which is represented by the purple line.
Owing to rapid gene frequency equilibration after trait distorter / suppressor introduction, the
periodic functions (red and purple lines) can be approximated as rectangles. A decrease in genome
size (γ) or baseline mutation rate (ρ) leads to an increase in the width, and therefore area (shaded
regions), of the rectangles, but a corresponding decrease in the density of the rectangles. Therefore,
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the average trait distortion across evolutionary time, which is given by the area under the curve, and
approximated by

kθρç

F

(1-θ)ρé

(Equation 6), is unaffected by genome size (γ) and baseline mutation rate (ρ).

F

These numerical solutions assume the following parameter values: csup=0.1; t=/, ctrait=//2, /=0.8.
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Supplementary Figure 12. Types of trait distorter interaction. (a) Trait distorters may arise at
different loci within the cabal (e.g. red and blue rectangle markers). Low-sophistication trait distorters
are more mutationally accessible than high-sophistication trait distorters (ρD1L=2*ρD1H), so arise more
frequently.
(b) A dedicated suppressor of a trait distorter at a specific locus (e.g. red rectangle marker)
may arise at some locus within the commonwealth (e.g. red circle marker). The dedicated suppressor
suppresses its target trait distorter with full strength (red solid arrow). If trait distorters are lowsophistication, dedicated suppressors also suppress non-target trait distorters (e.g. blue rectangle
marker) with partial (z=0.5) strength (blue dashed arrow). High-sophistication trait distorters are
invulnerable to non-target suppression (z=0).
(c) Of all trait distorters across a genome, the one that is most trait-distorting after
suppression exhibits inter-locus dominance, and distorts the individual trait. Expression of the interlocus recessive trait distorters results in an individual-level cost (crec), which is greater for lowsophistication trait distorters +25672 èêëi =
+25672 èêëi =
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≥ 0 than high-sophistication ones
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(b) Agent-based simulation
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Supplementary Figure 13. Comparison of population genetic and agent-based simulation
results when trait distorters do not co-segregate. Trait distorters (D1) and their dedicated
suppressors (S1) are continuously introduced, from rarity, at different loci within the cabal and the
commonwealth respectively. The resulting average individual trait distortion, taken over evolutionary
time, is plotted, for different proportional cabal sizes (θ), against the extent to which the trait distorters
cause trait values to deviate from the individual optimum (/). The following parameter values are
6

-11

-11

assumed: csup=0.1; t=/, ctrait=//2, γ=10 , ρS1=10 ,ρD1=10 . On these assumptions, trait distorters
favouring suppression (csup<ctrait(/)), which lie to the right of the dashed lines, scarcely co-segregate.
Part (a) plots numerical solutions for the population genetic model described in Methods:
Long term trait distortion (exact numerical solution). Part (b) plots the average results from 4 runs of
the agent-based simulation model described in Methods: Agent-based simulation (multiple loci;
6

discrete), where each simulation is run for Tend=10 generations, and where error bars represent one
standard deviation in each direction. For the simulations, we arbitrarily assume that trait distorters are
low-sophistication (D1L) as opposed to high-sophistication (D1H). However, this choice is
inconsequential given that the characteristics of trait distorter interaction do not affect average trait
distortion when trait distorters scarcely co-segregate.
Given the exceedingly low probabilities of trait distorter / suppressor introduction in these
parameterisations (very high stochasticity), the simulation results underestimate average trait
distortion, and are highly variable (large error bars). The simulation results are underestimates
because, as individual simulation runs are finite (Tend), they may end before rare trait distorters have
been completely purged. Nevertheless, the results of the two models are consistent, and increasingly
converge as simulation run times (Tend) are increased.
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(b) High-sophistication
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Supplementary Figure 14. The effect of trait distorter strength (f) when trait distorters may cosegregate. Trait distorters (D1) and their dedicated suppressors (S1) are continuously introduced,
from rarity, at different loci within the cabal and the commonwealth respectively (Methods: Agentbased simulation (multiple loci; discrete)). The resulting average individual trait distortion, taken over
Tend=30,000 generations, is plotted as an average over 4 simulation runs, with error bars representing
one standard deviation in each direction. Average trait distortion is plotted for different levels of trait
distorter sophistication (low; high), and different proportional cabal sizes (θ), against the extent to
which the trait distorters cause trait values to deviate from the individual optimum (/).
Weaker trait distorters (/) are suppressed and purged more slowly than stronger ones, and
are therefore more likely to co-segregate. As a result, when trait distorters are (a) low-sophistication
(D1L), average trait distortion is pulled below linearity (Equation 6; Main Text) when trait distorters are
weak, leading to an accelerating relationship between average trait distortion and trait distorter
strength (/). When trait distorters are (b) high-sophistication (D1H), average trait distortion is pulled
above linearity (Equation 6; Main Text) when trait distorters are weak, meaning the difference in
average trait distortion caused by trait distorters of different strengths (/) is reduced (flatter
relationship).
For reduced proportional cabal size (θ), average trait distortion is reduced, and the
relationship between trait distorter strength (/) and average trait distortion tends towards linearity
(Equation 6; Main Text).
6

-9

The following parameter values were taken: csup=0.1, t=k, ctrait=Dist/2, γ=10 , ρS1=4*10 ,
-9

-9

ρD1L=4*10 , ρD1H=2*10 . For these parameters, genome size (γ) and baseline mutation rate
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(ρS1/ρD1L/ρD1H) are not exceedingly high. As a result, the increased trait distortion achieved by highsophistication trait distorters as a result of productive interaction whilst co-segregating is roughly
offset by the increased trait distortion achieved by low-sophistication trait distorters as a result of
higher mutational accessibility. This is why trait distorter sophistication has a relatively small effect on
average trait distortion, as can be seen by comparing (a) and (b).
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Supplementary Figure 15. Evolution of trait distortion and suppression across the genome.
The figures show how the average level of trait distortion depends upon the cabal (θ) and genome (γ)
size, for both (a) low- and (b) high-sophistication trait distorters. The results are from our agent-based
simulation (Methods: Agent-based simulation (multiple loci; continuous)), where trait distorters (D1)
and their dedicated suppressors (S1) are continuously introduced. Trait distorters and suppressors
vary continuously in strength, and are free to evolve. Each block is the average of 30 simulation runs,
each over Tend=30,000 generations. Average trait distortion increases with cabal size (θ). Lowsophistication trait distorters interact counter-productively whilst co-segregating, and so average trait
distortion decreases with genome size (γ). High-sophistication trait distorters interact productively
whilst co-segregating, and so average trait distortion increases with genome size (csup=0.01, t=k,
-9

-9

-9

ctrait=Dist/2, ρS1=4*10 , ρD1L=4*10 , ρD1H=2*10 ).
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Supplementary Note 8
Real-World Estimates of Proportional Cabal Size
Y chromosome cabal in Drosophila melanogaster
•

A review of Drosophila Y chromosome evolution pulls together indirect
evidence to suggest that, although only 12 genes are currently known, there is
an upper bound of 20 genes on the D.melanogaster Y chromosome105. We
use this upper bound for our calculation of proportional cabal size, meaning
proportional cabal size is likely to be an overestimate.

•

The total number of genes in the D.melanogaster genome is 17,684,106
meaning the proportional cabal size can be calculated as θ = 20/17684 =
0.001 (1sf).

Cytoplasmic element & X chromosome cabal in humans
•

In humans, the only cytoplasmic elements that carry transcribed genes are
the mitochondria. Human mitochondria bear 37 genes107.

•

The number of genes on the human X chromosome (protein coding genes
plus non-coding RNA genes) is 1515 (Ensembl release 97 - July 2019)108.

•

The total number of genes in the human genome is 42611109.

•

In human females, the proportional size of the cabal favouring female sex
ratio distortion can be calculated as θ = (37 + 1515) / 42611 = 0.04 (1sf).

Plasmid cabal in Escherichia coli
•

Different E.coli individuals will carry different numbers and types of plasmids.
We therefore draw a random sample of 139 E.coli strains from the 875 E.coli
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strains for which complete genome sequences are publicly available
(Genbank Refseq; ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes).
•

For each strain in our sample, we calculate proportional cabal size by
counting the number of genes that are on plasmids, and dividing this by the
total number of genes in the individual.

•

Averaging over strains, we calculate proportional cabal size as θ=0.036 (2 sf).
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Supplementary Discussion 1
Relation to Gardner & Úbeda (2017) and Grafen’s Formal
Darwinism
Gardner & Welch (2011)95 provided formal justification for the view that genes evolve
so as to maximise their own fitness (selfish gene theory). Specifically, they showed
that, over evolutionary time, the allele-variants that come to occupy positions at loci
are those variants that maximise the inclusive fitness of the gene. Following this
formalism, Gardner & Úbeda (2017)53 defined intra-genomic conflict as instances
where the evolutionary interests of different genes, as determined by what
maximises their respective inclusive finesses, do not coincide. The approach of
Gardner & Úbeda (2017)53 is useful because it clarifies the evolutionary
“battleground” over which intra-genomic conflict can play out. If a “battleground”
model establishes the causes of intra-genomic conflict, then a “resolution” model
addresses the consequences. Our models are resolution models, and
complementary to the battleground models described in Gardner & Úbeda (2017)53.

The theoretical justification for organismal fitness maximisation is found the
optimisation models of Grafen’s Formal Darwinism project96. This formalism
assumes that organism phenotype is controlled solely by genes in a single coreplicon, in which genes are unimprinted, autosomal and inherited in Mendelian
fashion6. Our models follow Burt & Trivers (2006)52 in taking organismal fitness
maximisation as a starting point, and then addressing how robust this formalism is
once nascent selfish genetic elements, residing in minority co-replicons, can gain
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some control over organism phenotype. Our models are therefore complementary to
those of Grafen’s Formal Darwinism project.

Individual fitness maximisation: emergence versus maintenance
Specifically, our models show that, if individuals are maximising their fitness with
respect to a given trait under potential conflict, then attempts to distort the trait from
individual fitness maximisation, driven by selfish genetic elements arising in
coreplicons representing minority-interests in the genome (cabal), will by and large
be futile, unless the cabal is relatively large in size (approaching half of the genome).
Therefore, our models provide justification for the idea that, once an organism has
obtained fitness maximisation, it cannot, in general, be appreciably distorted by the
subsequent invasion of trait-distorting elements.

However, there is a bias in our methodology. We assumed that the organism is
already maximising its fitness, and then showed that subsequent distortions from this
maximand will often be negligible. This bias is evident in the strategy set afforded to
different alleles across the genome: the minority-interest within the genome (cabal)
can only exert influence over the trait via ‘trait distorters’ (they distort the trait– they
cause a shift away from the norm), whereas the majority-interest within the genome
(commonwealth) can only exert influence over the trait via ‘suppressors’ (they
restore – they cause a shift back towards the norm). Therefore, what our models
really show is that, for traits under intragenomic conflict, individual fitness
maximisation can be maintained. They do not show that individual fitness
maximisation is obtained in the first place (emerges). The question of whether
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individual fitness maximisation emerges when traits are underpinned by conflicting
coreplicons is a direction for future research.
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Supplementary Discussion 2
Simple Selfish Genetic Elements vs Trait Distorters
We draw a distinction between two types of selfish genetic element. “Simple” selfish
genetic elements (SGEs), such as transposons and simple meiotic drivers, do not
need to manipulate organism traits in order to give themselves a selfish propagation
advantage. The spread of a simple SGE may have detrimental consequences for the
organism, for example due to the disruptive act of driving itself97. However, these
costs are disfavoured across the whole genome, including by the simple SGE in
question, and there will be unanimous selection across the genome to attenuate
these costs. The spread of simple SGEs therefore does not generate intra-genomic
conflict over organism form. Their existence therefore does not compromise
organismal design (individual fitness maximisation).

Simple meiotic drivers may incur fertility costs from the act of driving, which will be
alleviated once the driver reaches fixation and stops driving97. Meiotic drivers may
bring costly linked genes to fixation, but these costs will not be recoverable via the
suppression of the meiotic driver itself, which is uncostly at fixation. Therefore,
meiotic drivers will not generate selection for suppression once they have reached
fixation98. Furthermore, the evolution of meiotic drivers, to increase or decrease their
drive strength, will not affect the strength of selection for their suppression, so long
as the new mutant drivers reach fixation before a relevant suppressor arises. Finally,
because meiotic drivers at fixation do not have a predictable effect on organism
phenotype, hybrid crosses, revealing selfish genetic elements, cannot tell apart
meiotic drivers that are at fixation from meiotic drivers that are under suppression99.
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The second type of selfish genetic element, which are considered in this study, are
“trait distorters”. For these SGEs to selfishly propagate themselves, they need to
manipulate an organism trait in a specific direction. Our illustrative models focused
on a hypothetical trait distorter that manipulated some undefined organism trait,
which allowed it to gain a propagation advantage by driving at meiosis. Trait
distortion was necessary to facilitate drive, which is what distinguishes our
hypothetical trait distorter from a simple meiotic driver. Trait distorters have lasting,
predictable effects on the organism after they have reached fixation in the
population, compromising individual fitness maximisation. Suppression is therefore
favoured even after the trait distorter has reached fixation, and is increasingly
favoured as the trait distorter evolves to be more trait-distorting. Finally, hybrid
crosses can reveal trait distorters under suppression. If the hybrids express trait
distortion whereas the parents do not, the trait distorters were under suppression in
the parents100.

Relation to Eshel (1984) and Eshel (1985)
Eshel101 highlighted the conflict between individual fitness maximisation and selfish
genetic elements. Eshel98 also pointed out that suppressors of simple meiotic drivers
will spread as long as (i) the driver is below fixation, and (ii) the suppressor is
unlinked. In doing so, he pointed out that fair meiosis can be stabilised if there is
free-recombination between genes. There are a few key differences between our
models and the models of meiotic drive suppression developed by Eshel98 and
others48,102,103.
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Eshel98 modelled a simple meiotic driver and an unlinked suppressor. The driver
may exert an individual cost in heterozygous and/or homozygous form. The
suppressor completely suppresses drive, at no cost to the individual. However, upon
suppression, the individual cost of drive is not recovered. On these assumptions, the
suppressor is favoured via individuals that are heterozygous for the driver. For
driver-heterozygotes, those individuals that bear the suppressor will have a lower
proportion of offspring that inherit the costly driver. As a result, driver-heterozygotes
that bear the suppressor will have more grandchildren than driver-heterozygotes that
lack the suppressor48,98. An implication of this is that, once the driver has gone to
fixation and driver-heterozygotes have consequently diminished, there is no further
selection on the suppressor. A second implication is that, because the suppressor is
cost-free, it will always spread whilst the driver is present and below fixation,
regardless of the individual cost or the transmission advantage associated with the
driver.

In our illustrative model, and in contrast to Eshel’s98, the individual cost associated
with the driver is recovered when the driver is suppressed. As a result of this, the
suppressor can be favoured as a direct consequence of recovering the costs
associated with the driver. Suppressor selection need not rely on increasing the
number of grandchildren of driver-heterozygotes. In our model, suppressors are
therefore still favoured even after the driver has gone to fixation. Furthermore, in our
model, and in contrast to Eshel’s, the act of suppression incurs an individual cost. As
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a result of this, suppressors are not universally favoured, but rather, they are only
favoured when drivers are sufficiently costly.

Ours and Eshel’s98 model address different biological scenarios. Non-recoverable
costs of drive, as assumed by Eshel, are likely to stem from linked deleterious
genes, and not from any systematic distortion of individual traits. This scenario
applies, for example, to Segregation Distorter (SD) in Drosophila melanogaster,
which drives without systematically biasing organism traits. In accordance with
Eshel’s model, empirical observation of Segregation Distorter (SD) in natural
populations demonstrates that unlinked suppressors spread easily, but only if the
driver is below fixation104.

In contrast, if the individual costs stem directly from the expression of the driver,
rather than any unlinked genes, recoverable costs of drive are appropriate97. In this
case, suppression of the driver also removes the individual level cost. This scenario
applies to cases where the meiotic driver is not just a meiotic driver per se, but
rather, a “trait distorter” that gains the ability to drive at meiosis as a consequence of
distorting an organism trait. Our models demonstrate that trait distorters, unlike the
simple meiotic drivers considered by Eshel98, can promote suppressor spread even
after they have gone to fixation. As a result, costly trait distorters (ctrait(/)>csup) will be
suppressed in the evolutionary long term, even if they can reach fixation in the
evolutionary short term.
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Our models also expand on Eshel98 in addressing how likely it is that a suppressor
will spread. Eshel98 demonstrated that a cost-free unlinked suppressor can spread in
response to a costly meiotic driver. Our models account for a cost of suppression, to
show that the likelihood that a trait distorter is suppressed correlates with the
costliness of the driver to the individual, which serves to limit deviation from
individual fitness maximisation.
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Supplementary Discussion 3
Relation to Cosmides & Tooby (1981): Coreplicons, Cabal
& Commonwealth
An anonymous referee suggested that, were we to extend our models to permit trait
distorter introduction at any locus in the genome, rather than at a subsection of loci
that are chosen a priori (cabal), the resulting trait distortion may be greater. In this
section, we explicitly clarify why cabals are defined a priori by showing how they
follow from the ‘coreplicon’ concept introduced by Cosmides & Tooby (1981)6. We
then undertake this suggested modelling extension, showing that the scenario it
depicts: (i)) leads to the same results as our models, but (ii) is biologically
implausible.

The coreplicon concept
Cosmides & Tooby (1981)6 pointed out that we can divide a genome up into
‘coreplicons’. A coreplicon comprises a collection of loci within the genome that are
inherited in the same way, and so share the same maximand. Autosomal loci and X
chromosome loci do not form part of the same coreplicon, because the former are
transmitted equally through males and females and the latter are transmitted
predominantly through females. Coreplicons are assigned, a priori, based on
inheritance patterns – not on the basis of trait-affecting alleles that have been
observed empirically or within the context of a theoretical model. The coreplicon
concept has been employed regularly in the study of intragenomic conflict and
evolutionary adaptation52,110,111.
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Coreplicons have the potential to be in conflict over organism traits. If, for a given
trait, loci within coreplicon X are propagated best when the organism trait value is x,
but loci within coreplicon Y are propagated best when the organism trait value is y,
then the coreplicons have the potential to be in conflict if the current organism trait
value is between x and y. This evolutionary battleground (‘potential conflict’) is
derived a priori based on a purely theoretical, first principles optimisation approach,
as detailed in Gardner & Úbeda (2017)53. The evolutionary battleground for conflict is
independent of whether any conflicting, trait-affecting alleles actually exist at any of
the loci (‘actual conflict’)112.

Sometimes, different coreplicons may form alliances, because they both benefit from
a particular kind of trait distortion. For instance, if coreplicon Z is propagated best
when the organism trait is z, where z lies in between x and y but is closer to x,
coreplicon Z may ally with coreplicon X if the current organism trait value lies at y.
Though the coreplicons may ally here, they may disagree over the form of other
traits. This is where the concepts of ‘cabal’ and ‘commonwealth’ are useful. For
example, in humans, cytoplasmic elements are inherited exclusively through
females, and X chromosomes are inherited predominantly though not exclusively
through females, meaning they represent different coreplicons. However, the
coreplicons form a cabal with respect to sex ratio, favouring a female bias.

The cabal / commonwealth concept
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The cabal comprises all coreplicons that favour the distortion of a particular trait,
along a particular axis, in a particular direction, away from individual fitness
maximisation. The commonwealth comprises the remaining coreplicons. Cabals and
commonwealths are therefore trait-specific. It is useful, when analysing a specific
trait, to partition the genome along these lines, because it is the resolution of this
conflict – between the cabal and commonwealth – that gives the evolved deviation of
a trait from individual fitness maximisation. Cabals and commonwealths are defined
a priori, by partitioning and summing up the coreplicons that respectively disfavour
and favour the trait distortion under study.

Our models address whether selfish genetic elements can distort organism traits
away from individual fitness maximisation, where the ‘individual’ here really means
the majority interest within the parliament of genes111. This is why we only
considered cabal sizes of up to a half. If the cabal was greater than half of the
genome, it would reflect the majority interest within the parliament, so would cease to
be a cabal. Our models therefore consider the full range of scenarios depicting
potential distortion of organism traits from individual fitness maximisation.

Modelling extension
Having justified our approach, which defines the cabal and commonwealth a priori,
we now undertake the theoretical exercise suggested by the anonymous reviewer,
and allow trait distorters to arise at any locus in the genome, and not just at an a
priori subsection (cabal).
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We first note that this scenario is biologically implausible. In reality, most sites in the
genomes of biological organisms cannot become trait distorters. Most loci in a
genome are unimprinted, vertically inherited and autosomal. Therefore, for an
organism approximating individual fitness maximisation, no conceivable distortion of
an organism trait could possibly give these loci a propagation advantage. Meiotic
drivers or transposons could arise at any of these loci, and the resulting selfish
genetic elements could spread through the population as a result. However, trait
distorters could not arise at these loci – the transmission of alleles at these loci is
maximised when the organism trait values are those which lead to individual fitness
maximisation110,111. The key difference here is between meiotic drive (could be
favoured at any locus; selfish benefit does not arise via distorting a trait) and selfish
genetic elements that gain a benefit by distorting a trait (such as the specific
examples that we consider and model in this paper)52,53.

Nevertheless, we will imagine a hypothetical organism where any site in its genome
could give rise to a trait distorter. The question then becomes: what type of trait
distortion is favoured at each locus? It could firstly be the case that each locus gains
its selfish propagation advantage by distorting a unique trait, or by distorting a
common trait but along a unique dimension (axis) and direction. If this is the case,
each locus in the genome would effectively form its own cabal, with a proportional
size within the genome approximating zero (θ→0). It could alternatively be the case
that groups of loci favour the same type of trait distortion (same trait, dimension and
direction), meaning proportional cabal sizes can be larger (θ>0). However, given that
the size of any one cabal cannot exceed a half (else that group of loci would cease
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to be a cabal), it must logically be the case that (at least two) different types of trait
distortion are favoured across the genome.

We now assume that the rate of trait distorter introduction, per generation, per locus,
in some genome within the population, is ρD1. We take the number of loci within a
genome to be γ, which means that new trait distorters are introduced into the
population every 1/(ρD1γ) generations. This is a faster rate than previously
considered in our Dynamics models, which was dependent on proportional cabal
size (1/(θρD1γ)). As was the case in our Dynamics models, the suppressor of a given
trait distorter will be expected to arise after a lag of (1/(1-θ)ρS1γ) generations, where
ρS1 is the rate of suppressor introduction, per generation, per locus, for any locus
situated outside of the target trait distorter’s cabal.

So in this new theoretical scenario, compared to our previous Dynamics models, trait
distorters are arising at a faster rate, but they are suppressed at the same rate as
before. This would apparently suggest that average trait distortion should be more
appreciable in this new scenario. However, this is not the case. The rate that trait
distorters that distort a given trait are introduced is the same as our Dynamics
models (1/(θρD1γ)). This new formulation appears to favour increased deviation of
organisms from individual fitness maximisation, but this is not the case, as the new
scenario is implicitly considering the distortion of multiple traits simultaneously.

The distortion of any given trait from individual fitness maximisation in this new
theoretical scenario is still accurately given by our Dynamics models. Specifically, in
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this new theoretical scenario, if trait distorters belonging to the same cabal arise at
new loci in the genome very slowly compared to the rate at which gene frequencies
equilibrate after trait distorter / suppressor introduction (separation of timescales),
the trait that the cabal is attempting to distort assumes an average value, in
individuals over evolutionary time, given by Equation 6 in the main text. If trait
distorters belonging to the same cabal arise more quickly than this, such that they
may co-segregate, the trait that the cabal is attempting to distort assumes an
average value that is given by the simulation results of our Dynamics models. This
holds regardless of the overall rate of trait distorter introduction across the whole
genome.

Therefore, the scenario in which trait distorters may arise at any locus in the genome
implicitly refers to a scenario where multiple traits are being distorted and restored
simultaneously, in the context of a single model. However, there is no reason why
the evolution of distortion and suppression at one trait should be affected by the
evolution of distortion and suppression at any other trait. Consequently, the results of
the new theoretical scenario converge on our Dynamics models once we consider a
single type of trait distortion in isolation. Our models cover the full range of scenarios
depicting potential distortion of an organism trait from individual fitness maximisation.
The modelling extension, as well as being biologically implausible, provides no
additional insight.
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The evolution of genetic kin discrimination

Abstract
Kin discrimination has the potential to promote the evolution of altruism via kin
selection. However, genetic kin discrimination, in which individuals recognise kin
based on a shared genetically-encoded signal (‘tag’), is thought to be inherently
unstable, because individuals with common tags will find social partners at a faster
rate than individuals with rare tags (common-tag advantage), meaning rare tags are
purged from the population (‘Crozier’s paradox’; Crozier 1986). However, we show
that the common-tag advantage is often reversed because ‘cheaters’ (non-altruists)
build up within groups of individuals using common tags (Grafen 1990). We show
that, for genetic kin discrimination to evolve: (1) it must be favoured, over
indiscriminate cooperation and indiscriminate defection, at the individual level (it
must maximise individual fitness). (2) It must be stabilised. Stabilisation occurs when
there are large number of different tags segregating in the population, or when rare
tags do not lead to a reduced social interaction rate for the individual (no commontag advantage). Overall, our results suggest that, when we look in the right
parameter space, genetic kin discrimination is relatively easy to evolve.

Introduction
A behaviour is altruistic if it incurs a cost (c) to perform, by the actor, and provides a
benefit (b) to another individual, the recipient. Altruism is favoured if the genetic
relatedness (R) between the actor and recipient is sufficiently high, such that Rb>c
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(Hamilton 1964). Positive genetic relatedness (R>0) may come about if limited
dispersal (population structure) leads to individuals interacting predominantly with
their relatives (population viscosity; Hamilton 1964; Taylor 1992a). Positive genetic
relatedness (R>0) may alternatively, or additionally, come about if individuals are
able to recognise and preferentially interact with their relatives within social groups
(kin discrimination; Grafen 1990; Hamilton 1964).

It well documented empirically that both population viscosity and kin discrimination
are important factors promoting positive relatedness and therefore cooperation in
nature (West et al. 2007). Population viscosity is a particularly salient selective force
in microbial populations (though microbes are also capable of kin discrimination;
Strassmann et al. 2011; West et al. 2006). Kin discrimination is a particularly salient
selective force in animal societies, particularly when animals allow non-kin into their
social groups (Cornwallis et al. 2009; Penn and Frommen 2010). We have a good
understanding of how, and under what conditions, population viscosity leads to
cooperation – there is an abundance of theoretical work on this topic, which explains
large swathes of natural diversity in cooperative behaviour (Lehmann and Rousset
2010; West et al. 2007).

In contrast, there is a major disconnect between theory and empirical work on kin
discrimination, particularly genetic kin discrimination, which uses the matching of
alleles (‘tags’) at a given locus (‘tag locus’) to indicate kinship (Penn and Frommen
2010). It is generally thought, based on arguments originally made by Crozier (1986),
that genetic kin discrimination (‘tag-based cooperation’) is inherently unstable
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(Gardner and West 2007; Penn and Frommen 2010; Rousset and Roze 2007).
Counter claims – that Crozier’s argument is misguided and genetic kin discrimination
is not in fact unstable – have been largely rejected on the basis of formal
mathematical models (Rousset and Roze 2007). How can we square this with the
vast empirical observation of kin discrimination, much of it apparently tag-based,
across animal, microbial and plant populations (Grosberg and Quinn 1986; Karban et
al. 2013; Manning et al. 1992; Strassmann 2016; Strassmann et al. 2011)?

The main objective of this chapter is to examine arguments – both for and against
the inherent instability of genetic kin discrimination – and to subsequently clarify
when (under what conditions) we should expect genetic kin discrimination (tag-based
cooperation) to evolve. The structure of the paper is as follows. First, we clarify what
we mean by genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation), before verbally
explicating Crozier’s argument for the instability of genetic kin discrimination, and
Grafen’s counter-argument (Crozier 1986; Grafen 1990). We then use Hamilton’s
rule to clarify the reach of Crozier’s and Grafen’s arguments – under what parameter
space do they hold (Axelrod et al. 2004)? We focus primarily on when individuallevel selection: (i) favours, and (ii) stabilises genetic kin discrimination. We then
briefly consider how a different kind of selection, for selfish genetic elements, can
lead to a limited form of genetic kin discrimination. After this, we explain why
previous mathematical treatments of kin discrimination – finding it to be inherently
unstable – are limited. We finally construct our own mathematical (population
genetic) model of kin discrimination to show these verbal arguments in action. Our
key message is that genetic kin discrimination is evolutionarily stable under more
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permissive conditions than previously recognised (Gardner and West 2007; Penn
and Frommen 2010).

1) Genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation)
We are interested in whether genetic kin discrimination can evolve and be stably
maintained in a population. By ‘genetic kin discrimination’ – we specifically mean
‘discrimination of kin based on a genetic marker (tag), followed by kin-directed
cooperation’. Therefore, following Hamilton (1964), Crozier (1986) and Grafen
(1990), we are concerned with the evolution of kin-directed cooperation via tagmatching. Of course, genetic kin discrimination may evolve for other reasons, such
as mate choice / inbreeding avoidance (Penn and Frommen 2010). However, here
we are concerned with when kin discrimination in a more narrow sense can evolve
as a means of directing cooperation towards kin?

For narrow-sense genetic kin discrimination (kin-directed cooperation via tagmatching), there needs to be two loci involved. Firstly, there is a ‘tag locus’.
Individuals only engage in social interactions with others who have a matching allele
(tag) at this locus. Secondly, there is a ‘trait locus’, which determines the behaviour
of individuals during social interactions (social interactions are always with same-tag
conspecifics). If an individual has a ‘conditional cooperator’ allele at the trait locus, it
cooperates during social interactions, incurring a cost, c, to give their social partner a
benefit, b (b>c>0). If an individual has a ‘defector’ allele at the trait locus, it withholds
cooperation during social interactions.
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Genetic kin discrimination is stable if, at equilibrium: (i) each tag segregating in the
population is at equal frequency, and (ii) the conditional cooperator allele is
approximately at fixation (Grafen 1990). Satisfaction of (i) means that, at equilibrium,
each individual in the population is equally good at discriminating kin (no one tag
provides more reliable information about kinship than any other, given that tags are
at equal frequency). Satisfaction of (ii) means that each individual directs
cooperation towards kin (no individuals withhold cooperation). We are interested in
whether this equilibrium can be reached.

2) Crozier’s scenario
Crozier (1986) argued that genetic kin discrimination is generally unstable. He
modelled a population where all individuals are conditional cooperators, meaning
individuals exhibit cooperation towards other individuals with their tag, but do not
interact socially with individuals lacking their tag. In Crozier’s model, no individuals
are ‘defectors’ (there is no ‘defection’ allele available at the ‘trait locus’), which
means that social interactions between pairs of individuals are always beneficial for
both individuals involved.

Individuals with common tags will find social partners (same-tag conspecifics) at a
faster rate than individuals with rare tags. Therefore, the more common an
individual’s tag, the faster it can engage in social interactions, and given that social
interactions are always beneficial, the greater its fitness. This leads to positive
frequency dependence at the tag locus (selection of common tags) and a
corresponding erosion of tag diversity. This process, by which kin-directed altruism
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destabilises the mechanism through which individuals can recognise kin, is known as
‘Crozier’s paradox’ (Crozier 1986; Figure 1a).

3) Grafen’s scenario
Grafen (1990) argued that Crozier’s scenario is misleading and that the supposed
‘paradox’ is in fact a fallacy. In Crozier’s scenario, individuals are constrained to be
conditional cooperators. Grafen generalised this scenario by assuming that, in social
interactions (pairings between same-tag conspecifics), individuals may defect and
withhold cooperation (‘cheat’). ‘Conditional cooperation’ and ‘defection’ represent two
different strategies available to individuals, and they are encoded by two different,
competing alleles at the ‘trait locus’. The ‘trait locus’ is different from the ‘tag locus’,
and in Grafen’s scenario, there is full recombination between these two loci (no
physical linkage).

Grafen noted that, for individuals using a given tag, defection will be increasingly
favoured, relative to conditional cooperation, as the population frequency of the tag
increases. The reason is that, if a tag is rare, then there is a high probability that
same-tag conspecifics are genuine genealogical kin. This means that tag-matching
causes kin to associate with each other, and interactions between kin favour
cooperation (‘kin selection’; Hamilton 1964; Maynard Smith 1964). In contrast, if a
tag is common, such that most individuals in the population have the tag regardless
of kinship, then there is a relatively low probability that same-tag conspecifics are
genuine genealogical kin. This means that tag-matching does not cause kin to
associate with each other, and interactions between non-kin favour defection.
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Therefore, if a defector (cheater) arises by mutation, it will fail to invade if it arises in
an individual bearing a rare tag, but it will successfully invade, and begin to spread, if
it arises in an individual bearing a common tag. Defectors (cheaters) will be
continually purged from individuals bearing rare tags, but selected amongst
individuals bearing common tags. This process means that defectors (cheaters) will
become disproportionately found amongst individuals bearing common tags relative
to individuals bearing rare tags. In other words, for a given ‘defector’ allele
segregating in the population, it will be statistically likely to be sharing a genotype
with a common, as opposed to a rare, tag. This statistical association between
alleles is called linkage disequilibrium (LD). Over time, as defectors continue to
spread amongst individuals bearing common tags, LD will increase.

As a result of LD build-up, social interactions (interactions between same-tag
conspecifics) will have different payoffs for different individuals depending on the
rarity of their tag. For individuals with rare tags, there is a high chance that a given
social partner will be a cooperator, meaning social interactions will be net beneficial.
For individuals with common tags, there is a high chance that a given social partner
will be a defector, meaning social interactions will be net neutral or detrimental.

Crozier’s insight about social interaction rate – that individuals with more common
tags will engage in social interactions (interactions between same-tag conspecifics)
at a faster rate than individuals with less common tags – is undisputed by Grafen.
However, in Grafen’s scenario, faster social interaction rate does not lead to
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increased fitness, because, owing to the build-up of linkage disequilibrium
(association) between common tags and defection (cheating), individuals that
interact at faster rate also have a reduced net payoff per interaction. This leads to
negative frequency dependence at the tag locus (selection of rare tags).

At equilibrium, each tag has equal frequency, and because, at this equilibrium,
interactions are largely restricted to genealogical kin, each individual is a conditional
cooperator (defection is disfavoured). Genetic kin discrimination is therefore stable
(Figure 1b).

4) Routes to stable genetic kin discrimination
Genes may be selected if they improve the reproductive success (fitness) of the
organism. Genes may alternatively be selected if they gain a sufficient, selfish
transmission advantage at the possible expense of the reproductive success
(fitness) of the individual (Burt and Trivers 2006). The latter are called ‘selfish
genetic elements’. Here, we do not consider selfish genetic elements (we return to
them in Section 7), and ask whether stable kin discrimination can evolve via
standard natural selection to improve organism fitness (individual-level selection).

For genetic kin discrimination to evolve by individual-level selection, two things must
be true. Firstly, genetic kin discrimination must provide a higher fitness return than
alternative possible strategies. The alternative possible strategies are indiscriminate
cooperation and indiscriminate defection (Axelrod et al. 2004). Indiscriminate
cooperation would correspond to a strategy of socially interacting with all possible
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(a) Crozier’s scenario

(b) Grafen’s scenario

Frequency of an individual’s tag

Frequency of an individual’s tag

f’=1

f

1-f

f

f’=1-f’

1-f

1-f’=0
Figure 1. Is genetic kin discrimination stable? Part (a) depicts Crozier’s argument for the
inherent instability of genetic kin discrimination. Part (b) depicts Grafen’s argument for
genetic kin discrimination stability. We assume there are two tags segregating in a
population. Each tag expresses a unique observable signal. Individuals can only socially
interact with others with whom they share a tag. Individuals with the ‘cowboy hat’ tag are
initially at population frequency f, and individuals with the ‘trilby hat’ tag are initially at
population frequency 1-f (f>½; black dotted lines). The population frequencies of each tag at
equilibrium are denoted using an appended dash (f’; 1-f’; red dotted lines).
In part (a), Crozier’s scenario, the payoff received per social interaction is similar for
‘cowboy hat’ and ‘trilby hat’ pairs (all faces have ‘neutral’, horizontal smiles). However, the
‘cowboy hat’ tag is more common (f>½), meaning individuals with the ‘cowboy hat’ tag
socially interact at a faster rate, and therefore have higher fitness. This means the more
common tag (‘cowboy hat’) goes to fixation (f’=1), resulting in a loss of tag diversity at
equilibrium.
In part (b), Grafen’s scenario, individuals with the ‘cowboy hat’ tag are predominantly
defectors (faces are ‘sad’), because the tag is too common to reliably identify kin.
Conversely, individuals with the ‘trilby hat’ tag are predominantly cooperators (faces are
‘happy’), because the tag is rare enough to reliably identify kin. As a result, the payoff
received per social interaction is net positive for ‘trilby hat’ pairs, but net negative for ‘cowboy
hat’ pairs, meaning individuals with the rarer ‘trilby hat’ tag have higher fitness. This leads to
equilibration of tag frequencies at equilibrium (f’=½).
If defectors spread through common tag groups slowly (slow linkage disequilibrium
build-up), relative to the extent that having a common tag leads to an increased social
interaction rate, Crozier’s scenario will be more appropriate (instability of genetic kin
discrimination); else, Grafen’s scenario will be more appropriate (stability of genetic kin
discrimination).
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individuals (not restricting interactions based on tag-matching), and being
cooperative to all social partners. Indiscriminate defection would correspond to a
strategy of socially interacting with all possible individuals (not restricting interactions
based on tag-matching), and defecting (cheating) against all social partners.

Secondly, there must be an evolutionary trajectory that leads to all individuals
adopting the strategy that provides the highest fitness return (individual fitness
maximisation). That is, there must be a route, along an evolutionary fitness
landscape, through which a population can come to rest at a ‘peak’ where all
individuals are adopting the favoured strategy (maximising their fitness).

Given both that (i) genetic kin recognition provides a higher fitness return than
alternative strategies (maximises individual fitness), and (ii) there is an evolutionary
trajectory leading to individual fitness maximisation, genetic kin discrimination will
evolve and be stably maintained at equilibrium. We evaluate Crozier’s and Grafen’s
arguments in light of this.

5) When is genetic kin discrimination favoured at the
individual level?
Grafen’s argument is that kin discrimination can, in principle, evolve and be stably
maintained – not that kin discrimination will always arise whenever individuals have
an opportunity to cooperate.
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For kin discrimination to arise by individual level selection, (i) kin discrimination must
maximise individual fitness, and (ii) there must be an evolutionary trajectory leading
to individual fitness maximisation. Here, we focus first on condition (i), and consider,
specifically, when kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) provides a greater
payoff to the actor than either indiscriminate defection or indiscriminate helping (we
return to condition ii in Section 6).

To elucidate when kin discrimination maximises individual fitness, we first define
some coefficients of relatedness between various members of the population. We
then use ‘Hamilton’s Rule’ to see when different social strategies (indiscriminate /
conditional; cooperation / defection) will be favoured at the individual level.

If we imagine a population where individuals are aggregated into social groups, and
within these social groups, some individuals are kin (e.g. siblings) and some are nonkin, and similarly, some individuals have matching tags, and some individuals have
dissimilar tags, we can define three different coefficients of relatedness (Rgroup, Rkin,
Rtag). Relatedness is the correlation between trait-values (as caused by allelic
identity at the trait locus) among social partners (Grafen 1985; Hamilton 1964;
Queller 1992).
•

Rgroup is the relatedness between individuals drawn randomly from within a
social group (tags need not match).

•

Rkin is the relatedness between kin drawn randomly from within a social
group.
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-

For example, in a large panmictic population, if the ‘kin’ within a social
group are siblings, then Rkin=1/2. Conversely, if the ‘kin’ within a social
group are cousins, then Rkin=1/8.

•

Rtag is the relatedness between same-tag individuals drawn randomly from
within a social group.
-

For limitingly rare tags, a social partner (same-tag conspecific within
the social group) is virtually guaranteed to have inherited it by common
descent, meaning the social interactants are genuine genealogical kin
(and therefore will be correlated at the trait locus), meaning Rtag=Rkin.

-

For limitingly common tags (tags near fixation), everyone in the
population has the same tag, meaning a social partner (same-tag
conspecific within the social group) is unlikely to have inherited it by
common descent, meaning tag-matching provides no information about
kinship (partners will be largely uncorrelated at the trait locus), meaning
Rtag= Rgroup.

-

It is therefore always the case, regardless of population tag frequency,
that Rkin≥Rtag≥ Rgroup.

Indiscriminate defection favoured if Rkin<c/b
If Rkin<c/b, there is no evolutionary incentive to direct cooperation towards kin. That
is – the payoff to helping (b) is too low relative to the cost (c) to favour cooperation
directed towards the kin that are present in the social group. Rather, for the
individual, it is better to withhold cooperation towards kin (as well as non-kin). We
should therefore expect indiscriminate defection to maximise individual fitness when
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Rkin<c/b. There is no reason to expect kin discrimination (kin-directed cooperation) in
this parameter space (Rkin<c/b), regardless of the mechanism of discriminating kin
(tag-matching; phenotypic-matching; familiarity; etc.).

Result 1: If Hamilton’s Rule is unsatisfied for social interactions between kin
(Rkin<c/b), there is no evolutionary incentive for individuals to recognise kin –
indiscriminate defection will be favoured by individual-level selection.

Indiscriminate defection favoured if Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b<Rkin
Conversely, if Rkin>c/b, cooperation directed exclusively towards kin would be
favoured by individual level selection over indiscriminate defection. However,
individuals using tag-matching to identify kin will necessarily interact with some nonkin as well as kin, unless they are using a vanishingly rare tag (Rtag≤Rkin). Whether or
not kin discrimination is ultimately favoured will depend on how reliably tags indicate
kinship at a hypothetical equilibrium at which genetic kin discrimination (tag-based
cooperation) is stable.

For kin discrimination to be stable, there needs to be negative frequency
dependence at the tag locus, which prevents common tags from running away to
fixation (Crozier’s paradox). If there is negative frequency dependence at the tag
locus, all tags segregating in a population will equilibrate in frequency. For instance,
if there are L tags segregating at a locus in a population, negative frequency
dependence will bring each tag to the population frequency f=1/L at a hypothetical
equilibrium where genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is stable.
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If, at this hypothetical equilibrium where genetic kin discrimination (tag-based
cooperation) is stable, the relatedness between social partners (same-tag
conspecifics within the social group), which we define as Rtag(f=1/L), is low enough
that R(f=1/L)<c/b, kin discrimination is disfavoured at the individual level, and
indiscriminate defection is favoured. In this scenario, kin discrimination is disfavoured
at the individual level – not because restricting cooperation to kin is disfavoured
(Rkin>c/b), but because tag-matching cannot reliably identify those kin at equilibrium
(R(f=1/L)<c/b).

Tag-matching cannot lead to reliable kin discrimination when R(f=1/L)<c/b. However,
a more reliable means of discriminating kin could still be favoured so long as
Rkin>c/b. If such a means of discriminating kin exists – for instance, through
familiarity or phenotype-matching rather than tag-matching – this might be favoured
rather than indiscriminate defection in this parameter space (Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b<Rkin).
However, we remain focused on genetic kin discrimination (tag-matching) in the
present study, and do not explore this possibility.

Result 2: If tag-based discrimination cannot lead (at equilibrium) to sufficiently strong
associations between genealogical kin, such that Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b, there is no
evolutionary incentive for individuals to use tag-based discrimination – indiscriminate
defection will be favoured over tag-based discrimination by individual-level selection.
Other means of kin discrimination (familiarity; phenotype-matching) might be
favoured over indiscriminate defection in this parameter space, given that there is
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still an evolutionary incentive to direct cooperation solely to genealogical kin as long
as c/b<Rkin.

High tag availability (L) increases the likelihood that genetic kin discrimination (tagbased cooperation) is favoured over indiscriminate defection (Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b).
As the number of tags segregating at the tag locus (L) increases, the frequency of
each tag at the hypothetical equilibrium where genetic kin discrimination (tag-based
cooperation) is stable (f=1/L) decreases. As a result, the equilibrium probability that
same-tag individuals in a social group are genuine genealogical kin increases,
meaning the relatedness of same-tag individuals in a social group at equilibrium
(Rtag(f=1/L)) increases, meaning genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is
more likely to be favoured over indiscriminate defection (Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b).

As the number of tags segregating in a population approaches infinity (L→∞), the
equilibrium probability that same-tag individuals in a social group are genuine
genealogical kin approaches unity, meaning the relatedness of same-tag individuals
in a social group at equilibrium approaches the relatedness between kin in a social
group: Rtag(f=1/L)=Rkin. Therefore, for an infinite number of tags at the tag locus
(L→∞), genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) will be favoured, over
indiscriminate defection, at the individual level, whenever there is an evolutionary
incentive to direct cooperation solely towards genealogical kin: Rkin>c/b.
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Result 3: As the number of tags segregating at the tag locus (L) increases, the more
likely it is that genetic kin discrimination is favoured over indiscriminate defection by
individual-level selection.

Indiscriminate cooperation favoured if Rgroup>c/b
However, just because genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is
favoured over indiscriminate defection (Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b), does not mean it is also
favoured over indiscriminate cooperation (cooperation directed towards non-kin as
well as kin). We therefore address when indiscriminate cooperation is selectively
favoured (at the individual level) over genetic kin discrimination (tag-based
cooperation).

Given that tags have the potential to indicate kinship, the relatedness between
same-tag individuals in a social group (Rtag) is always greater than or equal to the
relatedness between individuals drawn at random (tags need not match) within a
social group (Rtag≥ Rgroup). Therefore, if Rgroup>c/b holds, it must be the case that
Rtag>c/b holds for any tag frequency (0<f ≤1), meaning cooperation is always
favoured between same-tag individuals. Therefore, when this condition holds
(Rgroup>c/b), defectors will be disfavoured and lost from the population at equilibrium,
leaving only (conditional) cooperators.

When there are only conditional cooperators, all pairwise social interactions are
beneficial for both interactants (no chance of being cheated), meaning kin
discrimination is disfavoured by individual-level selection, because it limits the rate of
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social interaction. Conversely, indiscriminate cooperation will be favoured by
individual-level selection, because it maximises the rate of social interaction.

Result 4: If Hamilton’s Rule is satisfied for random individuals drawn from a social
group (Rgroup>c/b), there is no evolutionary incentive for individuals to recognise kin –
indiscriminate cooperation will be favoured by individual-level selection.

It is notable that most models of genetic kin discrimination only allow two alleles at
the trait locus – ‘indiscriminate defection’ and ‘conditional (tag-based) cooperation’
(Antal et al. 2009; Axelrod et al. 2004; Crozier 1986; Hammond and Axelrod 2006;
Jansen and van Baalen 2006; Rousset and Roze 2007; Taylor and Grafen 2010;
Traulsen and Nowak 2007). They do not allow a third allele – ‘indiscriminate
cooperation’ – which would correspond to a strategy of socially interacting with, and
being cooperative towards, all members of the social group, regardless of tagidentity.

An ‘indiscriminate cooperation’ allele would be selected when Rgroup>c/b. However,
in lieu of such an allele, individuals can approximate the indiscriminate cooperation
phenotype if they have the ‘conditional cooperation’ allele alongside a highfrequency tag. This is why tag diversity is lost in models, like Crozier’s (1986), that
implicitly consider social interactions that satisfy Rgroup>c/b.

Tag diversity is not lost in these models because genetic kin discrimination is
inherently unstable, as is often claimed (Crozier 1986; Rousset and Roze 2007).
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Rather, tag diversity is lost when Rgroup>c/b because it allows individuals to
approximate a strategy – indiscriminate cooperation – that confers greater fitness
than genetic kin discrimination.

Genetic kin discrimination favoured if Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup
If Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup, then genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is
favoured by individual level selection, over both indiscriminate defection and
indiscriminate helping.

6) If genetic kin discrimination is favoured (optimal) at the
individual level, when is this optimum reachable?
The analysis so far has addressed when genetic kin discrimination (tag-based
cooperation) maximises the fitness of individuals. It has therefore only addressed
when kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is favoured. We now take this result
for granted – we assume that genetic kin discrimination maximises individual fitness,
which requires Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup. We address when there exists an evolutionary
trajectory through which individual fitness maximisation is obtainable. In other words,
we now address when kin discrimination is stable.

High-frequency tags have an initial selective advantage because they allow their
bearers to engage in social interactions at a faster rate than rare tags do. As pointed
out by Crozier (1986), this is the destabilising force for genetic kin discrimination
(Section 2). For genetic kin discrimination to be stable, the rate at which defectors
spread through groups of individuals using high-frequency tags (rate of LD build-up)
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must be fast enough to reverse the initial selective advantage of high-frequency tags,
before a tag runs away to fixation. As pointed out by Grafen (1990), LD build-up is
the stabilising force for genetic kin discrimination (Section 3).

For genetic kin discrimination to be stable, the rate of LD build-up must be fast
relative to the initial fitness benefit (faster social interaction rate) of having a highfrequency tag. The rate of LD build-up will depend on: (i) the fitness consequences
of cooperation, and (ii) the number of tags (L) segregating in the population. The
initial fitness benefit of having a high-frequency tag will depend on (iii) the extent that
Crozier’s claim – that having a high-frequency tag increases an individual’s rate of
social interaction – is actually true, biologically speaking.

High fitness consequences of cooperation stabilise genetic kin discrimination
If the fitness consequences of cooperation (the magnitudes of b and c) are
increased, the strength of selection for defection will correspondingly increase
amongst individuals using high-frequency tags. This increases the rate of LD buildup, promoting the stable acquisition of genetic kin discrimination. This effect has
been demonstrated in a previous theoretical treatment of genetic kin discrimination
(Rousset and Roze 2007). We also find this effect in our own theoretical model
detailed in Sections 9-14.

Result 5: Genetic kin discrimination is more likely to be stabilised if the fitness
consequences of cooperation (b,c) are large.
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High tag availability stabilises genetic kin discrimination
If the number of tags segregating in a population (L) are increased, the average
frequency of a given tag is lower (1/L), meaning tags more reliably indicate kinship,
and so the relatedness between same-tag conspecifics (Rtag) is higher on average.
This means that conditional cooperators are selected more strongly on average, and
correspondingly, that defectors are selected more strongly (relatively) in highfrequency tag groups. This effect has been demonstrated in previous theoretical
treatments of genetic kin discrimination (Jansen and van Baalen 2006; Rousset and
Roze 2007). We also find this effect in our own theoretical model detailed in Sections
9-14.

Result 6: Genetic kin discrimination is more likely to be stabilised if the number of
tags segregating in the population (L) is large.

If having a common tag does not result in an increased social interaction rate, there
is no Crozier’s paradox
Crozier’s insight – that individuals with more common tags will be able to engage in
social interactions at a faster rate than individuals with less common tags – is the
reason why common tags may be positively selected, leading to positive frequency
dependence at the tag locus, destabilising genetic kin discrimination. However, this
insight might not hold in general. For some social behaviours, having a common tag
might not result in an increased rate of social interaction (interaction with same-tag
conspecifics).
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If an individual, with a specific tag, forms consecutive, random, pairwise associations
within its social group, the average number of associations required before a sametag conspecific is found, will decrease with the frequency of the focal individual’s tag.
If individuals have the potential to interact socially with every individual they
consecutively associate with (no extrinsic upper limit to social interaction rate), then
yes – having a rare tag will result in fewer actual social interactions.

However, it may be the case that individuals do not have the potential to interact
socially with every individual they associate with. In the extreme, for certain social
behaviours, individuals might only interact once per generation (extrinsic upper limit
to social interaction rate). This includes many major life history decisions, such as
the decision faced by cooperatively breeding birds, made once per lifetime,
regarding which nest to help at.

In this extreme scenario (one social interaction per lifetime), an individual bearing a
rarer tag might have to ‘try out’ more random associations within the social group
before it finds a same-tag conspecific, resulting in a greater time lag before social
interaction. However, given that individuals only socially interact (join a nest to help
at) once per lifetime, this time lag may not result in a reduced rate of social
interaction. As a result, in this extreme scenario, the selective advantage of having a
common tag – increased rate of social interaction – does not exist, meaning there is
no Crozier’s paradox, and kin discrimination will evolve whenever it is favoured by
individual-level selection (Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup).
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Result 7: If individuals only socially interact a limited number of times in their lifetime
(extrinsic upper limit), then having a rare tag might not result in a reduced rate of
social interaction. In these cases, there is no common tag-advantage (no Crozier’s
paradox), and genetic kin discrimination will evolve whenever it is favoured at the
individual level.

Many natural social behaviours will fall in between the extremes of (i) no extrinsic
upper limit to social interaction rate, and (ii) an extreme upper limit to social
interaction rate, such that individuals only socially interact once per lifetime. That is an individual’s rate of social interaction is likely be somewhat limited by extrinsic
factors, like the rate with which it can gather enough resources (food / energy /
territory etc.) to be cooperative (there will be some extrinsic upper limit to social
interaction rate). However, an individual’s rate of social interaction is also likely be
somewhat limited by the rate with which it can find social partners (same-tag
conspecifics), which will be affected by tag frequency.

Previous theoretical treatments of genetic kin discrimination have not considered
how the relationship between tag frequency and social interaction rate affects kin
discrimination stability (Jansen and van Baalen 2006; Rousset and Roze 2007). We
consider this factor in our own mathematical treatment, detailed in a Sections 9-14 .

7) An alternative route to genetic kin discrimination (selfish
genetic elements)
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We have explained how individual level selection can favour genetic kin
discrimination (Results 1-4), and when this individual-level optimum can be stabilised
(Results 5-7). We have shown how individual-level selection can lead to ‘true’
genetic kin discrimination, where every tag segregating in the population is at equal
frequency at equilibrium (f=1/L), meaning no one tag confers more reliable
information about kinship than any other, and where the conditional cooperation
allele is approximately at fixation in the population (meaning all individuals in the
population have equal kin-discrimination ability).

We briefly consider whether genetic kin discrimination could evolve via another route
– via selfish genetic elements – in which natural selection ‘chooses’ genes or genecoalitions based on the extent to which they propagate themselves selfishly (at the
possible expense of the fitness of the individual; Burt and Trivers 2006). For selfish
genetic elements to lead to genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation), it
would need to be the case that: (i) tag-based cooperation maximises the fitness a
gene or gene-coalition (maximises gene propagation); and (ii) there is an
evolutionary trajectory through which gene fitness maximisation is obtainable
(Gardner and Úbeda 2017; Gardner and Welch 2011).

Tag-trait gene coalitions could gain a selfish advantage if there is physical linkage
between the tag and trait loci. Physical linkage between loci is a phenomenon absent
from Grafen’s (1990) description of how kin discrimination could be stabilised – he,
after Hamilton (1964), was focused on how individual-level selection can lead to
genetic kin discrimination.
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Given that there is a net benefit to cooperation (b>c), any tag that is physically linked
to the conditional cooperation allele will transiently spread in the population. This
works because, owing to linkage, cooperators are transiently protected from
cheaters until a rare recombination event occurs, generating a cheater of that tag. If
physical linkage is sufficiently tight, a rare tag linked to conditional cooperation can
invade a population even when indiscriminate defection is favoured at the individual
level (Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b).

Physical linkage therefore promotes conditional cooperation, not because it
associates identical-by-descent cooperators (kin), but because it associates nonidentical-by-descent cooperators (non-kin). Under physical linkage, tag frequencies
are governed (to some extent) by the timings of recombination events (a nonadaptive factor). The population will therefore fail to rest at the equilibrium where all
tag frequencies are equal (f=1/L).

Conversely, tag frequencies may differ from each other (f≠1/L), and may cycle
temporally, according to the rate of recombination events. If physical linkage
between tag and trait is ‘loose’ (intermediate recombination), tag frequencies may
cycle stably, such that no one tag runs all the way to fixation. Loose linkage means
that recombination events are rare enough that cooperators can gain a transient
advantage, but common enough that no one tag goes all the way to fixation.
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Therefore, selection for selfish genetic elements can allow some degree of tag
diversity to persist alongside some degree of conditional cooperation. This has been
captured in previous theoretical models (Jansen and van Baalen 2006; Rousset and
Roze 2007). However, this is not true genetic kin discrimination, which requires that
all tags are maintained at equal frequency at equilibrium and that all individuals are
conditional cooperators.

Furthermore, linkage-mediated tag-based cooperation may compromise individual
fitness maximisation (Jansen and van Baalen 2006). It is driven by two-locus
coalitions of selfish genetic elements, recognising themselves in other individuals
(not necessarily genealogical kin) and directing cooperation towards themselves,
spreading initially through the population before being thwarted by rare
recombination events generating ‘cheating’ coalitions.

Result 8: ‘Loose’ physical linkage between tag and trait loci can allow some degree
of tag diversity and some degree of conditional cooperation to be stably maintained
in a population over time. However, this is not true genetic kin discrimination,
because tag frequencies are not equal at equilibrium.

8) Previous theoretical treatments of genetic kin
discrimination (tag-based cooperation)
An influential mathematical population genetic model found that genetic kin
discrimination (tag-based cooperation) only evolves under highly restrictive
conditions: loose physical linkage between tag and trait loci, coupled with high
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fitness consequences of cooperaiton (large b and c) and high tag availability (L;
Rousset and Roze 2007). However, this model is limited in important respects.

Firstly, it assumes that there is no extrinsic upper limit to social interaction rate –
individuals socially interact with every same-tag conspecific they come across. This
means that an individual’s rate of social interaction increases sharply (maximally)
with the population frequency of its tag. If, conversely, individuals only had the
potential to interact a finite number of times per lifetime (extrinsic upper limit to social
interaction rate), tag frequency would have had reduced influence on social
interaction rate. This would have meant genetic kin discrimination is more easily
stabilised.

Secondly, and more importantly, the results presented in the main figures of Rousset
and Roze (2007) (their central case) correspond to regions of parameter space
where kin discrimination is disfavoured at the individual level (Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b or
c/b<Rgroup). Therefore, in their treatment, individual-level selection cannot lead to kin
discrimination – only selection for selfish genetic elements can. This is likely to be
why they found physical linkage between tag and trait loci to be a necessary
requirement for genetic kin discrimination. We argue that, in fact, physical linkage is
not a necessary requirement for genetic kin discrimination – it is only a necessary
requirement for the more limited version of tag-based cooperation driven by selfish
genetic elements (Result 8).

9) New model to address previous shortcomings
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To properly assess whether genetic kin discrimination is evolvable in general, a
mathematical treatment that explicitly focuses on the parameter space where kin
discrimination is favoured at the individual level (Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup) is required.
We construct a model, inspired by Rousset and Roze (2007), to address this. Our
model retains the key features of Rousset and Roze (2007) but simplifies it in some
respects with regards to features that are not expected to have causal significance
for the evolution of kin discrimination (for instance, social group formation is simpler
in our model). Our aim is to give Grafen’s (1990) argument a fair chance, by focusing
on the region of parameter space where it is predicted to work
(Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup).

As explained in Sections 3 & 6, the evolution of genetic kin discrimination does not
merely require that it is favoured at the individual level (maximises individual fitness).
It requires also that genetic kin discrimination is stable, and this depends in part on
linkage disequilibrium (LD). To track genetic details like LD, we need to construct a
fully explicit population genetic model. A phenotypic optimisation model would be
inappropriate given that fitness maximisation is only a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for the evolution of genetic kin discrimination. We need to track all genetic
details.

Having said that, we will combine our population genetic analysis with a Hamilton’s
rule analysis, to identify the regions of parameter space where genetic kin
discrimination is favoured at the individual level (when it maximises the fitness of
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individuals). This shows us where to focus our attention in our subsequent
population genetic analysis of the evolutionary stability of genetic kin discrimination.

10) Lifecycle Assumptions
We assume a large population of haploid individuals that each have one of L
possible alleles at the ‘tag locus’. Each allele at the tag locus is denoted by a
number, i, within the set i {1,2,…,L}. Each individual also has one of two possible
alleles at the ‘trait locus’, which are denoted by 1 for conditional cooperator or 0 for
indiscriminate defector.

Each generation, each individual enters a social group, where social groups are
large. For a given individual, a proportion R of the other individuals in the social
group are genotypically identical (clones) to the focal individual as a result of
proximity. The remaining proportion 1-R of the other individuals in the social group
are drawn from the population at random. An individual is related to a clone of itself
by 1, and to a random individual by 0 (Grafen 1985). This means that the coefficient
of relatedness between ‘kin’ within social groups, for our model, is Rkin=1.
Furthermore, it means that an individual is related to a random member of its social
group (tags need not match) by Rgroup=R*1+(1-R)*0=R.

After individuals have entered social groups, they engage in an arbitrary (but large)
number of potential social interactions. A proportion of these potential social
interactions are actual social interactions. For each potential social interaction,
individuals randomly aggregate themselves into pairs within their social groups. An
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individual with a same-tag partner engages in social interaction (actual social
interaction). An individual with a different-tag partner repeatedly re-aggregates itself
randomly into new pairs, until either: (i) with probability α, it eventually associates
with a same-tag partner, with whom it socially interacts with (actual social
interaction), or (ii) with probability 1-α, time runs out, and the opportunity to engage
in social interaction has passed, meaning it receives zero payoff (potential social
interaction doesn’t translate into an actual social interaction; Figure 2).

Therefore, α mediates the extent to which an individual’s rate of social interaction is
affected by the population frequency of its tag. When α=1, population tag frequency
has no bearing on social interaction rate – for each potential social interaction,
individuals are free to cycle through their whole social group, if need-be, to find a
same-tag conspecific to interact with. When α=0, population tag frequency has
maximal bearing on social interaction rate – for each round of potential social
interaction, any individual who doesn’t randomly aggregate with a same-tag
conspecific on its first try does not get to engage in an actual social interaction.

For each actual social interaction, which comprises pairs of individuals sharing the
same tag, individuals engage in a cooperation game. Individuals are cooperative if
they have the conditional cooperation allele (1), suffering a fitness cost of c (c>0) to
give a benefit of b to their social partner. Individuals withhold cooperation if they
have the indiscriminate defector allele (0). There is a net benefit to cooperation
(b>c).
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(a) Explicit decision tree

(b) Simplified representation of the decision tree

Focal individual

Focal individual

R

1−R

Associate
w/ non-kin

Interact w/ kin

!"#

!"(

Interact w/
cooperator

α(1-R)! "#

αR

R
1 − α(1 − *)(1 − !"& − !"' )

1 − ! "& −! "'
Reassociate?
α(1-R)! "(

Interact w/
defector

1−R
1 − α(1 − *)(1 − !"& − !"' )

Associate
w/ non-kin

Interact w/ kin

!"#

!"(

1 − ! "& −! "'

1−α

Do not interact

Interact w/
cooperator
Interact w/
defector
Do not interact

Figure 2: Decision tree. Parts (a) and (b) represent two equivalent descriptions of the
‘decision tree’ that each individual navigates each for each potential social interaction: in part
(a), the sequence of ‘decisions’ is made explicit; part (b) is a simplified representation of the
same process. The focal individual, and its kin (clones), are represented by neutral faces.
The focal individual and its clones have the same allele at the trait locus: they are all either
cooperators or defectors. Smiling faces represent individuals that are definitely (conditional)
cooperators. Frowning faces represent individuals that are definitely defectors. As described
in part (a), the focal individual associates, and socially interacts, with kin (clones), with
probability R. With probability (1-R), the focal individual associates with non-kin. With
probability xi1, the non-kin partner is a same-tag cooperator, and the individuals socially
interact. With probability xi0, the non-kin partner is a same-tag defector, and the individuals
socially interact. With probability 1-xi0-xi1, the non-kin partner has a different tag, meaning
the individuals cannot socially interact. With probability 1-α, the focal individual (associated
with a non-kin, different-tag partner) does not engage in social interaction. With probability α,
the focal individual (associated with a non-kin, different-tag partner) re-associates and
socially interacts with a same-tag individual. In part (b), the decision tree is simplified.

After the succession of potential social interactions, each haploid individual
reproduces asexually in proportion to its fitness, which is the average of the
accumulated payoffs over all potential social interactions, added to a baseline fitness
of 1. After asexual reproduction, individuals die (non-overlapping generations).
Haploid offspring then fuse with a random member of the population (random mating
throughout the population) to form diploid individuals. Recombination between the
tag and trait loci within diploids occurs with a probability denoted by r (0≤r≤0.5),
before the diploids dissociate into haploids again, and the lifecycle is complete.
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11) Recursions
At the start of a given generation, the frequency of genotype ij, comprising
individuals with tag allele i (i {1,2,…,L}) and trait allele j (j {0,1}), is denoted by xij.
The frequency of genotype ij after asexual reproduction but before mating and
recombination is denoted by xij’. The frequency of genotype ij at the start of the next
generation is denoted by xij’’. For the conditional cooperators (i1; Equation 1a) and
indiscriminate defectors (i0; Equation 1b) in tag-group i, we first write a general-form
recursion describing the change in population genotype frequency from the
beginning of a generation (xij) until after asexual reproduction (xij’). We will
subsequently (Equation 2) write a general-form recursion describing the change in
the population frequency of a given genotype (ij) from before mating and
recombination (xij’) to the start of the next generation (xij’’),

Genotype frequency change from the start of the generation (xij) to after fitnessdependent asexual reproduction (xij’)
W is average individual fitness, and is equal to the sum of the right-hand sides of all
the specific genotype recursions generated from the general form given below:

å~ò> ’ =

~ò> ô 1 + | − + + 1 − ô

1 − α 1 − ~ò> − ~òD + ~ò> 1 + | − + + ~òD 1 − +
1 − α(1 − R) 1 − ~ò> − ~òD

å~òD t =

~òD ô + 1 − ô

1 − α 1 − ~ò> − ~òD + ~òD + ~ò> 1 + |
1 − α(1 − R) 1 − ~ò> − ~òD

.

We can explain the logic of these general-form recursions as follows. The frequency
of a given genotype after fitness-dependent reproduction (xij’) is equal to the
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(1ú)

(1|)

frequency of the genotype at the start of the generation (xij; first term, outside of the
brackets on the numerator of Equations 1a & 1b), weighted by the average fitness of
individuals with that genotype after social interactions, which we can break down
term-by-term as follows.

For individuals of a given genotype (ij), of all potential social interactions, a fraction
ù
>Kû(>Kü) >K†°F K†°Å

of these will be actual social interactions with genealogical kin (clone

mates). These interactions result in an average fitness of 1+b-c for conditional
ù >NqK"

cooperators (i1), leading to the first bracketed term in Equation 1a

>Kû(>Kü) >K†°F K†°Å

,

and an average fitness of 1 for indiscriminate defectors (i0), leading to the first
bracketed term in Equation 1b

ù
>Kû(>Kü) >K†°F K†°Å

.

>Kû >K†°F K†°Å
Similarly, of all potential social interactions, a fraction (>Kù)
of these will not
>Kû(>Kü) >K† K†
°F

°Å

be actualised, owing to failure in finding a fellow tag group member within the social
group. These wasted potential interactions are neutral with respect to fitness, which
leads to the second bracketed term within Equations 1a & 1b

(>Kù)†

Next, of all potential social interactions, a fraction >Kû(>Kü) >K†°£

°F K†°Å

1−ô

1−α

1−~i1 −~i0

1−α(1−R) 1−~i1 −~i0

.

of these will be

actual social interactions between individuals that are not genealogical kin (clones)
but who nevertheless happen to share the same allele at the trait locus as well as
the same tag. These interactions result in an average fitness of 1+b-c for conditional
cooperators (i1), leading to the third bracketed term in Equation 1a
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(>Kù)†°F (>NqK")
>Kû(>Kü) >K†°F K†°Å

,

and an average fitness of 1 for indiscriminate defectors (i0), leading to the third
bracketed term in Equation 1b

(>Kù)†°Å
>Kû(>Kü) >K†°F K†°Å

.

(>Kù)†°§
Finally, of all potential social interactions, a fraction >Kû(>Kü)
>K†

°F K†°Å

of these, where k

here denotes the alternative allele to j at the trait locus (i.e. k=1 if j=0; k=0 if j=1), will
be actual social interactions between individuals that are not genealogical kin
(clones) and who happen to have different alleles at the trait locus despite sharing
the same tag. These interactions result in an average fitness of 1-c for conditional
cooperators (i1), leading to the fourth bracketed term in Equation 1a

(>Kù)†°Å (>K")
>Kû(>Kü) >K†°F K†°Å

,

and an average fitness of 1+b for indiscriminate defectors (i0), leading to the fourth
bracketed term in Equation 1b

(>Kù)†°F (>Nq)
>Kû(>Kü) >K†°F K†°Å

.

Genotype frequency change from before mating & recombination (xij’) to the start of
the next generation (xij’’)
This recursion details how genotype frequencies change as a result of random
association of haploids into diploids, followed by recombination, then dissociation of
the diploid into haploid offspring. k denotes the alternative allele to j at the trait locus
(i.e. k=1 if j=0; k=0 if j=1):
¶

~7Y tt = ~7Y t ~7Y t + ~7& t + 1 − •

¶

~U& t +
Uß7

¶

~UY t + •~7& t
Uß7

~UY t
Uß7

We can explain the logic of this general form recursion as follows. Under random
association, the proportion of diploid associations comprised of two ij haploids is
given by ~7Y t ` , and these diploid associations exclusively give rise to ij haploid
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(2)

offspring, meaning the first term in Equation 2 is ~7Y t ` . The proportion of diploid
associations comprised of an ij haploid and an ik haploid (same tag; different trait
allele) is 2~ê® ′ ~ê/ ′ , and half of the haploid progeny from these associations have the ij
genotype, regardless of recombination, meaning the second term is ~7Y t ~7& t . The
proportion of diploid associations comprised of an ij haploid, and a haploid with a
different tag and trait allele, is 2~7Y t
(1 − •)/2

¶
t
Uß7 ~U&

. From these associations, the proportion

of haploid progeny have the ij genotype, meaning the third term is

1 − • ~7Y t

¶
t
Uß7 ~U& .

The proportion of diploid associations comprised of an ij haploid,

and a haploid with a different trait allele but the same tag, is 2~7Y t

¶
t
Uß7 ~UY

. From these

associations, half of the haploid progeny have the ij genotype, regardless of
recombination, meaning the fourth term is ~7Y t

¶
t
Uß7 ~UY

. Finally, the proportion of diploid

associations comprised of an ik haploid, and a haploid with a different tag and
different trait allele, is 2~7& t

¶
t
Uß7 ~UY

. From these associations, the proportion •/2 of

haploid progeny have the ij genotype, meaning the fifth term is •~7& t

¶
t
Uß7 ~UY .

For much of our population genetic analysis, we convert our general-form recursions
(Equations 1a, 1b & 2) into specific recursions tied to a population with a given
number of segregating tags (L). The more tags there are (L), the more genotypes
there are to keep track of. For instance, if there are four tags present in the
population, we need to write recursions for each of the 8 possible genotypes (10, 11,
20, 21, 30, 31, 40, 41), where each recursion is easily written based on the general
forms (Equations 1a, 1b & 2). Taken together, the series of specific genotype
recursions arising from Equations 1a, 1b and 2 describe all population genotype
frequency changes across a single generation.
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12) Specific model: when is genetic kin discrimination
favoured at the individual level?
We first elucidate the parameter space where kin discrimination is favoured at the
individual level (individual fitness is maximised by genetic kin discrimination). This
requires that: (i) indiscriminate helping is disfavoured, and (ii) indiscriminate
defection is disfavoured.

To elucidate this parameter space, we take our general-form results for when
indiscriminate behaviours will be favoured by individual-level selection (Results 1, 2
& 4), then write the general-form coefficients of relatedness (Rkin, Rkin, Rkin) in terms
of our specific model parameters (‘closing the model’; Cooper et al. 2018). We then
verify this parameter space with an invasion analysis based on our population
genetics recursions (Equations 1a, 1b & 2).

Our aim here is to verify our first-principles Hamilton’s rule analysis, which should
hold in general (outside the confines of our specific population genetic model), with
an invasion analysis on our specific model.

When is indiscriminate defection favoured by individual-level selection in our specific
model?
We first note that, for our specific model, kin within social groups are related to each
other by Rkin=1 (clones). Given that there is a net advantage to cooperation (b>c),
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there is always an evolutionary incentive, in our model, to direct cooperation towards
kin (Rkin>c/b; Result 1).

However, if tag-matching cannot reliably associate kin at equilibrium, indiscriminate
defection will still be favoured over genetic kin discrimination in our specific model.
This will occur when Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b, where Rtag(f=1/L) is the coefficient of
relatedness between same-tag conspecifics, drawn at random from a common social
group, when tag frequencies are equal (f=1/L), as would be the case at a stable
equilibrium at which individuals are discriminating kin (Result 2).

For our specific lifecycle assumptions, the coefficient of relatedness between sametag conspecifics (Rtag) varies with tag frequency (f) according to: ô26v =

ù
>Kù X Nù

.

When tag frequencies are equal (f=1/L), this coefficient of relatedness can be written
in terms of model parameters as ô26v (© = 1/™) =

ù
>Kù (>/¶)Nù

.

Substituting this explicit

form (Rtag(f=1/L)) into our condition for the individual-level selection of indiscriminate
defection (Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b), and rearranging, gives the following model-specific
"
condition: ô < "N¶(qK")
.

To verify our condition for the individual-level advantage of indiscriminate defection
ô<

+
++™(|−+)

, we undertake an invasion analysis for our specific model. We ask when

indiscriminate defection is uninvadable by genetic kin discrimination. We therefore
consider an equilibrium where the indiscriminate defection allele (0) is at fixation, and
tags are at equal population frequency (1/L; which permits potential kin
discrimination). For a given tag availability (L), we evaluate the Jacobian stability
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matrix at this equilibrium. The Jacobian stability matrix is a matrix of each genotype
frequency (x10’’, x11’’, x20’’, x21’’,…, xL0’’, xL1’’) differentiated by each genotype
frequency in the prior generation (x10’, x11’, x20’, x21’,…, xL0’, xL1’). Indiscriminate
helping is linearly stable when the eigenvalues of this Jacobian matrix are all less
than one. We find that the stability condition varies (predictably) according to tag
availability (L), and so we derive the stability condition as a function of tag availability
(L). We find that indiscriminate defection cannot be invaded, indicating evolutionary
"
stability, when ô < "N¶(qK")
. This recovers the Hamilton’s Rule-derived result.

Therefore, our specific invasion analysis verifies our Hamilton’s rule-derived result
(Result 2),

When is indiscriminate cooperation favoured in our specific model?
Indiscriminate helping is favoured at the individual level when Rgroup>c/b, where
Rgroup is the coefficient of relatedness between individuals drawn at random (tags
need not match) from a common social group (Result 4). This coefficient of
relatedness (Rgroup) can be written in terms of our specific model parameters as
Rgroup=R, where R gives the proportion of each social group that are genetically
identical (clones) due to proximity. Therefore, for our model, indiscriminate helping
will be favoured at the individual level when social groups are made up of a
sufficiently high proportion of kin (clones) (R>c/b).

To verify our condition for the individual-level advantage of indiscriminate helping
(R>c/b), we undertake an invasion analysis for our specific model. We ask when the
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‘indiscriminate helping equilibrium’ – where the conditional cooperation allele (1) is at
fixation alongside one tag (i {1,2,…,L}) – is invulnerable to the invasion of mutant
genotypes (meaning the equilibrium is evolutionarily stable). For a given tag
availability (L), we evaluate the Jacobian stability matrix at the equilibrium position
given by xi1*=1 (i {1,2,…,L}). Indiscriminate helping is linearly stable when the
eigenvalues of this Jacobian matrix are all less than one. We find that, regardless of
tag availability (L), this occurs when: R>c/b.

Therefore, our specific invasion analysis verifies our Hamilton’s rule-derived (Result
4).

13) Specific model: if genetic kin discrimination is
favoured (optimal) at the individual level, when is this
optimum reachable?
We focus on the parameter space where genetic kin discrimination is favoured at the
individual level

"
q

>ô>

+
++™ |−+

, and ask when this individual-level optimum –

genetic kin discrimination – is obtainable. This will depend on whether linkage
disequilibrium between rare tags and conditional cooperation can build up quickly
enough to stop common tags running away to fixation as a result of increased social
interaction rate.

For different tag availabilities (L), we numerically iterate our recursions (Equations
1a, 1b and 2) over many generations, to find the equilibrium frequency of the
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Figure 3. Evolution of genetic kin discrimination when social interaction rate is
unaffected by tag frequency (α=1). For different: tag availabilities (L; varies along rows),
recombination rates (r; y-axes), and whole group relatedness (Rgroup=R; x-axes), we
numerically iterated our recursions describing generational genotype frequency changes
(Equations 1a, 1b & 2) over many (1000) generations, and recorded the resulting tag
variance (left-hand column) and frequency of the conditional altruism allele (right-hand
column), both of which range from being minimal in the green shaded areas and maximal in
the yellow shaded areas. Stable genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is found
in regions of high tag diversity alongside high conditional altruism, which corresponds to the
positions on the graphs (values of R and r) where both left- and right-hand columns
concurrently display yellow shaded areas of parameter space. We find that, when search
efficacy is maximal (α=1), stable genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) evolves
whenever it is favoured at the individual level, which is when indiscriminate cooperation is
disfavoured (to the left of the black dotted lines), and indiscriminate defection is similarly
disfavoured (to the right of the blue dotted lines). These numerical results assumed b=1 and
c=0.3.

conditional cooperation allele and the equilibrium tag diversity. Tag diversity is
calculated as a variance, such that Var(X) = E[X2]-E[X]2, where the random variable
X gives the equilibrium frequencies of different tags, and where E[X]=1/L.
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Figure 4. Evolution of genetic kin discrimination when social interaction rate is
affected by tag frequency (α=0). For different: tag availabilities (L; varies along rows),
recombination rates (r; y-axes), and whole group relatedness (Rgroup=R; x-axes), we
numerically iterated our recursions describing generational genotype frequency changes
(Equations 1a, 1b & 2) over many (1000) generations, and recorded the resulting tag
variance (left-hand column) and frequency of the conditional altruism allele (right-hand
column), both of which range from being minimal in the green shaded areas and maximal in
the yellow shaded areas. Stable genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is found
in regions of high tag diversity alongside high conditional altruism, which corresponds to the
positions on the graphs (values of R and r) where both left- and right-hand columns
concurrently display yellow shaded areas of parameter space. We find that, when search
efficacy is minimal (α=0), strict genetic kin discrimination (concurrent yellow regions) does
not evolve for low tag availabilities (1≤L≤4), though limited genetic kin discrimination (some
tag diversity alongside some conditional altruism) is promoted by intermediate recombination
(r) and tag availability (L). For genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) to be
favoured at the individual level, indiscriminate helping must be disfavoured (which occurs to
the left of the black dotted lines), and indiscriminate defection must be similarly disfavoured
(which occurs to the right of the blue dotted lines). Tag-based cooperation evolves primarily
in the region where it is favoured at the individual level (region within blue and black dotted
lines), but may also evolve in the region where indiscriminate defection is favoured at the
individual level (region to the left of the blue line) under very low recombination (r), owing to
selfish genetic element (‘greenbeard’) selection. These numerical results assumed b=1 and
c=0.3.
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Figure 5. High fitness consequences of cooperation promote the stabilisation
of genetic kin discrimination. For different: fitness consequences of cooperation
(b,c; varies along rows), recombination rates (r; y-axes), and whole group
relatedness (R
=R; x-axes), we numerically iterated our recursions describing
generational genotype frequency changes (Equations 1a, 1b & 2) over many (1000)
generations, and recorded the resulting tag variance (left-hand column) and
frequency of the conditional altruism allele (right-hand column), both of which range
from being minimal in the green shaded areas and maximal in the yellow shaded
areas. Stable genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is found in regions
of high tag diversity alongside high conditional altruism, which corresponds to the
positions on the graphs (values of R and r) where both left- and right-hand columns
concurrently display yellow shaded areas of parameter space. We find that, for
greater fitness consequences of cooperation, some degree of genetic kin
discrimination (some tag diversity alongside some conditional altruism) is found
across a greater region of parameter space where genetic kin discrimination is
favoured at the individual level (in between blue and black dotted lines). These
numerical results assumed b=1, c=0.3, L=2 and α=0.

We find that higher fitness consequences of cooperation (greater b,c) lead to an
increased probability that genetic kin discrimination is stabilised when favoured
(Result 5; Figure 5). Increased tag availability (L) leads to an increased probability
that genetic kin discrimination is stabilised when favoured (Result 6; Figure 4).

When the rate of social interaction is unaffected by tag frequency (α=1), kin
discrimination is always stabilised when it is favoured at the individual level,
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irrespective of tag availability (L>1) or physical linkage between tag and trait (Result
7; Figure 3). By contrast, when the rate of social interaction is maximally affected by
tag frequency (α=0), kin discrimination is less likely to be stabilised when favoured,
especially when there aren’t many segregating tags (L; Figure 4).

14) Specific model: an alternative route to genetic kin
discrimination (selfish genetic element selection)
We find that ‘loose’ physical linkage between tag and trait can lead to a limited form
of tag-based cooperation – one that is associated with some (below-maximal)
degree of tag diversity and some (below-maximal) degree of conditional cooperation.
We find that, under sufficiently tight linkage, limited tag-based cooperation can arise
even when indiscriminate defection is favoured at the individual level (Result 8;
Figure 4).

15) Discussion
Individual-level selection
Our analysis clarifies that genetic kin discrimination can evolve via individual
selection, if: (i) genetic kin discrimination maximises the fitness of individuals
(genetic kin discrimination is favoured), and (ii) there is an evolutionary trajectory
leading to individual fitness maximisation (genetic kin discrimination is stabilised).
For genetic kin discrimination to maximise the fitness of individuals, genealogical
relatedness within a social group (Rgroup) cannot be too high, else indiscriminate
cooperation is favoured (Rgroup<c/b; Result 4). Additionally, genealogical relatedness
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between same-tag individuals (Rtag) cannot be too low at equilibrium, else
indiscriminate defection is favoured (Rtag(1/L)>c/b; Result 2). Genetic kin
discrimination is therefore most likely to be favoured in natural populations where
social group relatedness (Rgroup) is not too high, and there is a large diversity of tags
(L) available for individuals to identify kin with (Result 3). Genetic kin recognition is
more likely to be stabilised, after being favoured, if: (i) the fitness consequences of
cooperation (b,c) are high (Result 5); (ii) there is a large diversity of tags (L) available
for kin-identification (Result 6); and, (iii) the rate that individuals can engage in social
interactions is relatively unaffected by the population frequency of their tag (α; Result
7).

Our findings are consistent with empirical findings. A meta-analysis found that kin
discrimination is most likely to be found where social group relatedness (Rgroup) is not
too high, and where the fitness consequences of cooperation are high (Cornwallis et
al. 2009). Two of the best characterised cases of genetic kin discrimination (tagbased cooperation) are: somatic fusion amongst planktonic larvae in a colonial
ascidian, and cooperative breeding behaviour in a mouse (Grafen 1990; Grosberg
and Quinn 1986; Manning et al. 1992). In both examples, the ‘tag locus’ is involved
in histocompatibility (immunity), and houses vast allelic diversity (high L) as a result.
Furthermore, in both examples, the social behaviours (somatic fusion / nest choice)
are taken only once per lifetime, meaning an individual’s social interaction rate might
not be appreciably restricted by having a rare tag (α→1). Finally, in both examples,
the social behaviours in question are major life history decisions, and therefore will
be associated with high fitness consequences (b,c). Therefore, both of these
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systems appear to exhibit qualities (high L; high α ; high b, c) that, as we have
shown, promote the stabilisation of genetic kin discrimination.

Selfish genetic elements / the ‘greenbeard’ concept
Our analysis also clarifies that a limited form of tag-based cooperation can arise, via
selfish genetic elements, if there is ‘loose’ physical linkage between tag and trait loci.
Physical linkage can generate selfish tag-trait coalitions (Result 9). Linkagemediated tag-based cooperation is limited because it does not lead to equilibria
where all tags are at equal population frequency (f=1/L). Instead, tag frequencies
might differ from each other (f≠1/L) and may cycle temporally, meaning individuals
vary in their discriminatory ability, both within populations and over time (individual
fitness maximisation is compromised).

We may be tempted to refer to this kind of tag-based cooperation as ‘beard
chromodynamics’, after the ‘greenbeard’ concept, as Jansen & van Baalen (2006)
did. In support of this semantic choice, the tag-trait coalitions held together by
linkage are indeed selfish, running against the interest of the individual as a whole to
direct cooperation towards copies of themselves in other individuals – they gain their
advantage in exactly the same way theoretical greenbeard genes do (Madgwick et
al. 2019).

In opposition to this semantic choice, a ‘greenbeard’ is historically defined as a tagtrait coalition that has zero recombination, whereas the selfish coalitions driving nonadaptive tag-based cooperation require some recombination within them (loose
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linkage; Dawkins 1976; Gardner and West 2010; Hamilton 1964). We may choose,
in the spirit of the original expositions by Hamilton (1964) and Dawkins (1976), to
reserve the greenbeard concept to tag-trait coalitions that have zero recombination.
This narrow-sense greenbeard concept has a particular usefulness – it was originally
devised, and successfully so, for the purpose of explaining that the ‘relatedness’
relevant for inclusive fitness is defined specifically at the trait locus (Hamilton 1964).

Future directions
High tag availability (L→∞)
There are a number of obvious directions for future research on the topic of genetic
kin discrimination. One direction is a more rigorous analysis of exceedingly large tag
availabilities (L→∞). We showed that, for an increase in tag availability (L), genetic
kin discrimination is more likely to be favoured (over indiscriminate defection; Result
3) as well as stabilised (Result 6). We also showed that, as tag availability tends to
infinity (L→∞), genetic kin discrimination is favoured over indiscriminate defection
whenever there is an evolutionary incentive to direct cooperation solely towards kin
(Rkin>c/b).

However, an open question concerns whether, for very high tag availability (L→∞),
kin discrimination is always stabilised when it is favoured at the individual level
(Rkin>c/b), irrespective of the relationship between social interaction rate and tag
frequency (α), and of physical linkage between tag and trait. We are yet to run the
necessary numerical simulations of our recursions (Equations 1a, 1b & 2 for high L)
to test this. If this is found to be the case, it would imply that genetic kin recognition
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should evolve very easily. Specifically, it would imply that stable genetic kin
discrimination should only requires two things.

Firstly, there would need to be an individual-level benefit of tag-based cooperation
(Rkin>c/b>Rgroup). Secondly, there would need to be a locus within the population that
comprises a vast diversity of alleles, where the different alleles encode subtly
different proteins, and where the proteins have observable and differentiable
phenotypes (e.g. odours) that can be sensed by potential social partners. Such a
locus could then be utilised for tag-based cooperation, allowing very fine-tuned kin
discrimination (L→∞). Such loci should not be particularly rare – most eukaryotes
have histocompatibility (immunity) loci, and these are likely to fit the bill (Grafen
1990; Grosberg and Quinn 1986; Manning et al. 1992).

Fitness cost of having a rare tag
Another direction for future research is a closer assessment of Crozier’s argument
that the rate with which an individual can engage in social interactions will depend on
the population frequency of its tag. We explained that, in some scenarios, having a
rare tag might result in a longer time lag between finding same-tag social partners,
but this might not necessarily result in a reduced rate of social interaction, especially
if individuals don’t engage in social interactions very often.

However, even if the time lag associated with having a rare tag doesn’t result in a
reduced rate of social interaction, it might be associated with other costs. For
instance, having a rare tag might delay important life history behaviours, such as
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entering a nest to engage in cooperative breeding, with fitness consequences.
Similarly, having to cycle through a larger number of individuals before finding a
same-tag conspecific might expose individuals bearing rare tags to increased
predation risk or resource depletion. These issues could be addressed by
incorporating a rare tag cost into our model. We expect that a rare tag cost would
make genetic kin discrimination harder to stabilise.

Other mechanisms of kin discrimination
We elucidated a region of parameter space where strict kin-directed cooperation is
favoured, but genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) is disfavoured,
because tags are insufficiently reliable indicators of kinship at equilibrium
(Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b<Rkin; Result 2). This raised the possibility that other forms of kin
discrimination, such as those based on phenotype-matching or familiarity, could be
selected in this region.

In addition to this, these other forms of kin discrimination might be selected at the
expense of genetic kin discrimination (tag-based cooperation) even outside of this
parameter space (Rtag(f=1/L)<c/b<Rkin). This will depend on the relative costs and
benefits of different mechanisms of discriminating kin – what mechanism is more
reliable; does increased reliability come at a fitness cost (e.g. an energetic cost);
etc.? A direction for future work could be to address this, to gain an understanding of
when different mechanisms of differentiating kin are favoured.

Re-analysis of Rousset and Roze (2007)
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Our model is a simplified version of Rousset & Roze (2007). We found stable kin
discrimination under a fairly broad parameter space, but Rousset & Roze (2007)
failed to find kin discrimination. The model of Rousset & Roze (2007) is arguably
more realistic than ours. It is based on the infinite island model, and allows explicit
migration between demes every generation. Our model, by contrast, assumed that
demes are formed each generation via clonal reproduction, followed by an
association of this group of clones (R) with individuals drawn randomly from the rest
of the population (1-R).

Therefore, an important direction for future research is to check that our findings still
hold in Rousset & Roze’s (2007) lifecycle. To do this, we would have to write explicit
recursions detailing how different coefficients of relatedness (Rgroup, Rtag(f)) change
over each generation as a result of migration between demes. We could then solve
these recursions to find the coefficients of relatedness at equilibrium (Cooper et al.
2018; Taylor 1992b). We could then perform a Hamilton’s Rule analysis on their
model, as we have done on our model, to elucidate the parameter space where kin
discrimination is favoured at the individual level (Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup).

We predict that, in Rousset & Roze’s (2007) lifecycle, stable genetic kin
discrimination will evolve when: (i) it as favoured at the individual level
(Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup), and (ii) there are a high number of segregating tags (L),
meaning genetic kin discrimination can be stabilised. It is not clear that Rousset &
Roze’s (2007) explicitly considered this region of parameter space in their original
analysis, which may be why they failed to find stable genetic kin discrimination. We
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predict that, in Rousset & Roze’s (2007) lifecycle, stable genetic kin discrimination
will alternatively evolve if: (i) it is favoured at the individual level
(Rtag(f=1/L)>c/b>Rgroup), and (ii) we introduce our parameter α, and focus on
scenarios where having a rare tag does not reduce social interaction rate (high α),
meaning genetic kin discrimination can be stabilised.
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Discussion
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 each contain their own discussion. In this chapter, I will attempt
to place the work presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 in its broader context within the
field of behavioural ecology.

Behavioural Ecology
The field of behavioural ecology attempts to rationalise the behaviour of organisms.
As pointed out by Tinbergen (1963), we can rationalise a behaviour in any of four
ways, and a complete account of a behaviour must address each: (1) how did it
develop (ontogeny)?; (2) how does it work (mechanism)?; (3) via what path did it
evolve? (phylogeny)?; (4) what is its function (adaptation)? Although behavioural
ecologists are ostensibly interested in each of the four questions, the field has come
to be particularly associated with the fourth question, concerning adaptation (Davies,
Krebs, & West, 2012). Behavioural ecologists are primarily concerned with
rationalising organismal behaviours in terms of the selective forces that have led to
their evolution (Grafen, 1984).

The field has been phenomenally successful. We have a very good understanding of
the selective forces that have led to: foraging behaviour, strategies of resource
competition, mate choice, strategies of parental care, sex allocation, strategies of
signalling and cooperation (Davies et al., 2012). By ‘very good understanding’, I
mean that there is a close fit between theory and data. We have an overarching
theoretical framework, built by Fisher (1930), Hamilton (1964), Price (1970),
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Maynard Smith (1982) and others, from which trait- and organism-specific theory
follows deductively. Our specific theory has accounted – sometimes quantitatively, in
the case of sex allocation – for natural diversity in behaviour (West, 2009). This has
the dual effect of validating our overarching theoretical framework, as well as our
explanations for specific behaviours.

The first organisms to be analysed with the tools of behavioural ecology were, as
you would expect, common, not-unusual ones, such as mammals, insects and birds
(‘paradigm organisms’). The organisms are ‘unitary’, meaning they are built from a
single cell, meaning there is high cooperation amongst the constituent genes and
cells comprising it. In recent years, the reach of behavioural ecology has expanded
to weirder organisms, such as fungi, bacteria and even viruses (‘non-paradigm
organisms’; Domingo-Calap, Segredo-Otero, Durán-Moreno, & Sanjuán, 2019; Kiers
et al., 2011; West, Griffin, Gardner, & Diggle, 2006). These organisms are often
‘modular’, meaning their constituent cells retain reproductive capability, reducing
cooperation within the organism. These organisms are also often subject to
heightened internal conflict. For example, many genes within bacteria – those on
plasmids, for instance – readily hop between bacterial cells, and therefore will enter
into conflict with the less-mobile genes, the latter of which will ‘care’ more about the
reproductive success of the organism (bacterium).

As the field begins to grapple with the weirder branches of the tree of life, we should
pause and ask: is our usual practice still justified? Are the methods that we employ
as behavioural ecologists, which have been so successful in rationalising the
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behaviours of paradigm-organisms, still appropriate for the study of non-paradigm
organisms? To address this issue, I will first tie down what exactly ‘usual practice’
within behavioural ecology is, and how this practice is justified for the study of
paradigm organisms. I will then turn to the question of whether this practice is still
justified for the study of non-paradigm organisms.

The phenotypic gambit
As clarified by Grafen (1984), behavioural ecologists typically take the ‘phenotypic
gambit’ when studying the selective forces responsible for a trait. Specifically, when
studying a particular behaviour, a behavioural ecologist will typically assume that
each individual in a natural population adopts the behavioural form (strategy) that
maximises its fitness. This assumption – that individuals will always maximise their
fitness with respect to a trait, regardless of the genetics underpinning the trait –
allows us to focus on phenotypes, not genetics.

Behavioural ecologists know that this assumption is trivially false – there are many
theoretical and empirical instances where fitness maximisation is not fully achieved,
and is contingent of the genetic architecture of the trait (Grafen, 1984). A classic
example is the empirical case of sickle-cell anaemia and malaria resistance in
humans. The optimal phenotype is a simultaneous resistance to malaria as well as
normal development (no sickle cell anaemia). However, only a fraction of individuals
in natural populations obtain this optimal phenotype, because it is encoded by the
heterozygous genotype at a specific locus (heterozygote advantage). This genetic
architecture means that the two suboptimal homozygous genotypes, one conferring
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sickle-cell anaemia and the other conferring malaria susceptibility, arise constantly
as a result of Mendelian segregation (Allison, 1954). However, if the phenotypic
gambit is usually approximately true, across traits and organisms, it provides a
window for studying the selective forces responsible for a trait.

The phenotypic gambit, which frees our analysis from the tyranny of genetic detail, is
extremely powerful. A typical way the gambit is used is as follows (Frank, 1998).
Empirical workers might observe that different behavioural strategies are prominent
in different populations of a given, or closely related, species. They might also
observe that the differences in strategy across populations correlate with differences
in ecology or environment. For instance, they might observe that strategy X is
correlated with some aspect of the selective environment Y. Employing the gambit,
they can then say that the behavioural form X has evolved as a result of the
selection pressure Y.

This empirical work may be verified, or contested, by theoretical workers, also
employing the gambit. They might make a specific phenotypic fitness maximisation
model, which is consistent with and based upon overarching, foundational theory
(Taylor & Frank, 1996). The specific model can be used to elucidate selection
pressures that (logically) govern what behavioural strategy maximises fitness. The
selection pressures identified by the model can be tested against the selection
pressures identified by the empirical work. Explanatory power lies in the fit between
theory and data.
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Justifying the gambit
One justification for the gambit is that it works. A closeness of fit between empirical
and theoretical predictions validates both our explanation of the specific behaviour,
as well as the soundness of the gambit itself. However, this type of validation is no
substitute for a rigorous, formal, defence of the approach itself, based on the
fundamental ‘laws’ of population genetics. A formal justification for the phenotypic
gambit is required if, as behavioural ecologists, we truly want to defend our
practices. Grafen (1984) pointed out the need for this kind of justification, and went
on to provide it in subsequent decades (to a large extent, at least; Grafen, 2014a).

The justification can be explained in simple terms as follows. If a behaviour is
controlled exclusively by a single, haploid, un-imprinted, vertically inherited locus,
and each variant phenotype is encoded by its own allele at this locus, then, over
many generations of allele frequency changes, natural selection will lead to a
population of individuals that maximise their fitness with respect to the behaviour
(Grafen, 1984). Therefore, the gambit is literally true for traits that are controlled by
single, haploid, un-imprinted, vertically inherited loci. However, in reality, very few if
any traits of interest will be exclusively determined by such a locus. Can we justify
the phenotypic gambit when traits are encoded by multiple loci, with arbitrary ploidy,
epistasis and dominance? Yes, we can, broadly, owing to the foundational work by
Grafen (2014a). Grafen showed that the dynamical process of gene frequency
change still generally results in individual fitness maximisation, even if traits are not
underpinned by single haploid loci.
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Gaps in Grafen’s justification
However, Grafen only justified the gambit when all loci influencing a trait are
inherited in the same way (they all belong to the same coreplicon). For example, a
trait that is affected by loci on the X chromosome as well as autosomes does not fall
within the remit – there is no formal justification that such a trait will be optimised,
with respect to individual fitness, by natural selection. The assumption that a trait is
only influenced by loci belonging to a common coreplicon is more likely to be
(approximately) true for genomes that are not particularly ‘fragmented’ into multiple
coreplicons. In paradigm organisms, genome fragmentation appears to be relatively
low – the vast majority of genes are autosomal, un-imprinted and vertically inherited.
Most genes will therefore belong to a common coreplicon, meaning the vast majority
of, if not all, loci contributing to a given trait will belong to the same coreplicon,
meaning the phenotypic gambit is justified. However, Grafen’s justification of the
gambit does not extend well to organisms with highly fragmented genomes (high
internal conflict), such as bacteria, because traits are unlikely to be underpinned by
genes that lie exclusively in one coreplicon.

Similarly, the gambit is only justified for organisms whose cells are either genetically
identical or unable to reproduce selfishly (repression of competition), as is the case
for unitary organisms (Gardner & Grafen, 2009). By contrast, there is currently no
formal justification for the idea that modular organisms – which have genetically
dissimilar, competing cells – will evolve by natural selection to maximise their fitness.
This then leads to two questions. Firstly, if there is no formal justification for
employing the phenotypic gambit when studying ‘fragmented’ organisms like
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bacteria, or modular organisms like filamentous fungi, should we proceed as normal,
and employ it anyway, or should we look to different approaches? Secondly, could
we, in principle, provide formal justification for using the phenotypic gambit on these
fragmented or modular organisms?

Pragmatic justification for extending the reach of the
gambit
A pragmatic rather than a formal justification for using the gambit on modular and
fragmented organisms is that, where it has so far been employed, it has worked, so
far at least. That is, studies of modular and fragmented organisms that have
employed the gambit have found a close fit between theory and data. For instance,
strategies of cooperation and signalling in bacteria are being well rationalised by
researchers who assume that individual bacterial cells, which might be subject to
high genome fragmentation and internal conflict, are nevertheless fitness maximisers
(Davies et al., 2012). Similarly, the ‘bargaining’ strategy of arbuscular mycorrhizal
fungi engaging in mutualistic interactions with plants is being well rationalised on the
assumption that the fungal networks, which are modular, are nevertheless fitness
maximisers (Kiers et al., 2011; Kiers, Gardner, West, & Wyatt, 2019; Scott, Kiers,
Cooper, Santos, & West, 2019).

Success stories like these are reason-enough to continue employing the phenotypic
gambit in the study of non-paradigm organisms, at least in the short and medium
term. However, if we want to continue using this approach in the long term, we
should hope to obtain formal, first principles, justification for treating non-paradigm
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organisms as if they are fitness maximisers, regardless of genetics. I will attempt to
sketch out a way in which the practice might be justified for organisms with
fragmented (potentially conflicting) genomes. I will not address the issue of how we
might go about justifying the gambit for modular organisms (Gardner & Grafen,
2009).

Formal justification for extending the reach of the gambit
is difficult to conceive
Firstly, it should be noted that, although Grafen’s justification of the phenotypic
gambit does not extend to traits that are underpinned by loci spanning multiple
coreplicons, there is no reason to expect that, in itself, the fragmentation of genomes
into coreplicons, will be a barrier to individual fitness maximisation. We would only
expect genome fragmentation to prevent individual fitness maximisation if the
coreplicons are actually in conflict, which occurs when different coreplicons are
propagated best at different values of a given trait (Ågren, Davies, & Foster, 2019;
Cosmides & Tooby, 1981; Queller & Strassmann, 2018).

Therefore, even though Grafen wasn’t able to justify individual fitness maximisation
for traits underpinned by multiple coreplicons, it is reasonable to assume that an
extension of the same kind of approach should, in principle, be able to justify
individual fitness maximisation for traits that are underpinned by many, but unconflicting, coreplicons. In other words, there is no conceptual reason to think that a
trait underpinned by a single coreplicon should be any more optimised than a trait
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underpinned by many coreplicons that are in agreement with each other over the
value of the trait (Bourke, 2014; Haig, 2014).

What about traits that are underpinned by multiple, conflicting coreplicons? This
includes, for example, bacterial social traits (e.g. public good production) that are
affected by plasmids as well as chromosomes (Mc Ginty & Rankin, 2012; Nogueira
et al., 2009). What might a justification for applying the phenotypic gambit to these
traits look like? We could construct a dynamical model of allele frequency change,
where trait-affecting alleles can arise at loci belonging to different, conflicting
coreplicons. We could track the construction of a complex trait due to successive
invasions of trait-affecting alleles. The emerging trait, as it increases in complexity,
would be pulled back and forth according to the divergent preferences of the
conflicting coreplicons underpinning it (Bourke, 2014; Grafen, 2014b; Haig, 2014).

We would seek to provide formal justification that this dynamical process generates
an organismal trait that, despite being a ‘compromise’ between divergent interests,
nevertheless maximises the reproductive success (offspring number) of the
individual. However, it is not clear that individual fitness maximisation would be
achieved in such a scenario (Grafen, 2014b; Haig, 2014). It is not even clear how
such a scenario would be appropriately modelled – Grafen (2014b) suggested that it
would require a new science of “teleonomy”, called for by Williams (1966) but never
developed.

Adaptation and the parliament of genes
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However, the problem seems less intractable in the light of results collated in
Chapter 3. We might be able to simplify our hypothetical model of the evolution of a
complex trait underpinned by conflicting coreplicons. Firstly, I will recap exactly what
was shown in Chapter 3, and what wasn’t shown.

In Chapter 3 I showed that, if individuals are maximising their fitness with respect to
a given trait under potential conflict, then attempts to distort the trait from individual
fitness maximisation, driven by selfish genetic elements arising in coreplicons
representing minority-interests in the genome (cabal), will by and large be futile,
unless the cabal is relatively large in size (approaching half of the genome; Chapter
3, Figure 6). Therefore, in Chapter 3, I provide formal justification for the idea that,
once an organism has obtained fitness maximisation, it cannot, in general, be
appreciably distorted by the subsequent invasion of trait-distorting elements.

However, there is an implicit bias in the methodology I adopted in Chapter 3. I
assumed that the organism is already maximising its fitness, and then showed that
subsequent distortions from this maximand will often be negligible. This bias is
evident in the strategy set afforded to different alleles across the genome: the
minority-interest within the genome (cabal) can only exert influence over the trait via
‘‘trait distorters’ (they distort the trait– they cause a shift away from the norm),
whereas the majority-interest within the genome (commonwealth) can only exert
influence over the trait via ‘suppressors’ (they restore – they cause a shift back
towards the norm). Therefore, what I really showed in this chapter is that, for traits
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under intragenomic conflict, individual fitness maximisation can be maintained. I do
not show that individual fitness maximisation is obtained in the first place.

Towards a justification for extending the reach of the
gambit
The justification, in Chapter 3, for individual fitness maximisation maintenance, hints
at a possible justification for individual fitness maximisation emergence in traits
underpinned by conflicting coreplicons, such as those wielded by ‘fragmented’
organisms like bacteria. A sketch of such a possible justification can be described as
follows.

We would have to amend the strategy sets of alleles in our Chapter 3 scenario.
Previously, I assumed that coreplicons representing a minority interest within the
genome only have access to ‘trait distorters’, which are alleles that cause a shift in
trait value (constructive). I assumed that coreplicons representing a majority interest
within the genome only have access to ‘suppressors’, which are alleles that
specifically counteract the effects of existing ‘trait distorters’ (destructive). A proper
justification for fitness maximisation emergence would require that all coreplicons
have access to ‘trait-affecting’ alleles (constructive) as well as suppressors
(destructive). We would need to track how a complex trait is built, through the
successive invasions of trait-affecting alleles as well as suppressors, contributed by
all coreplicons, with layers of trait complexity being added as new trait-affecting
alleles invade.
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A key result from Chapter 3 is that suppressors spread rapidly, quickly removing the
influence of their target allele over the trait. An implication of this is that, if
suppressors are allowed to arise within different conflicting coreplicons, the focal trait
will not evolve in a purely constructive manner – the alleles underpinning it would
shift over time, as old trait-affecting alleles are suppressed, and new ones arise.
Notably, the coreplicons representing the majority interest within the genome would
(by nature of being larger in size) be able to generate suppressors at a faster rate
than coreplicons representing minority perspectives. This means that trait-affecting
alleles contributed by minority-interest coreplicons will lose their influence over the
organism trait at a faster rate than trait-affecting alleles contributed by majorityinterest coreplicons.

Furthermore, as layers of complexity are added to a complex trait, trait-affecting
alleles responsible for the foundations of a complex trait may not be suppressible
without the whole trait collapsing. Conversely, trait-affecting alleles responsible for
tweaking the trait, after most of the foundational work has been done, may be
suppressed without such destructive effects on the organism. Therefore, as a
complex trait is built, the opportunity for minority-influence coreplicons to gain some
influence over it, by suppressing trait-affecting alleles contributed by the majorityinterest coreplicons, is reduced. As a result, as trait complexity is built, the control of
majority-interest coreplicons over traits is entrenched, because minority-interest
coreplicons lose the option of suppressing most of the trait-affecting genes,
contributed by the majority-interest coreplicons, underpinning the trait.
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This might lead to the scenario where, even if multiple conflicting coreplicons have
the potential to contribute to the building of a trait, the vast majority of trait-affecting
responsible for a complex trait are likely to have been derived from majority-interest
coreplicons. Therefore, the ‘conflict’ might be largely illusory, with trait evolution
proceeding according to the majority-interest within the genome, leading to individual
fitness maximisation.

This is only a sketch of how the phenotypic gambit might be justified for the analysis
of traits, such as those employed by ‘fragmented’ organisms like bacteria, that have
the potential to be influenced by multiple conflicting coreplicons. It provides a
worthwhile direction for future, more rigorous, research.
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Abstract

Review Article

Making predictions about aliens is not an easy task. Most previous work has focused on
extrapolating from empirical observations and mechanistic understanding of physics, chemistry and biology. Another approach is to utilize theory to make predictions that are not tied
to details of Earth. Here we show how evolutionary theory can be used to make predictions
about aliens. We argue that aliens will undergo natural selection – something that should
not be taken for granted but that rests on firm theoretical grounds. Given aliens undergo
natural selection we can say something about their evolution. In particular, we can say something about how complexity will arise in space. Complexity has increased on the Earth as a
result of a handful of events, known as the major transitions in individuality. Major transitions occur when groups of individuals come together to form a new higher level of the individual, such as when single-celled organisms evolved into multicellular organisms. Both
theory and empirical data suggest that extreme conditions are required for major transitions
to occur. We suggest that major transitions are likely to be the route to complexity on other
planets, and that we should expect them to have been favoured by similarly restrictive conditions. Thus, we can make specific predictions about the biological makeup of complex
aliens.
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Introduction
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There are at least 100 billion planets in our Galaxy alone (Cassan et al. 2012), and at least 20%
of them are likely to fall in the habitable zone (Petigura et al. 2013), the region of space capable
of producing a biosphere. Even if 0.001% of those planets evolved life, that would mean
200 000 life-harbouring planets in our Galaxy; and it would only take one alien life form
for our conception of the Universe to change dramatically. It is no wonder, then, that hundreds
of millions of dollars have recently been invested in astrobiology research (Schneider 2016),
the USA and Europe have rapidly growing astrobiology initiatives (Des Marais et al. 2008;
Horneck et al. 2016), and myriad new work has been done to try and predict what aliens will
be like (Benner 2003; Davies et al. 2009; Rothschild 2009; Rothschild 2010; Shostak 2015). The
challenge, however, is that when trying to predict the nature of aliens, we have only one sample
– Earth – from which to extrapolate. As a result, making these predictions is hard.
So far, the main approach to making predictions about extra-terrestrial life has been relatively mechanistic (Domagal-Goldman et al. 2016). We have used observations about how
things have happened on the Earth to make statistical statements about how likely they are
to have happened elsewhere. For example, certain traits have evolved many times on the
Earth, and so we posit that extraterrestrial life forms will converge on the same earthly
mechanisms. Because eye-like organs have evolved at least 40 times (von Salvini-Plawen &
Mayr 1977), and are relatively ubiquitous, we predict that they would evolve on other planets,
too (Conway Morris 2003; Flores Martinez 2014). Similarly, we have used a mechanistic
understanding of chemistry and physics to make predictions about what is most probable
on other planets. For example, carbon is abundant in the Universe, chemically versatile,
and found in the interstellar medium, so alien life forms are likely to be carbon-based
(Cohen & Stewart 2001). These kinds of predictions come from a mixture of mechanistic
understanding and extrapolating from what has happened on the Earth. There is no theoretical
reason why aliens could not be silicon-based and eyeless.
An alternative approach is to use theory. When making predictions about life on other planets, a natural theory to use would be evolutionary theory. Evolutionary theory has been used
to explain a wide range of features of life on the Earth, from behaviour to morphology. For
example, it has allowed us to predict when some organisms, especially insects, should manipulate the sex of their offspring, to produce an excess of sons or daughters, how some birds
should forage for food, and why males tend to be larger than females (Darwin 1871;
Clutton-Brock & Harvey 1977; Davies & Houston 1981; West 2009; Davies et al. 2012). If
life arises on other planets, then the evolutionary theory should be able to make similar predictions about it. Neither approach – theoretical or mechanistic – is more or less valid than the
other. But each has different advantages and can be used to make different sorts of predictions.
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Here, we examine how theoretical and mechanistic approaches
can be combined to better understand what to expect from alien
life. We consider whether aliens will undergo natural selection,
and what implications would follow if they do. That aliens
undergo natural selection is something often taken for granted,
but which needs justification on firm theoretical grounds. We
then turn our attention to a specific subset of aliens: complex
ones. We examine how complexity has arisen on the Earth, and
make predictions about how complexity would arise elsewhere
in the Universe. Finally, we describe some biological features we
would expect to find in complex extraterrestrial life.

(1) heredity; (2) variation; and (3) differential success linked to
variation, then natural selection will follow. The entities that are
more successful will become more prevalent in the population,
as a result of being ‘selected’. Natural selection does not depend
on a specific genetic system (Darwin knew nothing of modern
genetics) or a specific genetic material, elemental makeup or
planet-type. Given that 1, 2 and 3 exist, natural selection occurs
(Fig. 1).
Natural selection not only explains evolutionary change, it also
explains adaptation. When we look around at the natural world,
we cannot help but see what looks like design: a giraffe’s neck
is for reaching high up leaves, a stick insect’s body for camouflage,
a tree’s leaf for photosynthesizing. Organisms look designed or
‘adapted’ for the world in which they live. Through the gradual
selection of small improvements, traits associated with success
in the environment accrue in the population. Consequently,
over time, natural selection will lead to organisms that appear
as if they were designed for success in the environment. The
clause ‘as if’ is key here – natural selection leads to the appearance
of design (adaptation), without a designer (Grafen 2003; Gardner
2009).
In fact, natural selection is the only explanation we have for
the appearance of design without a designer (Gardner 2009).
Other processes can cause evolutionary change. For example,
a mutation can cause a change from one generation to the
next. But, without natural selection, random mutation is incredibly unlikely to produce the complex traits that we see around
us, like limbs or eyes. Things that appear purposeful, such as
limbs, organs and cells, require the gradual selection of
improvements.
Another way to say this is that natural selection is unique
because it is a directional force. The entities that increase in

Natural selection
On Earth
Darwin (1859) showed that just a few simple features of life on
Earth lead to evolutionary change via natural selection.
Individual organisms differ in how they look and act – there is
natural variation. These differences are heritable – offspring
tend to look and act like their parents. These heritable differences
are linked to differential success – some individuals, as a result of
how they are made or behave, leave more offspring than others.
These three features, with heritable variation leading to differential success, result in natural selection (Darwin 1859; Fisher 1930).
Any traits or behaviours linked to the greater production of offspring (higher fitness or success) will build up in the population
over time. As the environment changes, different traits lead to
higher success. This leads to changes in the population or evolutionary change.
Thus, the ingredients required for natural selection are incredibly simple. Given a collection of entities (a population) that has:

Fig. 1. Natural selection. Natural Selection operates if three conditions are satisfied: variation, differential success linked to variation and heredity. Here, we illustrate with an example: the evolution of long necks in giraffes. (i) Initially, there are natural variations in giraffes’ neck lengths. (ii) Longer-necked giraffes have access
to more food, high up in the trees and so live longer to have more offspring. (iii) Giraffes’ offspring resemble their parents. As a result of (i), (ii) and (iii), the population gradually shifts to be dominated by long-necked giraffes.
.
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representation in the population are a specific subset of the population – those that are better at replicating. Natural selection
increases fitness (Fisher 1930). As a result of these ‘successful’
entities accruing in the population, over time entities become
adapted for the apparent purpose of success. They look like ‘welldesigned’ machines, with the ‘purpose’ of their ‘design’ being successful replication.

its apparent purposiveness, leading to tasks such as replication
and metabolism (Maynard Smith & Szathmáry 1995). Further,
without natural selection, entities cannot adapt to their environment, and are therefore transient and will not be discovered. If
we identified an extra-terrestrial entity that we deemed to be a foreign life form, but that had no degree of adaptedness, this prediction would not hold.
Picture an alien (Fig. 2). If what you are picturing is a simple
replicating molecule, then this ‘alien’ might not undergo natural
selection (Fig. 2a). For example, it could replicate itself perfectly
every time, and thus there would be no variation, and it would
never improve. Or it might have such a high error rate in replication that it quickly deteriorates. If we count things like that as life,
then there could be aliens that do not undergo natural selection.
But if you are picturing anything more complex or purposeful
than a simple molecule, then the alien you are picturing has
undergone natural selection (Fig. 2b). This is the kind of prediction that theory can make. Given heredity, variation and differential success, aliens will undergo natural selection. Or, more
interestingly, without those three things, aliens could not be
more complicated than a replicating molecule. Given an adapted
alien, one with an appearance of design or purpose, it will have
undergone natural selection.

In space
Natural selection is the only way we know to get the kinds of life
forms we are familiar with, from viruses to trees. By familiar, we
are not restricting ourselves to life forms that look earthly. Instead,
they are familiarly life-like in the sense that they stand out from
the background of rocks and gases because they appear to be
busy trying to replicate themselves. A simple replicator could
arise on another planet. But without natural selection, it won’t
acquire apparently purposeful traits like metabolism, movement
or senses. It won’t be able to adapt to its environment, and in
the process, become a more complex, noticeable and interesting
thing.
We can ask, then, will aliens undergo natural selection?
Evolutionary theory tells us that, for all but the most transient
and simple molecules, the answer is yes. Without a designer,
the only way to get something with the apparent purpose of replicating itself (something like a cell or a virus), is through natural
selection. Consequently, if we are able to notice it as life, then it
will have undergone natural selection (or have been designed by
something that itself underwent natural selection).
It is easy to quibble about the definition of life, and as some
authors have pointed out, trying to do so can reveal more about
human language than about the external world (Cleland &
Chyba 2002). Our goal here is not to thoroughly define life. We
adopt a functional stance – what separates life from non-life is

Complexity
What is complexity?
We have established that aliens will undergo natural selection. It
also seems reasonable that, given the sliding scale from replicating
molecules to large creatures with many ‘body parts’, and beyond,
some alien discoveries would be more interesting than others. In
particular, the more complex the aliens we find, the more interesting and exciting they will be, irrespective of whether they appear
anything like the life forms on the Earth. Something similar to a

Fig. 2. Picture an alien. These illustrations represent different levels of adaptive complexity we might imagine when thinking about aliens. (a) A simple replicating
molecule, with no apparent design. This may or may not undergo natural selection. (b) An incredibly simple, cell-like entity. Even something this simple has sufficient contrivance of parts that it must undergo natural selection. (c) An alien with many intricate parts working together is likely to have undergone major
transitions.
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colony of Ewoks from Star Wars or the Octomite in Fig. 4 would
likely be more interesting than a simple chemical replicator.
Complexity is difficult to define, and there is certainly no hard
and fast rule about what is and is not complex. In biology, it is
common to define complexity in terms of functional parts.
Things with more parts taking on more tasks and containing
more functional interactions are more complex (Maynard Smith
& Szathmary 1995; Corning & Szathmáry 2015). A tree is more
complex than a virus, and a beehive is more complex than a protein. Importantly, with organisms as with machines, the parts
need to be working towards a common purpose, such as assembling a car or surviving to reproduce. Again, our goal here is
not to provide definitions. The challenge comes at the boundaries,
for example between a virus and a cell, where the definitions
become murky. In the following sections, we are not focusing
on the boundaries, but things, like the vast majority of life on
the Earth, which clearly have a multitude of parts working in concert. Astrobiology is a largely empirical field, and the kinds of
things programs like SETI are searching for are undeniably
complex.

complexity. For example, the evolution of multicellularity
involved a transition from an entity with one part (the singlecelled organism) working for the success of itself, to an entity
with many parts (the multicellular organism), working for the
success of the whole group. The cells can now have very different
functions (a division of labour), as each is just a component of a
multicellular machine, sacrificing itself for the good of the group,
to get a sperm or egg cell into the next generation. As a result,
diverse specialized forms such as eyes, kidneys, and brains were
able to develop. The rise in complexity on Earth has been
mediated by a handful of such jumps, when units with different
goals (genes, single cells, individual insects) became intricately
linked collectives with a single common goal (genomes, multicellular organisms, eusocial societies). Increases in complexity can
also occur through mutations, gene duplications, or even whole
genome duplications, but these are not major transitions. These
other changes tend to be reversible and gradual, while major transitions are irreversible and cause large leaps in complexity.
The identification of major evolutionary transitions was an
empirical observation about how complexity has increased on
earth (Maynard Smith & Szathmáry 1995). The next step was to
use evolutionary theory to provide insight about when (or
under what conditions) we can expect major transitions to
occur (Maynard Smith & Szathmáry 1995; Queller 1997;
Gardner & Grafen 2009; Bourke 2011; West et al. 2015). Major
transitions involve the original entities completely subjugating
their own interests for the interests of the new collective. This
represents an incredibly extreme form of cooperation. Think of
the skin or liver cells in your body sacrificing for your sperm or
eggs, or the worker ants in a eusocial colony sacrificing for the
queen. Evolutionary theory tells us what conditions lead to such
extraordinary cooperation.

Complexity on Earth
What do we know about how complexity arises on the Earth? The
theory of natural selection itself is silent about whether complexity
will arise. The theory is useful for making predictions about what
kinds of conditions or environments will lead to what kinds of
evolutionary adaptations – not for making long-term predictions
about the form of specific traits or creatures. However, recent
advances in the field of evolutionary biology have shed light on
how complexity has arisen on the Earth, on what points on the
tree of life this has happened, and on what theoretical conditions
favour it (Maynard Smith & Szathmáry 1995; Queller 1997;
Bourke 2011; West et al. 2015).
In particular, the evolution of complex life on the Earth
appears to have depended upon a small number of what have
been termed major evolutionary transitions in individuality. In
each transition, a group of individuals that could previously replicate independently cooperate to form a new, more complex life
form or higher level organism. For example, genes cooperated to
form genomes, different single-celled organisms formed the
eukaryotic cell, cells cooperated to form multicellular organisms,
and multicellular organisms formed eusocial societies (Maynard
Smith & Szathmáry 1995; Queller 1997; Bourke 2011; West
et al. 2015).

What conditions drive major transitions?
Consider a multicellular organism, such as yourself. Why don’t
your hand and heart cells try to reproduce themselves, as opposed
to helping your sperm or egg cells? The answer involves genetic
similarity or ‘relatedness’ (Hamilton 1964). Your hand cells contain the same genes as your sperm cells because they are clonal
copies. A hand cell could in principle get the same fraction of
its genes into the next generation (all of them) by either copying
itself, or by helping copy the sperm cells. A similar phenomenon
occurs in eusocial insects, such as some ants, bees, wasps and termites. A worker termite can pass on half her genes to her offspring. But a random sibling in the colony (her brother or
sister) also contains, on average, half her genes. Thus, a worker
can get the same fraction of gene copies into the next generation
by reproducing or by helping her mother, the queen, to reproduce
(Hamilton 1964; Boomsma 2009). Helping their mother is likely
to be more efficient than reproducing on their own, and so our
termite can better get their genes into the next generation by helping rather than reproducing (Hamilton 1964; Queller &
Strassmann 1998; Bourke 2011).
These are two examples of alignment of interests. The ‘interests’ are evolutionary interests in getting genes into future generations. The hand and the sperm cells both act as if they ‘want’ to
get copies of their genes into the next generation, because as we
discussed above, natural selection will have led to them being
adapted in this way (Grafen 2003; Gardner 2009). The interests
between them are aligned because they share the same genes.
When individuals share genes, we say that they are genetically

Major transitions
Major transitions on the Earth
Major evolutionary transitions are defined by two features. First,
entities that were capable of replication before the transition can
replicate only as part of a larger unit after it (interdependence).
For example, the cells in our bodies cannot evolve back into
single-celled organisms. Second, there is a relative lack of conflict
within the larger unit, such that it can be thought of as an organism (individual) in its own right (Queller & Strassmann 2009;
West et al. 2015). For example, it is common to think of a single
bird as an individual, and not as a huge community of cells each
doing their own thing.
Major transitions are important because the new higher-level
organisms that they produce can lead to a great jump in
.
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related. Relatedness is a statistical measure of the extent to which
individuals share genes (Grafen 1985).
In the case of eusocial ant colonies and human bodies, the
interests are aligned through genetic relatedness. But there are
other ways for evolutionary interests to be aligned. Consider, for
example, a mutualism between two species. Some aphids carry
bacteria in their gut (Moran 2007). The aphids provide the bacteria with sugars and other nutrients to survive and the bacteria
provide the aphids with vital amino acids missing from their
diet. The aphid and the bacteria do not share the same genes,
but neither can reproduce without the other. To reproduce itself,
the aphid has to help reproduce the bacteria and vice versa. Again,
their evolutionary interests are aligned.
The very cells that make up our bodies – known as eukaryotic
cells – evolved through a similar kind of alignment of interests
(Margulis 1970; Thiergart et al. 2012; Archibald 2015). Early in
the evolution of life, one bacterial species engulfed another.
Over time, the two species took on different roles, with one specializing in replication and the other in energy production. The
nucleus of our cells is the descendant of the former, and the mitochondria the latter. Neither can reproduce without the other.
Their interests are aligned through reproductive dependence on
each other.
All cooperation in nature requires alignment of interests (West
et al. 2007). Consider, for example, flower pollination by bees. The
bee benefits by receiving food from the flower, and the flower
benefits by being pollinated. But major transitions are a particularly extreme form of cooperation. Compare the pollination scenario to the cells within the flower or the bee. Major transitions
involve organisms cooperating so completely that they give up
their status as individuals, becoming parts of a whole (Queller
& Strassmann 2009). Unsurprisingly, then, major transitions
require the extreme condition of effectively complete or perfect
alignment of interests (Gardner & Grafen 2009; West et al. 2015).
It is also useful to consider the biology of organisms that do
not have interests sufficiently aligned, and thus where conflict
remains and major transitions have not occurred. For example,
in single-celled organisms, we can compare non-clonal cooperative groups of things like slime moulds with clonal groups such
as those that make up multicellular organisms such as humans
and trees. These non-clonal groups have evolved only relatively
limited division of labour, and never complex multicellular organisms (Fisher et al. 2013). Numerous experimental studies have
shown that this is because in non-clonal groups non-cooperative
‘cheats’ can spread, limiting the extent of cooperation (Griffin
et al. 2004; Diggle et al. 2007; Kuzdzal-Fick et al. 2011;
Rumbaugh et al. 2012; Pollitt et al. 2014; Popat et al. 2015;
Inglis et al. 2017).
Thus, there must be something in place to maintain the alignment of interests (Bourke 2011; West et al. 2015). Evolutionary
theory can suggest what these somethings would have to be. In
multicellular organisms, the something is the single-celled bottleneck (Buss 1987; Queller 2000). Multicellular organisms start each
new generation as a single-celled zygote, such that all the cells in
the resulting body are clonal (it could also be a spore giving rise to
a haploid cell). Eusocial insect colonies evolved from colonies
founded by a singly mated queen (Boomsma 2007, 2009, 2013;
Hughes et al. 2008). If the queen had multiple mating partners,
a worker would have half-sisters, and be less related to her siblings
than her offspring, breaking down the alignment. The monogamous mating pair is the eusocial colony’s equivalent of a zygote or a
bottlenecking event (Boomsma 2013). With unrelated units, like
.
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mitochondria and the nucleus, the individual parts must be
co-dependent for joint reproduction (Foster & Wenseleers 2006;
West et al. 2015) – which can be thought of as a different form
of bottleneck. The rarity of conditions like these – conditions
under which alignment is so complete – explains the rarity of
major transitions in individuality in the history of life.
Biology of organisms that have undergone major transitions
Do the conditions required for major transitions tell us anything
about the biology of organisms that have undergone major transitions? Yes. Organisms are a nested hierarchy, where each nested
level is the vestige of a former individual (Fig. 3). Eusocial ant colonies function as a single individual, but are made up of multicellular organisms. Those organisms themselves are made up of cells.
In turn, those cells resulted from the fusion of two simple species
early in evolution. Each of those organisms had a genome that
evolved from the union of the individual, replicating molecules.
Further, at each level of the hierarchy, there must be something
to align the interests of the parts. This usually happens through
some form of population bottlenecking. When the parts are
related, it is a relatedness bottleneck, such as the single-celled
stage in multicellular organisms, or the singly mated female in
the social insects (Boomsma 2009, 2013; West et al. 2015).
When the parts are unrelated, it is usually another form of a
bottleneck, such as enforced vertical transmission with joint
reproduction (Foster & Wenseleers 2006; West et al. 2015). We
use the term ‘bottleneck’ to refer to new generations being
founded by a strict unit (the zygote, the mutualist pair, etc.),
but another way to think of this is that the parts require each
other for reproduction (e.g. the soma and the germ line, or the
mitochondria and the nucleus). Other, further aligners may be
required (e.g. in multicellular organisms, there may need to be
a cap on somatic mutations), but these are more likely to be lifeform specific.
To conclude so far, empirical observation tells us that complexity has increased on earth through major transitions.
Evolutionary theory tells us that for major transitions to occur,
the conflict must be eliminated. The theory also tells us what conditions lead to the elimination of conflict. The empirical data
agree with the predictions of the theory, in that major transitions
have only occurred in the extreme conditions that effectively
remove conflict (Boomsma 2007; Hughes et al. 2008; Fisher
et al. 2013; West et al. 2015; Fisher et al. 2017).
Complex aliens
Complexity and major transitions in space
We can now ask: what does the major evolutionary transition
approach tell us about aliens? Will extraterrestrial life undergo
major transitions? Not necessarily. Natural selection cannot predict a specific course of evolution. However, as we have said, we
might be particularly interested in complex aliens. Complexity
requires different parts or units working together towards a common goal or purpose. Under natural selection, units are selected
to be selfish, striving to replicate themselves at the expense of
others. Theory tells us that for units to unite under a common
purpose, the evolutionary conflict between them must effectively
eliminate (Gardner & Grafen 2009; West et al. 2015).
Once again, picture an alien (Fig. 2). If you are picturing something like unlinked replicating molecules or undifferentiated blobs
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The biology of complex aliens

of slime, then your aliens might not have undergone major transitions. But if what you are picturing has different parts with specialized functions, then your alien is likely to have undergone
major transitions (Fig. 2c). What matters is not that we call
them ‘major transitions’, but rather that complexity requires multiple parts of an organism striving to the same purpose, and that
theory predicts that this requires restrictive conditions (Gardner
& Grafen 2009; West et al. 2015). Consequently, if we find complex organisms, we can make predictions about what they will be
like.
Are there other ways to get complexity? To do so, natural
selection would have to sculpt separate parts with unique functions out of a single replicator. Could, for example, the alien
equivalent of a single copy of a gene, housed in one ‘cell’ generate
the equivalent of limbs and organs? If so, it would disprove our
prediction. However, both empirical (major transitions are how
complexity has increased on Earth) and theoretical (functional
parts requires the elimination of conflict) evidence support the
argument that complex aliens will have undergone major
transitions.

Given that complex aliens will have undergone major transitions,
we can make a number of predictions about their biology (Fig. 4).

1. They will be entities that are made up of smaller entities – a
nested hierarchy of individuality with as many levels as completed transitions. This could mean a collection of replicators,
like the first genomes on the Earth, or some hideously complex
nesting of groups on a planet where many more transitions
have occurred than on our own. For example, you might
imagine a ‘society of societies’, where many different social colonies collaborate, with each society specializing on different
tasks, such that they are completely dependent on each
other. Versions of the simpler entities are likely to be found
free-living on the planet as well.
2. Whatever the number of transitions, there will be something
that aligns interests, or eliminates conflict within the entities,
at the level of each transition.

Fig. 3. Major Transitions. Life started with naked replicating molecules, and has since undergone a series of major transitions. Arrows show the occurrence of major
transitions in individuality. Dotted arrows represent transitions between dislike things and solid lines represent transitions between like things. Callouts show
examples of the present-day organisms that have undergone that transition but no further ones. (a) As we have not yet identified the earliest replicators,
Spiegelman’s monster, a simple replicating RNA molecule, is shown as an example candidate. (b) A single-celled bacteria, such as Escherichia coli. (c) A single-celled
eukaryote, like Blepharisma japonicum. (d) A multicellular organism, like frogs. (e) An obligate eusocial colony, such as honeybees. (f) Secondary endosymbiosis
events, such as the origin of the chloroplast. (g) Further endosymbiosis events, such as those leading to Dinoflagellates. (h) Obligate interspecific mutualisms, such
as between aphids and buchnera bacteria. (i) Obligate mutualisms between a multicellular organism and eusocial colony, such as between leaf-cutter ants and
fungi. All images courtesy of Wikipedia.
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Fig. 4. Major transitions in space: ‘The Octomite’. A complex alien that comprises a hierarchy of entities, where each lower-level collection of entities has aligned
evolutionary interests such that conflict is effectively eliminated. These entities engage in a division of labour, with various parts specializing on various tasks, such
that the parts are mutually dependent.

3. Theory suggests that some sort of population bottlenecking
will be key to aligning interests. Bottlenecking is not necessarily the only way to eliminate conflict, but it is probably the
easiest evolutionary route to take. In particular, it does not
require additional mechanisms of enforcement, such as kin
discrimination, policing or randomization. The specific kinds
of bottlenecking will depend on whether like or dislike units
are united.
a. When like entities come together, interests can be aligned
through a bottleneck similar to our single-celled bottleneck in multicellular organisms or the single mating
pair in eusocial colonies, which maximizes relatedness
between entities.
b. If the organisms are made up different types of entities,
we can expect something similar to the bottleneck that
forces mitochondria and nuclei to pass to the next generation together, with joint reproduction. By trapping individuals together over evolutionary time, their interests
become aligned.
c. Some aliens, like us, may contain both types of conflict
reduction, for having both like and dislike types joined
within them.

argument is: (1) Extraterrestrial life will have undergone natural
selection. (2) Knowing that aliens undergo natural selection, we
can make further predictions about their biology, based on the
theory of natural selection. In particular, we can say something
about complex aliens – that they will likely have undergone
major transitions. (3) Theory tells us that restrictive conditions,
which eliminate conflict, are required for major transitions. (4)
Consequently, complex aliens will be composed of a nested hierarchy of entities, with the conditions required to eliminate conflict
at each of those levels.
When making predictions about aliens, we must take advantage
of our entire scientific toolkit. Mechanistic understanding is a good
way to extrapolate from what we see on Earth. The theory is a good
way to make predictions that are independent of the details of the
Earth. Combining both approaches is the best way to make predictions about the many hundreds, thousands or millions of hypothetical aliens. Now we just need to find them.
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